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Cumulative "Blog" from postings on "Wyz World" 
 last updated:  July 23, 2010 

 

in descending chronological order (i.e., latest -> oldest post) 

 

July 23, 2010 
tracking Readers' Visits to my website 

 

John Andrews (http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Andrews) admitted to using a "back-door" approach to 

try to get information on secret projects from military commanders.  Sometimes he would hypothesize a scenario.  

And then if his listener displayed any unusual reaction, Andrews figured that he had "hit a nerve" and was on to 

something. 

 

Perhaps I can use a similar approach in analyzing my web usage statistics.  Every month, my host supplies with 

the "Top-10" or "Top-30" this-or-that from my site such as the top documents viewed.  It would take a "geek" to 

analyze the micro-logs to find out the details.  I am content to just track what documents are getting read the most on 

a monthly basis. 

 

Granted, I am not checking to see if the same individuals are reading the same documents over-and-over rather 

than downloading.  And someone could be searching (e.g., Google) for a particular word or phrase that just happened 

to be in one of my files and has no interest in the subject of that file.  But with those disclaimers, I am listing the files 

that have received the most "hits" and let you draw your own conclusions.  Note that on the macro Monthly 

Summaries that I get, only the top 30-or40 .doc/.pdf files are listed.  Which doesn't mean that other files are not 

accessed at all.  Nor does this count the .htm pages which were accessed. 

 
  02/09 03/09 04/09 05/09 06/09 07/09 08/09 09/09 10/09 11/09 12/09 

AIL_01.doc          41 51 

Alfred_01.doc            

Alfred_01.pdf            

Andrews_02.doc       75     

Andrews_03.doc 149 52 93 76  49 71 43    

Bolt_02.doc    34 38       

Buhlman_03.pdf           55 

TIME/Caduceus.doc 41 55 41 43   70  40 43 52 

Cassiopaea_1.doc 32          49 

Cassiopaea_1.pdf            

Consciousness_27.doc           83 

Consciousness_32.pdf            

Corso_04.doc     49   41    

TIME/Delta_T.doc  43  40  44 74    44 

EaglesDisobey_01.pdf            

DNA_07.pdf            

ECM_02.doc      51      

Fouche_2.doc         42   

Fractals_03.doc           64 

Fractals_03.pdf            

FTA_01.doc   38         

Gervasi_1.doc  64 58 40 38 58 70 60    

GLP_01a.doc 49 63 62 42 55 46 114 45 40 49 49 

GLP_01b.doc            

Holography_02.pdf            

Holography_03.pdf            

Lazar_10.pdf            

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Andrews
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Lazar_22.doc 45 54 45  43 43  54 46 48  

Lazar_22.pdf           43 

Lazar_24.pdf    24     210 60 55 

LookingGlass_1.doc 37 45 38  35 50 69 70    

Lucid_05.pdf            

MagneticBell_03.pdf            

MagneticBell_04.pdf            

MagneticBell_05.doc        40    

MagneticBell_08.pdf            

Medical_03.doc       194     

MIG_01.doc 70 137          

Montauk_3.doc    37      63  

Nuke_16.doc   14         

Nuke_16.pdf            

ORMEs_08.pdf            

PX_06.doc   38         

PX_09.pdf           50 

Quotes_1.pdf            

Radar_01.pdf            

Researchers_1.doc       74     

Sarfatti_11.doc       96     

Sightings_01.doc     35       

Skeggs_03.pdf            

Strings_1.doc      45  39  41 62 

Strings_1.pdf           44 

Swartz_1.pdf            

Personal/Thesis.pdf            

Tesla_02.pdf            

Tesla_05.doc            

Tesla_05.pdf            

Tesla_07.doc          51  

Tesla_07.pdf            

Tesla_08.doc  45          

Vallee_06.pdf            

Ventura_02.doc    38 29  79   44  

 
  01/10 02/10 03/10 04/10 05/10 06/10 07/10 

AIL_01.doc        

Alfred_01.doc 52       

Alfred_01.pdf     85   

Andrews_02.doc        

Andrews_03.doc        

Bolt_02.doc        

Buhlman_03.pdf 45       

TIME/Caduceus.doc 50  54     

Cassiopaea_1.doc        

Cassiopaea_1.pdf  53      

Consciousness_27.doc        

Consciousness_32.pdf    61    

Corso_04.doc        

TIME/Delta_T.doc 44       

EaglesDisobey_01.pdf   53     

DNA_07.pdf    74 77   

ECM_02.doc        

Fouche_2.doc        

Fractals_03.doc        

Fractals_03.pdf 79 62 82 67    

FTA_01.doc        
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Gervasi_1.doc        

GLP_01a.doc        

GLP_01b.doc   451     

Holography_02.pdf     74  56 

Holography_03.pdf 43   67  136 131 

Lazar_10.pdf      97 69 

Lazar_22.doc      93 83 

Lazar_22.pdf 65 89 98 61 135 140 133 

Lazar_24.pdf  70 57 69 96 898  

LookingGlass_1.doc        

Lucid_05.pdf     76   

MagneticBell_03.pdf     85   

MagneticBell_04.pdf    86 91  66 

MagneticBell_05.doc        

MagneticBell_08.pdf       106 

Medical_03.doc        

MIG_01.doc        

Montauk_3.doc 49       

Nuke_16.doc        

Nuke_16.pdf 172 648 776 563 666 395 127 

ORMEs_08.pdf      94  

PX_06.doc        

PX_09.pdf 93 123 100 137 169 75  

Quotes_1.pdf  54   90 79 61 

Radar_01.pdf     85   

Researchers_1.doc        

Sarfatti_11.doc        

Sightings_01.doc        

Skeggs_03.pdf  66 81 60 178 82 64 

Strings_1.doc        

Strings_1.pdf        

Swartz_1.pdf    80 106 80 58 

Personal/Thesis.pdf   89 59  74 59 

Tesla_02.pdf    92 115  65 

Tesla_05.doc  48     63 

Tesla_05.pdf      92  

Tesla_07.doc        

Tesla_07.pdf   54 83 145 142 108 

Tesla_08.doc        

Vallee_06.pdf      91  

Ventura_02.doc        

 
AIL_01.doc Eaton AIL radar labs (Philadelphia Experiment) 

Alfred_01.doc Plasma Lifeforms (Jay Alfred) 

Alfred_01.pdf Plasma Lifeforms (Jay Alfred) 

Andrews_02.doc Bill McDonald's general composite of the Roswell Aircraft 

Andrews_03.doc Lockheed's Ben Rich re. manmade and alien UFOs 

Bolt_02.doc "Mad Science" -- bogus physics claims 

Buhlman_03.pdf Out-of-Body Experiences and Astral Travel Techniques 

TIME/Caduceus.doc Caduceus-wound Coil Experiments 

Cassiopaea_1.doc Timeline of Secret Government (Chemical/Medical) Experiments 

Cassiopaea_1.pdf Timeline of Secret Government (Chemical/Medical) Experiments 

Consciousness_27.doc Quantum BioHolography 

Consciousness_32.pdf a Quantum Explanation of Sheldrake's Morphic Resonance 

Corso_04.doc UFO-related Drawings by Col. Philip Corso 

TIME/Delta_T.doc the Montauk Project's Delta-T Antenna 

EaglesDisobey_01.pdf introduction to Dan Burisch's claims of ET biological research at S4 

DNA_07.pdf the Secret of 'Rosalind Franklin's Photo-51' --the structure of DNA 
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ECM_02.doc Electronic CounterMeasures Tutorial 

Fouche_2.doc Black Triangles: Theirs or Ours? 

Fractals_03.doc the "Mandelbulb":  first 'true' 3D image of famous fractal 

Fractals_03.pdf the "Mandelbulb":  first 'true' 3D image of famous fractal 

FTA_01.doc Thomas Skeggs' experimental flight prototype 

Gervasi_1.doc "dirty" deal-making political secrets in war-machine arsenal building 

GLP_01a.doc misc. postings on Dan Burisch (thread) 

GLP_01b.doc misc. postings on Dan Burisch (cont.) 

Holography_02.pdf "Project Ghost" and "Project Blue Beam" 

Holography_03.pdf the Holographic Universe -- does Objective reality exist? 

Lazar_10.pdf NASA's Anti-Gravity Room 

Lazar_22.doc what is "Area S4" (as claimed by Bob Lazar)? 

Lazar_22.pdf what is "Area S4" (as claimed by Bob Lazar)? 

Lazar_24.pdf a Physical Review of Bob Lazar's claims by Edward Halerewicz, Jr. 

LookingGlass_1.doc "Project Looking Glass" according to William Hamilton 

Lucid_05.pdf Inducing Altered States of Consciousness with Binaural Beat Technology 

MagneticBell_03.pdf Secrets of the Nazi (UFO) Bell 

MagneticBell_04.pdf the Tesla Beograd WWII Nazi Bell connection 

MagneticBell_05.doc Electrical Phenomenon Associated with UFO Encounters 

MagneticBell_08.pdf Anti-Gravity -- summary of research 

Medical_03.doc could an "Acid Trip" Cure Your OCD? 

MIG_01.doc "Top Gun" over Moscow 

Montauk_3.doc skeptical review of the Montauk Project 

Nuke_16.doc a Photo Gallery of all publicly-announced U.S. nuclear tests 

Nuke_16.pdf a Photo Gallery of all publicly -announced U.S. nuclear tests 

ORMEs_08.pdf the Theory and Practice of Alchemy 

PX_06.doc 
the RCA FRR-24 Receiver (Philadelphia Experiment and Montauk 
Project) 

PX_09.pdf Magneto-dielectric Energy link to Orgone Energy 

Quotes_1.pdf UFO-related Quotes by famous Government/Military/Public Persons 

Radar_01.pdf a brief history of Radar 

Researchers_1.doc UFOlogy's "Good, Bad, and Ugly" Researchers 

Sarfatti_11.doc (physicist) John Wheeler's World: "It from Bit" (Jack Sarfatti) 

Sightings_01.doc misc. early UFO sightings 

Skeggs_03.pdf 
a "crash course in Remote-Viewing and Remote-Influencing (Tom 
Skeggs) 

Strings_1.doc a introduction into superstring/M-brane theory (Michio Kaku) 

Strings_1.pdf a introduction into superstring/M-brane theory (Michio Kaku) 

Swartz_1.pdf Technology of the Gods  (Tim Swartz) 

Personal/Thesis.pdf personal college thesis of 'StealthSkater' 

Tesla_02.pdf Mechanical Oscillator  (Nikola Tesla) 

Tesla_05.doc Nikola Tesla's "Black Magic" Touring Car 

Tesla_05.pdf Nikola Tesla's "Black Magic" Touring Car 

Tesla_07.doc Nikola Tesla's 3-Phase AC and Motors 

Tesla_07.pdf Nikola Tesla's 3-Phase AC and Motors 

Tesla_08.doc Nikola Tesla autobiography 

Vallee_06.pdf Messengers of Deception (re. UFOs) by Jacques Vallee 

Ventura_02.doc American Anti-Gravity 2004: FAQ (Tim Ventura) 

 

One thing that stands out is the popularity of a "Gallery of U.S. Nuclear Tests" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nuke_16.doc or …/Nuke_16.pdf).  I thought this was strange.  My 

curiosity was piqued even more when someone emailed me the following: 

 

> "I notice on your site and several other sites that the same photo is used in two consecutive 

blasts.  Operation Tumbler Snapper -- the shots of 'Charlie' and 'Dog' are identical just with 

different exposures.  Can you please let me know if you agree." 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nuke_16.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nuke_16.pdf
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I was using an old CRT display monitor when I archived those images from Carey Sublette's site.  Over the years, 

I kept having to increase the monitor's brightness.  And so when I "cleaned-up" the images after copying them, I must 

have increased their brightness too much (as I found out later on when I viewed them on the LED monitor at my day 

job).  I told this to that fellow and then did some wondering.  Why would someone be so interested in one particular 

nuke test out of so many hundreds?  Did my "PhotoShoping" inadvertently lead him to think I uncovered something 

that he didn't know about or that he felt should be suppressed? 

 

Nuke tests and UFO sightings went hand-in-hand for decades.  Why?  (A) Are "UFOs" alien machines coming 

to protest our nuke tests?  (B) Are these strange lights some anomaly (e.g., Pitkanen's "plasmoids" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids) , Reich's "orgone" 

(http://www.stealthskater.PX.htm#Reich), or Tesla's longitudinal scalar waves 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm)?  (C) Or could they hint at some alternative reality that "opens up" 

when a nuke event takes place (http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks  -or-  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass)? 

 

The UFO phenomena seems to be managed by 2 organizations -- the Intelligence community (e.g., CIA, NSA) 

and the Dept. of Energy (the former Atomic Energy Commission).  The former would be doing for it for dis-/mis-

information purposes while the latter seems to know the physics of what is actually happening (so much so that there 

was enacted a worldwide moratorium on all nuke tests in the 1980s).  There have been talks about a few countries 

resuming tests which seems to imply that they have found a way to work around whatever stumbling block it was. 

 

The U.S.'s policy has always been to ridicule UFO witnesses.  Russia seems to say "We believe you when you are 

reporting what you think you saw".  Quite a difference.  The floor is open to why Intelligence agencies would want to 

use any of this for their purposes. 

 

One of the theories of Roswell is that it was a ruse to roust out Russian spies who were known to exist within the 

Roswell Army Air Base (that held the World's only atomic weapons).  But the only people that "bit" on the story 

were the American public. 

 

There have been rumors of a so-called "Orion technology" that induces or implants false memories within 

people.  Indeed, one of the later spins to the famous Betty&Barney Hill abduction case 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#ZetaReticula) was that it was an experiment used by the Government (some 

say with alien supervision).  I often wondered why the Hills were chosen.  Back in the early 1960s, they certainly 

would have suffered from their mixed-marriage status (i.e., who better to ridicule in those days).  And it was always 

strange to me that Betty just happened to be adept in astronomy (so she would at least semi-understand what the 

aliens were talking about in reference to their home planet).  Coincidence?  It would not be far-fetched to learn that 

the Naval Observatory (or some other such) discovered the Reticula double-star system before the public 

observatories.  And perhaps this was used in the false memory implant experiment. 

 

I met a psychiatry student 13 years ago.  She was in grad school pursuing her M.S.  We were not talking about 

UFOs or anything along those lines.  Somehow the conversation came upon hypnotism.  She said that it was not 

taught in any of her undergrad or gradual psych courses.  Which was surprising to me.  I got the feeling it was 

because it was so unreliable.  If true and other major academic institutions do the same thing, then the Hill abduction 

story (which was uncovered using hypnotism) would seem very suspect. 

 

A lot of time and effort was spent in the Bob Lazar story (http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm).  He had 

some retired ex-military supporters (John Andrews and Jim Goodall) but some younger ex-military detractors (e.g., 

Mark Farmer).  His story began in the late-1980s slightly after the time of the worldwide nuke moratorium.  Lazar 

claimed to have seen the alien craft in operation on one of his few days at the S-4 test site.  He said that he was told 

how it operated by his superiors.  But his theories of operation (admittedly obtained second-hand) have been widely 

criticized by physicists.  Lazar said that his major contribution was to identify the mystery element as an isotope (he 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids
http://www.stealthskater.px.htm/#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm%23ZetaReticula
http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
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never said which one) of Element-115.  He said that it defied normal means of determining its nuclear nature on the 

Periodic Table.  But he didn't reveal what methodology his team eventually used. 

 

I often wondered how he came to get a copy of a Soviet spy satellite photo of Area-51.  I mean, were these 

things circulated on the Internet back then (was there even an Internet back then?).  It would make more sense to a 

skeptical mind to accept that someone in the Intelligence sector gave it to him to add credibility to his story.  And 

once during his video, I saw him break into a brief grin as he was giving some discourse.  Of course, he could have 

been grinning at the cameraman.  But my gut reaction was that it was not that.  Almost like he was telling a big 

falsehood and couldn't contain himself.  (Which if true, why wouldn't they go back and re-do the scene?) 

 

Tom Mahood (http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Mahood) always maintained that the Lazar story was 

strange in that its pieces (particularly Lazar's background) always ended in dead-ends no matter how hard one tried to 

get to the bottom.  This has all the earmarks of counter-intelligence (and of the aforementioned Roswell tale).  The 

question remains what was the point of all this?  Why go to so much time and trouble?  What were they trying to 

cover-up or force out into the open or lead others on a wild-goose choose? 

 

I see that Ed Halerewicz's masterful physics analysis of Lazar's claims 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.pdf) was heavily read.  Surely part of the reason was to see if 

any of the theories of operation told to Lazar by his superiors stood up under mainstream Science.  But one could also 

wonder if the perpetrators of the story could be checking for specific criticisms in order to mount a future defense to 

keep the story alive. 

 

I have no doubt that aliens exist elsewhere in the Universe.  But how would they know how to get to Earth even if 

they had a craft which could "warp space"?  Specifically, using spherical coordinates with their home planet as 

origin, what angles do they point their craft and how far along the vector do they travel?  (And we're not taking into 

account problems of avoiding asteroids, stars, and immense radiation fields).  How do they know this ahead of time 

before embarking on a 70 light-year voyage?  It would make more sense to explore Space and Time using 

holographic projections of remote-viewers as in Tom Skegg's "Star Chamber" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber).  Safe within a converted missile silo that is acting as a 

quantum teleportation device on consciousness.  Gives a completely new meaning to "time-travel". 

 

The UFO puzzle seems to be intertwined with Nuclear tests.  Supposedly there is a very small but highly-

secretive part (i.e., "compartmentalized") of the standard Q-clearance which holds the answer 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TopSecret_1.doc or .../Documents/TopSecret_1.pdf).  And the answer 

might not be "alien" in nature but more along the lines of side-effects of anomalies created by the release of the 

strong nuclear force (i.e., the conversion of mass into energy) and possibly "dark matter-energy" as well.  Whatever it 

is, it must have been so serious that a worldwide moratorium against all nuke testing was put into place. 

 

I have been much more interested in "reality manipulation" as revealed in the Philadelphia Experiment and 

Montauk Project legends (including the mysterious FRR-24 radio/radar => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs).  Matti Pitkanen's TGD physics 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm) seems to be about the only mathematically-rigorous theory that unites 

Consciousness with General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics.  His thoughts about "dark energy photons" being 

responsible for psychic phenomena (e.g., remote-viewing) were eye-opening for me.  For such revolutionary insights, 

his home University of Helsinki booted his long-standing website off their host computers without event redirecting 

readers to his new location.  To me, that says Matti is on to something which a lot of people don't want revealed at 

this time.  And his proposals that our existence is not an accident (see "the Miracle of Existence") has left me sleeping 

well at night (even though I can't understand the math). 

 

A forgotten story is the real-life saga of Philip Taylor Kramer 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer) who achieved fame from switching from a heavy-metal rock 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Mahood
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TopSecret_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TopSecret_1.odf
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
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guitarist to rocket scientist (designing the MX missile guidance system).  Kramer's electrical-engineering father (Ray) 

had a long-standing "theory of everything".  But reportedly it was impossible to solve.  While trying to solve an 

unrelated problem, Ray suggested to his son to plug in the "Equation".  When Taylor did, he achieved a solution to 

his father's theory.  It was a "Eureka!" moment for the son.  Then headline news was later made when Taylor 

appeared to have committed suicide.  The questions are still unanswered including the one that his skeletal remains 

were never (at least as reported to me) DNA-confirmed. 

 

More-and-more, I see increased used of holography and fractals 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Fractals) used in theoretical hypotheses.  Taylor Kramer was an expert in 

fractal geometry.  But I don't know if this was used in his solution to his father's "Equation" (or for that matter, what 

his father's TOE formula really was).  But Matti Pitkanen's TGD gives superstring and LQG results under various 

conditions (meaning the string/M-string etc. theories are not fundamental) and I wonder if it could also give fractal-

like solutions.  Perhaps Kramer's solution was a subset of Matti's TGD (if indeed the former was correct to start with). 

 

I will conclude this with reference to the above table of hits to my website.  Maybe there is a "red flag" in those 

results and maybe not.  I leave it up to you.  In a way, I feel sad that the "Powers-That-Be" are not taking my site 

down like they did Dr. Pitkanen's.  Is it because there is nothing "secret" within it?  (i.e., no rare stamp among all 

those I collected.)  Or is it that they are using it to see what I (as "John Q. Public") can dig up my own (and thereby 

what "fell through the cracks" or if something "planted" was successful)? 

 

 

December 13, 2009 
The Secret to the "UFOs" (and other "stargate"-type phenomena) 

 

The mass UFO sightings started at the time of modern nuclear weapons testing (circa 1945).  Glowing discs and 

orbs that would fade in-and-out of radar contact and perform impossible flying maneuvers (almost as if they were 

rapidly "teleporting" or "morphing" rather than physically flying through the air).  Almost "plasmoid" in nature 

rather than a nuts&bolts machine (http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids or 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Alfred).  Wilhelm Reich (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich) 

theorized that the "UFOs" were connected to his controversial "orgone" energy.  He made a "gun" using DOR 

(destructive orgone energy) that he claimed would "bring down" the UFOs. 

 

As the nuclear-weapon nations of the World began censoring nuke tests, UFO sightings drastically decreased 

until they all-but-disappeared with the worldwide moratorium in the 1980s.  There have been leaks of suppressed 

information concerning nuclear events that might result in strange "scalar" phenomenon hundreds-of-miles from the 

actual detonation.  This is allegedly part of the atomic secrets that are still classified 'Top-Secret' (a small-but-

important part of the 'Q' clearance) despite being 50
+
 years after Hiroshima.  If true, it would explain why part of the 

"UFO" secret is maintained by the Department-of-Energy and the other part (which would have disinformation 

benefits) by the CIA etc. 

 

Rumors of stargate-like "portals" started surfacing at isolated places in Colorado and Utah.  There was a leak 

about LANL researchers discovering a way to generate "holographic portals" that left them "both fascinated and 

terrified" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.pdf ).  With large R&D investments, a facility can be 

built to generate ElectroMagnetic Pulse (EMP) pulses without detonating a nuclear weapon.  One cannot but wonder 

if nuke detonations cannot be similarly simulated to create these "portals".  (I wonder if these are somehow related to 

the Philadelphia Experiment and Montauk Project.  And means have been found to generate them using more 

compact power generators in today's technology.) 

 

Are these "portals" something real (i.e., leading into another dimension) or creating something in human 

consciousness (see the effect of hyperspace geometry on human consciousness => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents_DOE_Contract_1.pdf .)?  Leading one to question the nature of Reality 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Fractals
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Alfred
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents_DOE_Contract_1.pdf
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(i.e., are remote-viewers, Zen/yoga practitioners, psychic drug users experiencing something 'real' or 'illusionary'?)  

Are they creating "something from nothing" (e.g., a form of artificial life)?  (Bearden hypothesized about the 

"materialization of thought-forms" => http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/092902.htm.)  I suspect these may be 

connected to what is thought of "time-travel" (in the Montauk sense/ not H.G. Wells).  China was reported to have 

entered into this so-called "time-travel" in the later-1980s. 

 

Whatever they are, they must have been taken seriously to enact a worldwide nuke moratorium that has endured 

until today.  Now I read where the U.S. and other major nuclear powers are considering backing out of the 

worldwide nuke treaty.  That would suggest that their scientific researchers have gotten a "technical handle" on what 

is causing these "UFOs" and "portals".  This is surprising as modern supercomputer models can design new nuclear 

weapons and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) can test randomly-selected stockpiled warheads without detonation. 

 

 

Note that the above document references are in .pdf .  I have uploaded all the files to my online site in .pdf 

format now (in addition to .doc) and am finishing up creating a .pdf-version of the backup-CD. 

 

 

 

September 2, 2009 
recent updates to Matti Pitkanen's TGD 

 

The so-called "Theory of Everything" has been labeled by the Press as one which unites General Relativity and 

Quantum Mechanics.  But it leaves out a third critical element -- Consciousness. 

 

Not so Matti Pitkanen's Topological GeometroDynamics (TGD).  Matti originally presented this upgrade of 

Wheeler(and others)'s GeometroDynamics (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometrodynamics) as his Ph.D. thesis at 

the University of Helsinki, Finland.  He is now in his 3
rd

 decade of filling in the "blanks". 

 

TGD can be reduced to yield superstring (i.e., string/brane theory) in certain situations.  But it is more robust than 

that as it extends to "Quantum Biology" and even attempts to explain such "taboo" events as remote-viewing/healing, 

ESP, telepathy, and what many perceive as "UFOs". 

 

Many times, Dr. Pitkanen has noted some things that in the past did not seem so significant.  But these proved to 

take on great importance in recent years.  (He is grateful for his memory being what it is!)  So he recently revised all 

of his 15 on-line books on TGD. 

 

I have made the corresponding changes to his material that I archived as MS-Word (.doc) files at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm .  (As I do with all of my archives, I try to make small syntax/grammar 

changes to make the material as easy to read as possible.) 

 

Needless to say, the majority of his material will only be understood by a physicist having a very robust math 

background (including tensor calculus and the von Neumann, Lie, and Clifford algebras).  Indeed, I have asked Matti 

if sometime he could translate all of this into small layman-oriented highlight "bullets".  But I ask that of all 

physicists and that seems to pose a bigger challenge than getting their maths rights. 

 

In the interim, it might be easier to find the highlights in his Blog (which is also on the Pitkanen.htm page).  Some 

of these are in selected entries which I've placed at http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Blog . 

 

TGD differentiates between Geometric-Time (i.e., General Relativity) and Experienced- and Subjective-Time.  

And his "time mirror mechanism" perhaps relates to what Tom Bearden refers to in his material.  This post-

Einsteinian geometry is very complex to anyone not well-grounded in topological mathematics. 

http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/092902.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometrodynamics
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Blog 
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With regard to the "UFO" subject, his views are that these may be more along the lines of intelligent "plasmoids" 

(perhaps related to what Wilhelm Reich called "orgone") rather than physical nuts&bolts ET spaceships.  He makes a 

very compelling argument here.  And he further suggests that two of the more famous crop circles may be messages 

sent back to us from the Future (shades of Dan Burisch!).  This "Secret of Life" is accessible at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids .  

 

Matti proposes that We (specifically) and Life (in general) is not accidental.  And his math proves that it does not 

end with physical death.  I personally found that very comforting in this age where there are a zillion philosophies but 

nothing that can be put in a laboratory and tested. 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

[K.R.A.M. to Matti  (1-of-3) ] 

 

Matti -- 

 

Had some misc. thoughts while I converted your most excellent essay from .pdf to .doc format.  Wanted to write 

them down and pass them on before I forgot them again. 

 

A.  Dan Burisch (www.stealthskater.com/Burisch.htm) made quite a stir when he came on the scene a few years ago.  

Actually according to famed TV reporter George Knapp, he has been around for many years prior to that and 

Trapp himself was trying to dig up info.  (I've never been able to get Trapp to respond to my questions for what 

it's worth.) 

 

Although his tales have grown wilder than when he first started, his earliest stories involved (A) a so-called 

"Ganesh Particle" which was some sort of mysterious QUARTZ like crystal that allowed quantum 

consciousness to be imbedded into a biological host and (B) the idea that "aliens" were not a ET civilization but 

rather what we become in the far Future and were traveling back in time to repair some damage done to 

timelines (i.e., Montauk Project etc.). 

 

When I first read about these years ago, they opened up my mind/imagination which had been rather stuck 

in the traditional popular sci-fi view.  I don't know how common these views were in alt-Science or whether 

Burisch and his team (surely government disinfo agents) came up with them on their own. 

 

I actually found Burisch's Las Vegas address and sent him a complimentary CD copy of my site.  

Apparently he received it and thought it was something that he had ordered.  Never heard from him, either. 

 

B.  I'm sure that you are familiar with Dan Sherman's "Project Preserve Destiny" story 

(www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ).  One of the things he said in his book was that during these computer-

based "comms", the "ET" told him that they did not travel through time per se (that was impossible) but 

"evaded" it. 

 

At first I thought of Skeggs' "Star Chamber" (www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber) which would 

let you decohere one of the many quantum histories in order to teleport (in Tom's case, a consciousness) to a 

specific destination (if I'm reading Tom's stuff correctly).  But your "time mirror" mechanism (among others) 

may give a different option. 

 

(BTW, I did the same thing to Sherman that I did to Burisch.  And I never heard from him either.  And the 

same goes for Kaku, Witten, Lazar, and Puthoff.) 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids 
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Burisch.htm
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm%20
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm%23StarChamber
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C.  Concerning Tom Skeggs, we started communicating sometime ago.  He said he was an inventor as well a remote-

viewer (Extended Remote-Viewing).  He took a once-in-a-lifetime trip to New York to check whether his r-v 

views of Montauk were accurate.  I was hoping that he would have asked me to accompany and assist him.  But 

he didn't. 

 

He was spending most of his time developing an advanced flight prototype which he initially described as "an 

advanced electronics module which happens to fly".  It was supposed to hold some Tesla coils to achieve some of 

the claimed Hutchison effects.  As time went on, it began to look more-and-more like an advanced "nuts&bolts" 

prototype minus all the alt-Science stuff.  He apparently had taken out some loans to develop this and his 

creditors were hounding him for some results. 

 

I see that his site is no longer active.  (I had to use the "Wayback Machine" to get some of his older material.  

Unfortunately, it didn't have some of the graphics which is why you'll see an empty box in some places in those 

articles.)  Tom said he contacted Jack Sarfatti in hopes of making sense out of some of his "views" and ideas.  But 

Jack apparently brow-beat him down due to lack of any rigorous education.  Tom did say that he wanted to check 

some of his thoughts with your theories when he had the time. 

 

D. Regarding Tom Mahood, he was a civil engineer earning a living as a traffic engineer.  He took an early 

retirement to return to school and get a M.S. in Physics.  He went on various independent investigations to 

check on "UFO" claims.  He achieved some fame/notoriety (depending on which side of the fence one was on) 

in uncovering some flaws in the Lazar story.   

 

I contacted Tom for awhile.  He was very "down-to-earth".  Which is what you would expect of an engineer.  

He said that he new Puthoff personally and wasn't aware that Hal was onto anything of a "quantum leap".  He did 

profess a belief in remote-viewing (because it was personally demonstrated to him to his satisfaction).  But he 

discounted most of the famous rv-ers like Brown, Ames, Morehouse while more-or-less believing McMoneagle 

and Bucahnon. 

 

I told him that an ex-college friend of mine who went on to Naval air school to fly jets off carriers admitted 

that "UFOs are up there all the time.  But we don't bother them and they don't bother us."  I didn't think he was 

kidding me at all.  If anything, he acted uninterested.  Tom said he had heard the same thing from the pilots he 

interviewed.  Sort of like unofficial standing orders just to observe and not panic.  Sure makes one think of 

plasmoid-like phenomena rather than a nuts&bolt ET craft! 

 

It seems that Tom got disenchanted with the current state of engineering development in the physics field and 

returned to work in his old profession.  It appears that he was with IBM for awhile.  Some of his material 

(including his tour of the advanced radar test sites in the Mojave desert) is at 

www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Mahood . 

 

E.  It seems that most of the popular stories come from RETIRED people who were either directly- or indirectly-

employment by the government.  This would include John Andrews, Philip Corso, Dan Sherman, Robert Dean, 

etc.  Perhaps I'm getting paranoid of reading all this fantastic stuff but never seeing anything concrete to support 

it (e.g., media news).  But I find myself getting to the point where I almost automatically discount anything that 

comes from these guys. 

 

I don't believe their pensions are entirely safe from letting them whistleblow.  It almost seems that they are 

using that as a guise to serve some purpose.  But surely the intelligence agencies of all governments would be 

onto such a scheme by now.  (Indeed, it is thought by some that the Roswell incident was fabricated to flush out 

Soviet spies who were stationed around the only nuclear weapons armory at that time in the World.  It didn't 

work.  The only people who bought the story was the Public.) 

 

file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm%23Mahood%20
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Larry Maurer always thought that it was closed-knit society of sorts that were able to publish their UFO 

claims.  You may agree that it would apply to the Physics world as well.  And if that is true, then one could 

extrapolate and conjecture that certain ideas are being censored for some purpose.  The big question is WHY??? 

 

F.  I have read where the CIA experimented with drugs to make better agents or even to chemically-arouse powers of 

remote-viewing in some of their established personnel.  The big question is are they seeing things which 

actually exist (and the rest of us can't) or are they just hallucinations? 

 

I have contact with others (some who are not remotely interested in the paranormal) who seemed SO 

SINCERE and yet -- when I gain their confidence -- tell the wildest tales.  I have no doubt that they believe in 

what they are telling me.  But did it really happen? 

 

This echoes a twist on the Betty&Barney Hill UFO abduction story 

(www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#ZetaReticula).  That they were the unwilling subjects in a military test on how 

to induce memory screen implants.  (A later "spin" on this was that it was an ET "Orion" technology being used 

under the supervision of the aliens.) 

 

I wonder if such drug use in San Francisco contributed to any of Dr. Jack's tales (like that one about receiving 

a phone call from a time-traveling craft - www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Sarfatti)?  Or geologist Bruce Cornet 

(www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Cornet)? 

 

 

Finally, let me conclude with saying how GREATLY I value your 'UFO, Aliens, and the New Physics" essay.  I 

archived it along with your Crop Circle writings at www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids.  I'm sure that as 

TGD evolves that all the math will be set.  But for me -- as a layman (and I don't pretend to understand any of the 

physics; as Ed Halerewicz once told me: "leave it to the experts") -- YOUR STUFF MAKES SENSE.  IT GIVES A 

MATHEMATICAL BASIS. 

 

I once complained to Ed Halerewicz, Jr. (www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz) that how could you 

have a "Theory of Everything" if Consciousness was left out?  He said that it was just a term given by the 

Press/Media.  YOUR MATERIAL MAKES SENSE.  PERIOD!!!  IT'S ENTIRELY BELIEVABLE.  IT GIVES A 

MODUS OPERATUS AND EXPLAINS HOW IT EVIDENTLY EVOLVED.  It actually left me with a good peace-

of-mind feeling.  That our existence is not an accident and that our consciousness will continue. 

 

It is with this in mind that I thought that you could write a general (without the math&stuff) HIGHLIGHT 

summary of the major themes in TGD.  Perhaps starting at the beginning of "time" (in the Multiverse sense) and 

explaining how we got to where we are today.  Let that serve as an introductory "teaser" to encourage those to dig in 

deeper to your more technical articles. 

 

Once I update the remaining 4 TGD on-line books, I will send out notices to all the groups/forums including your 

recent articles on water etc.  Note that I included the chapter "Abstracts" in the archived book .doc files (to save the 

reader from surfing to them).  (I think there is software that lets you convert from .doc to .pdf, FYI.)  Also I saw in 

WIkipedia where there was a topic called "GeometroDynamics" which featured Wheeler.  Was that a starting point 

for TGD? 

 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

[no response from Matti to the above email (first of three) ] 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm%23ZetaReticula
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm%23Sarfatti
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm%23Cornet
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm%23Plasmoids
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm%23Halerewicz
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[K.R.A.M. to Matti : (2-of-3) ] 

 

 

As I said: "... before I forget them".  Well, these should have been included in my last e-mail ... 

 

 

G.  I don't know if the archived article "Can Gravity be induced by Plasma" has anything in it that would reinforce 

your views.  I recall that the author acknowledged Hal Puthoff's work in the area as indicating that he was on 

the "right track" (whatever that was) => www.stealthskater.com/Science.doc#Plasma . 

 

 

H.  The search on 'GeometroDynamics' yielded: 

(a) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometrodynamics 

(b) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contributors_to_general_relativity 

(c) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index_of_physics_articles 

(d) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_field_theory 

 

(Note that I first entered Topological GeometroDynamics.  Don't know if this is the result of Wiki 

censorship or not although TGD is listed as one of the theories of Consciousness at 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories . 

 

I.  In modern times, there have been 2 correlations with sightings of UFOs.  One was with detonations of nuclear 

weapons or near reactors where these effects (i.e., more than just release of the strong nuclear force) were being 

studied.  With the worldwide moratorium on all nuke tests in the 1980s, UFO sightings decreased to almost nil.  

In fact, Leonard Nimoy (of all people!) hosted a tv-documentary that sarcastically asked "Where Are All The 

UFOs?"  I saw that in early-1995 just by accident. 

 

When I was archiving Carey Sublette's excellent set of essays on nuclear weapons 

(www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm), I was surfing across some of his external links and came upon an eye-

opening statement that a small part of the standard 'Q' clearance held the secret to the UFO-nuke connection.  

After I finished converting all that material to .doc format, I went back to find the link to that statement.  Damned 

if I can find it now! 

 

I post some of my findings on a couple of forums.  Of all those hundreds of pages of material, one moderator 

IMMEDIATELY noted that statement.  That was very strange to me.  I haven't been able to make contact with 

him since. 

 

So does this mean that some nuclear effect causes the appearance of UFOs (like making something already-

existing illuminate or radiate)?  I tend to lean toward this rather than it opens up dimensional portals etc.  Is this 

where Reich's "orgone" comes in?  Or does this have something to do with what Bearden claims is a still secret 

part of atomic technology in that longitudinal scalar effects can be generated hundreds-of-miles from an "event"?  

(Granted that I did express doubt about Bearden since he used to work for military intelligence.) 

 

I recently saw where the major world nuke powers are considering scrapping the test ban moratorium.  After 

all that progress towards disarmament, this seems strange.  The U.S. National Ignition Facility was supposed to 

allow checking on all stockpiled nuke warheads so that testing wouldn't be necessary.  I wonder if this pertains to 

what they found out back in the 40s when mass "UFO" sightings seem to occur with nuke tests.  And now (50+ 

years later) they have developed the technology to "defeat" the anomaly.  The recent article about HAARP 

creating dots of energy in the ionosphere may also be relevant here. 

file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Science.doc%23Plasma%20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometrodynamics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contributors_to_general_relativity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index_of_physics_articles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_field_theory
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm
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The other not-so-noticeable fact is that RADAR seems to play a part in UFO sightings.  Not in detecting them 

but in possibly generating the.  I did a search on EMP (ElectroMagnetic Pulse) and got routed to Wikipedia.  

From that article I was passed to many more all dealing with generating different types of massive RF effects.  

I couldn't help but think of the Philadelphia Experiment and then Montauk.  I wonder if some of these weird 

happenings could have been done on purpose to produce UFO-like images in the atmosphere?   

 

J.  In the 1970s, my hobby was making simple electronic prototypes.  I had built some of Heathkit's test instruments 

(including a couple of oscilloscopes and RF/AF-generators).  I learned about the mechanics of designing circuit 

boards more from building these kits than from reading books.  Perhaps that is how I personally work best. 

 

Along the same lines, I always thought that I would learn about fields etc. more from becoming a HAM 

radio operator than reading standard textbooks.  But I never got around to doing that.  I did note that some of the 

RF transmissions are "richer" using vacuum tubes than solid-state electronics.  (I heard the same thing about 

guitar amplifiers, too.)  I wonder if there is something there (and this would bolster the claims of the 

PX/Montauk since that type of equipment was used back then) that is "hidden" from today's modern solidstate-

based texts. 

 

K.  On that same thought, Lester Dent ("Kenneth Robeson") who authored the "Doc Savage" set of books always 

compared Doc to Charles Proteus Steinmetz in electricity (and not Tesla).  I did a search on him (including 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Proteus_Steinmetz) and found that he was a remarkable individual who 

improved on some of Tesla's stuff.  In fact, some references credit him with alternating current.  He developed 

the math to explain the magnetic hysteresis phenomenon.  For what it's worth ... 

 

L.  Dean Kamen invented the Segway uni-ball "scooter".  But some insiders claim that it was not what was being 

studied at all.  This was referred to as "Ginger" or "It".  It had all the markings of the proverbial "quantum 

leap" in transportation.  It first surfaced around the time of Bob Lazar (www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm) and 

NASA's Breakthrough Propulsion Project (BPP). 

 

But nobody ever heard anything more and then the Segway was finally introduced in its place.  These same 

insiders are adamant that the Segway is not "Ginger" and that the latter has been suppressed for whatever reasons.  

If that is true, then perhaps NASA's BPP was "watered down" and released to the public as something not-so-

quite extraordinaire (especially if it depended on Lazar's E-115).  Who knows ... 

 

M.  As I mentioned, your essays (read generally in layman's terms and skipping the math/physics) gave me some sort 

of assurance that existence was not accidental and that it would continue in some form after physical death.  Of 

course, there are lots oh religious/philosophical questions that remain unanswered from why can't we reliably 

communicate with past loved ones (i.e., it seems to be a "one-way street") to why are some people born under 

such tragic conditions. 

 

But nevertheless, if it comforted me (who is in perfect health) so much, I couldn't help but think what it would 

do for critically-ill patients.  Up to now, all they had to rely on were words(beliefs) from whatever religion they 

were professed.  Now they have a concrete alternative that is based on facts and not words.  Would such a 

pamphlet/book not be so comforting at these bedsides? 

 

The great baseball player Roberto Clemente will be remembered as much for his last days of his volunteering 

in a humanitarian effort of shipping supplies to refugees as he was for his baseball prowess.  Michio Kaku 

lamented that physicist George Gamow was probably wrongfully not taken seriously for a Nobel Prize because he 

liked to write children's books.  I wonder if such a book by you on Life would add another dimension (that being 

of a comfort to people in their last days) to your biography? 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Proteus_Steinmetz
file:///E:/www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

 

[reply from Matti] 

 

 

There have been attempts to put material about TGD by some people in Wikipedia.  But there was really 

frightening response.  The administrators wanting to moderate it lied out unashamedly.  I was really amazed what 

these people are ready to do.  For the first time, I saw quite concretely how the "Dear Brother" mechanism works. 

 

One can image that nuclear explosions could lead to generation of plasmoids interpreted as "UFOs".  But I do no 

detailed mechanism to suggest. 

 

I have worked with the TGD-inspired theory of Consciousness and with the notion of the "magnetic body" so 

many years that I have used to think that biological death is just biological death.  Self directs its attention to 

something more interesting in biological death.  Nothing very dramatic.  I really believe that our materialistic views 

are horribly wrong in these matters.  Incredible amount of fear and suffering just from a wrong world view.  The 

materialistic world view is also demoralizing. 

 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

 

[K.R.A.M. to Matti (3-of-3) ] 

 

 

In http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/pdfpool/mantleufo.pdf, there was something about the brain 

temperature being "36-37 K".  I assume that you meant 36-37 C. 

 

I didn't find a text reference to "Fig. 7" (the Arecibo crop circle) so I just put it ahead of Fig. 8. 

 

Carey Sublette wrote a straightforward engineering approach to nuclear weapons "physics" and design.  Not 

Physics in the theoretical sense but rather in the use of models which experimenters came up with that were (1) easily 

scale-upable from lab to field and (2) the parameters of the semi-empirical equations could be easily found (unlike 

many more robust theoretical models). 

 

His writing style reminded me of that of Samuel Glasstone.  His Sourcebook of the Space Sciences was my first 

encounter with him in 1970 (it was a one of the textbooks we used in a ROTC military class).  He co-authored 

another book Nuclear Reactor Design which was written in the same style.  Short on theory but gave the equations 

proven to be able to design a reactor and predict requirements as to cooling, shielding, etc.  In spite of their 

conciseness, both books were lengthy and -- if nothing else -- gave one an appreciation of all the myriad of factors(!) 

that must be taken into consideration when designing a nuclear reactor. 

 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

 

[reply from Matti ] 
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Thank you.  There are probably a lot of these kind of small blunders.  Might well be that text reference is lacking.  I'll 

try to find time to correct the mantleufo.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

March 18, 2009 

the role of 'dark' matter-energy in the Paranormal according to Matti Pitkanen 

 

The so-termed "foo-fighters" (strange globes of light/plasma) that were reported to have shadowed (or even 

encircled) WWII fighter planes seems to now be a past phenomenon.  Whether these had anything to do with the 

tremendous electrostatic/magnetic fields generated by the massive propeller engine-plants of that era is unknown.  

But with the advent of the jet engine, no more "foo-fighters". 

 

UFO mass sightings occurred shortly after the first atomic weapons tests (ca 1947) and ended in the late-1980s 

with the worldwide moratorium on all nuke tests. 

 

Then in the 1990s, "crop circles" turned up.  No more foo- fighter or UFOs, however.   The designs were so 

elaborate to the point of seeming too good to be true. 

 

But Matti Pitkanen seems to differ.  He wrote a lengthy essay on this subject which appeared as two .pdf files.  I 

combined them both into a single MS-Word .doc file.  All are accessible at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids . 

 

I always regarded "dark matter/energy" as something that existed more in Cosmological distances.  But if I'm 

reading his hypthosis correctly, Matti thinks that some dark matter and dark photons could be responsible for 

elements on Consciousness as well as remote-viewing, telepathy, etc. 

 

I asked him some questions regarding Dan Bursich's "Ganesh particle" (from a similar type of exotic quartz that 

Matti seems to be describing as containing EM waves) as well as Dan Sherman's "Project Preserve Destiny" and 

Wilhelm Reich's "orgone".  I'm still waiting for his reply. 

 

Matti seems to think that there are intelligent entities (Silicon-based) in the Earth and Solar magnetosphere as 

opposed to the general view that aliens come from other planets.  (This may coincided with what Sherman was doing 

in his computer-based "intuitive communications".)  I know that every few years for decades, NASA continues to 

send up probes to measure the Earth's magnetic field and the Sun.  Why?  I mean, these can't change that much (if at 

all) in our lifetime ... 

 

... unless something else is going on that perhaps is related the nuke weapons issue. 

 

Tom Bearden called some things "unmeasurables" in his scalar wave theories.  Jack Sarfatti termed some things 

as "unobservables" while lambasting Bearden's stuff.  I wonder if these are what Matti is referring to as "dark". 

 

He has also given a current status on his TGD development at http://matpitka.blogspot.com/ .  He proudly 

mentioned that TGD had predicted ~130 GEV for the Higgs which appears now to be reasonable target for CERN 

and Fermilab to search. 

 

 

 

September 15, 2008  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1784.html ) 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm#Plasmoids
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1784.html
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another UFO- nuke reference 
 

I have long suspected a direct link between nuke events (e.g., weapons priming, an actual detonation) and "UFO" 

sightings. 

 

I have pointed out that since the worldwide moratorium on all nuke tests since the late 1980s, the number of UFO 

sightings has decreased to almost nil. Indeed, there was a 1995 tv documentary entitled "Where Are All The UFOs?" 

hosted by none other than Leonard Nimoy (alias "Mr. Spock").  It seemed to be ridiculing those past eyewitnesses. I 

saw that one personally as I was "channel surfing" on a business trip. 

 

While archiving Carey Sublette's excellent essays on the science and engineering bethind nuclear weapons 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm ), I came across a tidbit concerning the standard DOE (formerly the 

AEC) "Q" clearance that is given to those who work with atomic materials. It said that there was a small -- but highly 

secret -- part of the clearance that had to do with what is normally known as "UFOs". 

 

I have posted thoughts about whether UFOs could be some sort of plasma (i.e., what Bearden/Tesla attributes to 

scalar waves or what Matti Pitkanen says that today they are called "alfwen") or Reich's "orgone" (Matti suggests 

"plasmoids") phenomena: 

(http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1766.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1726.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1718.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1628.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1128.html , 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=867.html  

note: all of these are summarized in my 'Blog' at http://www.stealthskater.com/Blog.doc ). 

 

 

I recently found this in the 'Reader Comments' section following the "Britain Releases UFO Files" article at 

http://www.livescience.com/strangenews/081020-ap-uk-ufo-files.html . 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Saiyan_Jedi wrote:  

 

Interesting how the acronym UFO stands for "unidentified flying object".  And that's exactly what they are — 

objects in the sky we cannot identify.  It's sad how most people derive ALIEN stories from them. 

 

My father once told me a story of how my grandfather and him were going back to the reservation and then they 

saw something shoot across the sky and a bright light, the car died.  My grandfather said it was a UFO that needed the 

car's power to get back home. Later I learned it was the atomic testing.  My dad died of cancer, BTW. 

 

Everything has an explanation. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

I assume "reservation" means Indian reservation. I tried to find his email addy but all I got was his profitel. If his 

age is correct, then he would have had to have been a young boy when (and IF this was a real nuke test) such a test 

occured as they were doing all such testing underground in the 70s and 80s. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1766.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1726.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1718.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1628.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1128.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=867.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Blog.doc
http://www.livescience.com/strangenews/081020-ap-uk-ufo-files.html
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If this hypothesis is true, then all major governments (i.e., those who do atomic research) know what "UFOs" 

really are.  There must be some sort of danger for them to force a worldwide moratorium.  It would be advantages for 

intelligence agencies to grab hold of such phenomenon to run their "spins" on it (although it seems the only people 

who are being influenced are the ordinary citizens). 

 

 

 

September 15, 2008  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1779.html) 

Modern "Scalar" Waves 
 

An article appeared that described physicists' plans to "tie light in knots" => 

http://www.physorg.com/news140438326.html ). 

 

For some reason, it made me think of the wild tales of the Montauk Project proponents about creating different 

geometric shapes of RF energy in the legendary Delta-T antenna that ultimately made timelines accessible (see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Nichols ). 

 

And I also wondered if what Tom Bearden referred to Tesla's "longitudinal waves" as "scalars" could not also be 

part of the same animal here. 

 

I passed the above article on to Dr. Matti Pitkanen whose 8-D TGD theory unites not only General Relativity 

and Quantum Mechanics but also Human Consciousness.  TGD was his doctoral thesis at the University of Helsinki 

and he and others have been developing it for 3 decades => http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm .  Here is 

Matti's response: 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

>StealthSkater: 

>" Long ago I had heard that there were "scalarized" versions of Maxwell's equations that gave interesting results 

(referring to Montauk-like timeline phenomena).  These are supposedly suppressed (for whatever reasons). Also I'm 

not entirely convinced that the original quaternion-based equations are 100% preserved in the Heaviside tensor 

reformulations.  Just making something "simpler" doesn't mean that it's 100% correct." 

 

Dr. Pitkanen: 

"In TGD framework, the braiding/knotting/linking of magnetic flux tubes could induce similar phenomena for 

light beams if they correspond to topological light rays parallel to flux tubes. These light rays would be the TGD 

counterpart for Alfwen waves." 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

I'm guessing that this is what his TGD theory calls Bearden/Tesla's "scalar longitudinals".  If I'm correct, then it 

would seem that there is some merit to all of these old legends.  (But I could be wrong, of course, and am reading into 

his response what I what to see.) 

 

And what past proponents have labeled as "X", mainstreamers might now calling "Y".  The point that they are 

missing is that the old-timers saw the light at the end of the tunnel first and were just missing the more rigorous 

math/theory.  Which is sad. 

 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1779.html
http://www.physorg.com/news140438326.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Nichols
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
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Note that Dr. Pitkanen is not one of the "normal mainstream" camp.  And while he continues his search to find a 

solid math background to explain these (conventionally) "unobservables", he is -- quite unfairly IMO -- lumped in 

with the "alt science" folks like Keely, Rife, Priore, Tesla, and Reich. 

 

I suspect that Matti is decades ahead of his time.  And it will take a new set of radical laboratory sensors to 

validate his conjectures. 

 

(Dr. Pitkanen keeps a current "Blog" of his research => http://matpitka.blogspot.com/ .) 

 

(Royal Rife developed a complex microscope that could see living viruses without having to kill them first by 

staining the slide (as in conventional scopes) or by using an X-ray microscope.  In this work, he allegedly discovered 

the oscillatory rates of certain viruses and bacteria.  This was significant in that if that frequency could be directed 

into the body, those bad agents could literally be shaken apart.  Some commercial Rife machines are available today 

=> http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm#Rife .) 

 

(One theory of the famous Philadelphia Experiment is that it used the "Arrow of Time" that Tesla inadvertently 

discovered on his workbench.  It wasn't "teleportation" per se but retracing an established history path to avoid -- in 

this case -- a German mine [http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica ].  Antoine Priore applied the same 

principle to bodily diseases.  Namely instead of trying to "cure" in the conventional medical sense, merely have the 

cells retrace their existence to the point at which they were healthy => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm#Priore .) 

 

(Dr. Wilhelm Reich => http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich . 

Dr. Nikola Tesla => http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla 

John Keely => http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Keely 

Col. Tom Bearden => http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm ) 

 

addendum to Rife's experiments: 

A major key to curing diseases is to understand how proteins fold and unfold.  There are proposed models. But 

they can't be validated without the use of a supercomputer.  In the late 1990s, IBM proposes a cutting-edge tennis-

court size supercomputer that would use self-repairing circuits.  Its first project was to examine a medium-sized 

protein unfolding. IBM was estimating that it would take 1-year as compared to 400-years with the existing 

supercomputers of that era. 

 

Rife allegedly could watch such living processes in his complex microscope.) 

 

As mentioned before, Matti Pitkanen's 8-D Topological GeometroDynamics (TGD) theory (for which he 

presented as his doctoral thesis at the University of Helsinki, Finland) unites Relativity and Quantum Mechanics with 

Human Consciousness.  (It is one of the major theories of Consciousness if you look up the topic at Wikipedia => 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories .) 

 

I just archived a short article on a Harvard Medical cellular biologist Creating a New Form of Life => 

http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2008/09/biologists-on-t.html -or- the MS-Word version at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Life_02.doc . 

 

I routed this to Dr. Pitkanen and received the following response (which refers to his "Blog" that I mentioned 

above in the previous post): 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Hi, 

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm#Rife
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica
http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm#Priore
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Keely
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories
http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2008/09/biologists-on-t.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Life_02.doc
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Just some time ago, see: 

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2008/09/dark-nuclear-strings-as-analogs-of-dna.html . 

 

I discovered that DNA, RNA, amino acids, and genetic code might be realized at elementary particle level. 

Genetic code would have purely physical meaning and the prediction for numbers of DNA:s coded by given number 

of amino acids are correct.  Codons correspond to baryons regarded as 3-quark states and entanglement between 

quarks represents codons. 

 

Chemical realization of genetic code would be only one particular representation for the code realized at much 

deeper level. Dark matter hierarchy, model for nuclei as nuclear strings and ensuing model for cold fusion, model for 

homeopathy, and Lamarckian view about evolution genome realized in terms of homepathic mechanism inspired the 

idea so that a lot of so-called pseudo-science is involved;-). 

 

-- Matti 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Regarding the matter of how proteins fold and unfold as mentioned above, there is a downloadable game 

("FoldIt") which simulates such actions.  Somewhat surprisingly, non-biologists can outperform Ph.D. 

microbiologists and be ranked higher in worldwide ratings. 

 

The original Scientific American article is at http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=protein-computer-games-

foldit . 

 

I archived it (along with 2 preliminary articles on the phenomenon) as a MS-Word .doc at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Proteins_01.doc . 

 

 

 

September 6, 2008  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1777.html ) 

Tesla AUTObiography, the alleged "Nazi-Bell" UFO, plus more … 
 

I found what appears to be an AUTObiography on Nikola Tesla.  "The Secret Life of Nikola Tesla" reveals the 

almost-metaphysical insights that Tesla had since childhood.  Indeed, some of what he experienced sounds like what 

we today call "remote-viewing". 

 

He credits many of inventions to detailed visions he saw in his mind.  It made me think of John Travolta's altered 

mind after he encountered that strange light in the sky in the movie "Phenomenon".  And also that of the most 

mysterious man in mathematics -- Srinivasa Ramanujan from India.  He created powerful theorems some of which 

still defy proof by the World's greatest mathematicians.  He would say that the goddess of Namakkal inspired him 

with the formulae in dreams. 

 

I would think that cheap energy production would be more valuable to Mankind today than interplanetary flight.  

If Tesla was correct in his "Magnifying Transmitter" conjectures, it sounds like it could be developed a lot more 

quickly than fusion or tapping the Zero-Point Energy field.  Even if the authorities did confiscate his papers after his 

death, there should be enough left in the public literature for some smart minds to fill in the gaps.  He's already done 

the preliminary work! 

 

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2008/09/dark-nuclear-strings-as-analogs-of-dna.html
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=protein-computer-games-foldit
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=protein-computer-games-foldit
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Proteins_01.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1777.html
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The Tesla autobio is accessible at http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla .  (A shot bio on 

Ramanujan -- whose "modular functions" were a key part on Michio Kaku's superstring derivations (and explains 

why the Universe is normally fixed at "10" dimensions") -- is within the 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Strings_1.doc file.) 

 

Also I archived a bunch of stuff on the famed "Nazi-Bell" flying saucer starting with Tim Ventura's interviews 

and ending with Jack Sarfatti's math analysis.  An interesting spin to the Roswell legend is that a "UFO" story was 

conjured up to hide the fact from the American people that a Nazi fragment was alive after WWII and equipped with 

potentially dangerous weapons in Argentina.  These materials are accessible at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Bell . 

 

Perhaps I've been naïve.  I always thought when an enemy was defeated, any remnants would try to absorb into 

existing society.  I've read before about missing Nazi gold to finance things like the "Montauk Project" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm )but I never put much stock in it.  I may need to take another look.  Maybe 

the conspiracists are right on this one. 

 

And I previously posted at Wyz World (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1776.html ) about the 

possibility that UFOs might be living entities along the lines of Reich's "orgone" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich )or Pitkanen's "plasmoids" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm ).   

 

So now we have at least 4 separate elements contributing to "UFOs".  (Which may explain why the subject has 

seemed so perplexing.) 

 

(A) One is an anomaly created (or previously existing and now exposed) by release of the strong nuclear force in 

a nuclear event.  (Whether this in turn causes a Tesla-like "scalar" longitudinal is unknown.)  This would be 

administered by the Dept. of Energy (the former Atomic Energy Commission). 

 

(B) Another piece of the puzzle are advanced military prototypes from former enemies.  It would be advantageous 

to explain such as "UFOs" to throw competing foreign intelligences off-the-trail so to speak.  I guess this 

would fall into something like the CIA.  (One would think that other governments would have long caught 

on to this deception by now, however.) 

 

(C) A third part would be the effects on human consciousness caused by artificial manipulations.  Whether these 

are hallucinations, allowing us to see true craft/entities, or revealing a "new dimension" (as in Boylan's 

assertion that Wen Ho Lee was involved in creating "artificial holographic portals" at LANL => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc or Dr. Fred Alan Wolf's claim of 

"bleedthroughs" from parallel worlds => http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks ) is also unclear.  

I don't know what agency would oversee this stuff. 

 

(D) And then finally, of course, is the real deal.  Whose actual physical visits to Earth seem improbable due to the 

restrictions of General Relativity and the risks of encountering drastically different bacteria/viruses 

(assuming they don't wear spacesuits). 

 

 

What muddy waters these are indeed! 

 

 

 

September 2, 2008  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1776.html ) 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Strings_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Bell 
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1776.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1776.html
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Are UFOs "Alive"? 
 

One hypothesis to the UFO enigma is that "they" are how individual minds perceive them rather than actual 

nuts&bolts craft.  That is, the phenomena is more of an interaction with Consciousness.  That would explain why 

some people see them and some do not despite being at the same place and same time.  It would also raise the 

possibility of it being an active (i.e., 2-party) event rather than just a passive observation.  "They" might be purposely 

instigating the interaction (as in John Travolta's "Phenomenon" movie). 

 

The level of "perception" could vary among different minds.  Indeed, experiments have been done to artificially 

create higher levels to "normal" states of Consciousness.  David Morehouse 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Morehouse) allegedly got his remote-viewing capabilities after a bullet 

impact to his Army helmet.  There have been reports of drugs being used to induce-or-enhance the same thing 

(including Dan Sherman and "Project Preserve Destiny" - http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm).   

 

Arguments remain, however, as to whether these are higher levels of perception or enhanced hallucinations.  A 

skeptic could say that a "UFO" is what someone with this higher perception (or imagination) WANTS to see.  (For 

the moment, I'm not addressing the photographs and radar logs that allegedly accompanied such events which one 

would think would be independent of any mental subjection. Also some "memory screen implants" or other deliberate 

counter-intel  --such as used in the "Orion" methodology [since renamed] -- will "muddy the waters". ) 

 

Nearly all scientists seem to believe that the Universe is filled with intelligent life.  Where they part company 

with "believers" is how that life could have journeyed here.  For one, General Relativity forbids such FTL travel.  

And even if it were possible (e.g., UNITEL's MQT - http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm), how would 

"they" know where to aim their craft?  And how long would it take to map all the creases and valleys in space-time to 

do such navigation?  (I'm thinking "Lost in Space" here.) 

 

I've always felt interaction via something like remote-viewing (rather than physical travel) would be the ideal way 

to go.  Through quantum entanglement, non-local FTL (indeed, instantaneous!) teleportation would be possible 

anywhere in the Universe.  Tom Skegg's "Star Chamber" would allow a fully visible remote-viewer interacting in 

real-time with the "viewee(s)" (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber). 

 

I thought it interesting that many hardcore mainstream physicists who scoff at "alt-science" have been seriously 

investigating topics such as remote-viewing.  Matti Pitkanen's 8-D TGD model unites General Relativity and 

Quantum Mechanics with Consciousness (http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm).  Even Robert Bigelow has 

funded a university chair for Consciousness studies in Nevada.  "Where there's smoke, there's usually fire." 

 

Wilhelm Reich claimed to have shot down "UFOs" with his DOR ("destructive orgone") gun.  I get the feeling 

that he felt a "UFO" may have been more of a living entity rather than a physical craft.  Check out "Are UFOs 

'Alive'?" at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich.  (note: this theme is also proposed by Dr. Pitkanen 

[above] when he proposed UFOs might be "plasmoids".) 

 

That still wouldn't explain the radar blips that disappear instantly.  Or the photographs or other physical evidence.  

Of course, we're assuming that these weren't faked.  But it would go a long ways to explaining why these things are 

so perplexing and non-reproducible.  And I still have questions as to how release of the strong nuclear force (as in a 

nuclear blast or a weapon "priming") can affect Consciousness. 

 

This contention regarding the true nature of "UFOs" is explored in great detail by Marie Jones in her "PSIence" 

book => http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#PSIence.  It examines possible common denominators among 

all so-called paranormal events.  Indeed, that is why I have always archived so many seemingly quite different topics 

on my site.  There seems to be a pattern here. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Morehouse
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#PSIence
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Again, it may more be more beneficial to view "UFOs" as an interaction with Consciousness than an actual 

physical craft.  But the jury is still out as to whether this originates from an "entity" of some sort or is just a 

hallucination. 

 

 

 

July 28, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1766.html) 

Nuke-Orgone link? 
 

While archiving Carey Sublette's essays on nuclear weapons (http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm ), I 

accidentally came across a tidbit relating to a small but highly significant (and most secretive) part of the standard 

DOE (formerly AEC) "Q"-clearance.  It hinted (at least that was my interpretation) of what was behind "UFOs". 

 

That turned up in one of my wildly tangential searches.  I thought I could easily backtrack to it when time 

permitted.  But now I can't find it. 

 

Still convinced of a link between nuclear detonations and UFOs (note: since the worldwide moratorium on nuke 

testing in the late 1980s, UFO sightings have just about zeroed out compared to what they had been), I did a Google 

for any possible links between nuclear events and Reich's so-called "orgone".  Searching for what might cause a 

"reality warp" that affects the consciousness. 

 

There were a couple of interesting hits.  http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/potent_comment.html claims an on-

going cooperation between the U.S. and Russia in weather-modification experiments.  It also mentioned the pre-

Montauk "radiosonde" (based on Reich's orgone) as well as today's HAARP. 

 

http://www.pigeonpress.org/mindcontrol.html listed 50 references in its essay on "Government Mind-Control, 

ElectroMagnetic Warfare, and the practical application of Orgonomics". 

 

(The above articles are archived as MS-Word documents at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_10.doc and 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_09.doc .  I added some 

other <links> and comments to these as well.) 

 

I used to think it was an actual nuclear weapon detonation that had a link with a subsequent UFO sighting.  Now 

I'm wondering if some certain nuclear mass (not necessarily "critical") or materials processing might cause one of 

these "alter/artificial-realities" (for lack of a better term). 

 

For what it's worth ... (still searching ... ) 

 

 

 

July 3, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1757.html ) 

Novel, Sarfatti, Lazar 
 

I received the following response from my physicist friend.  I haven't tracked down the references which he quotes 

as of yet. 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1766.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/potent_comment.html
http://www.pigeonpress.org/mindcontrol.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_10.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_09.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1757.html
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I casually read some of the material that you sent earlier on Gordon Novel 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Novel_01.doc ).  While I haven't heard of him before, it's like his name 

attaches itself to any conspiracy theory one would wish to dream up.  I decided to do some checking on his 

background (which is hard to trust from what I read).  But I tried to find some material as his comments to Hal 

Puthoff and Jack Sarfatti seemed to echo my own. 

 

One I found was an article by Lars Hansson circa 1991 which mentions Lear, Lazar, and Novel that you might 

find interesting if you haven't come across it before => http://www.ufomind.com/area51/people/lear/hansson.html 

. 

 

Most of it tends to suggest that Lear was involved with Iran-Contra and only uses UFO stories to "shield" himself.  

This guy also claims to have met Lazar and believes his story (or did at the time that he wrote his affidavit) and that 

Novel attempted to contact Lazar.  So if you haven't read it before, I think you might find that 2-part piece an 

interesting read. 

 

Then by chance, I came across a set of 'YouTube' videos called "Conversations with the Avians" featuring none 

other than G. Novel and J. Sarfatti => http://www.youtube.com/v/mKc1XoP_iU4 . 

 

It's an odd video but does prove that Novel has at least talked to and appears to be friends with Sarfatti.  At one 

point, a lady which you never really see leaves the room for so-called "psychic" reasons.  At another point, Jack 

seems to suggest that if a certain kind of technology was possible, then "The Hawk" would be the one to ask and not 

Jack (and that's coming from Jack's own mouth!). 

 

I can only reason that "The Hawk" was just code for none other than Stephen Hawking.  In the video, Novel 

makes mention of the RAM team and the vehicle he mentions in that file that you sent to me earlier. 

 

Novel tends to suggest that the vehicle more or less interacts with the vacuum by means similar to that of a 

microchip (ala UNITEL?).  But Sarfatii disagreed with Novel's interpretation.  From Sarfatti's message boards, it 

appears that Novel has had email contact with Jack regarding the so-called "Alien Reproduction Vehicle" (ARV). 

 

From what I can tell, the origin of the ARV originates through Dr. S. Greer's "Disclosure Project" website from 

what I suppose are the claimed inside engineers. 

 

From that, it seems Novel has been trying to figure out things from that blueprint via something he calls "vortex 

theory".  But Sarfatii argues within him in that point.  And I agree when Jack says "a vortex of what?"  (And that's 

putting things nicely!). 

 

So it appears that Novel is interested in attempting to back-engineer a technology which is allegedly already back-

engineered as claimed through the Disclosure Project website. 

 

I don't know what all to make of this.  But I thought I would pass the info back to you.  Hope it's of interest to 

you. 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 

The next day after I received his above email on Novel, Sarfatti, Lazar, and Lear, my physics mentor sent me the 

following regarding Tom Bearden claims of Tesla's "scalar waves" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm ). 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Novel_01.doc
http://www.ufomind.com/area51/people/lear/hansson.html
http://www.youtube.com/v/mKc1XoP_iU4
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
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I took another look at Bearden.  He offers nil to little equations.  When I look into them, at first they start off right 

then go into nonsensical mathematics.  There is also as much of that on the Web and the pseudo findings of the 

ASIS[sp?] group.  His claims seem to be tied to misunderstandings of Tesla's work (some of which can be attributed 

to some of Tesla's misgivings, which one can forgive during his time period). 

 

Most of his claims are attributed to a paper of Whittaker published in 1904.  Whittaker's paper is questionable in 

modern terms because it implies that electromagnetism is an x-y plane wave due to so-called "scalar potentials".  That 

is a problem as it would fail to describe polarization effects.  And moreover, Maxwell's equation only allow for 

transverse waves in the vacuum. 

 

What is also odd about the scalar potentials of Whittaker is they almost look like vectors which are re-obtained by 

combing 2 odd-looking scalar potentials through suitable trig functions. 

 

At best, the scalar potentials would only describe simple near-field effects or plasma wave-like effects.  But 

nothing like a "scalar wave weapon" could be developed as claimed by Bearden.  In short, interesting mathematics 

but bad physics. 

 

However, Bearden then attacks Maxwell's equations because Maxwell wrote his equations using eight 

quaternions.  But Heaviside later re-wrote the Maxwell equations in simpler vector notation and reduced the 

equations to four. 

 

There is a reason for this as I found as I was studying for finals last semester.  The vector approach to 

mathematics superseded quaternion theory by the early 20
th

 Century.  In fact, both quaternions and vectors make use 

of the well known i,j,k coordinate system.  Maxwell's other four equations were dropped because they are described 

by other modern terminology (which are known to be things such as electrical resistance) and are unnecessary in 

vector notation to describe a transverse wave. 

 

There is no missing or misinterpreted physics as Bearden claims.  Things were just simplified to modern 

terminology and correlated to match experimental evidence rather than abstract unobserved mathematics. 

 

This sadly ties into Richard Hoagland's so called "hyper-dimensional" physics.  Hoagland's claims baffle me as 

only superstring theory points to extra-dimensions.  And he does not seem to take string theory seriously.  What is 

troubling is that some of his ideas for hyper-dimensional physics are based upon Bearden's idea's (which are flawed 

as I stated above). 

 

Most of Hoagland's claims seem to be based on a geometric interpretation of artificial-looking objects near the 

Cydonia[sp?] region of Mars (more or less, he suggests that there is porthole open to "hyperspace" at 19.5 degrees 

latitude on all planetary bodies which he believes is a hexagonal (tetrahedral) pattern that originates from a higher 

plane). 

 

The human mind likes to seek out patterns even if there are none in nature to try and make sense of things.  That's 

all that I think that Hoagland's idea's are.  Just trying to give special meanings to things which may have none. 

 

There's a lot of nonsensical crap that you have to go through his site to find 1-or-2 actually interesting tidbits of 

information.  For example, (1) planetary orbits can effect electromagnetic signals and (2) the angular momentum of a 

planetary body may be tied to the energy output that it is capable of producing. 

 

He then suggests that this could have been found earlier had Maxwell's equations not been lost (I disagree with 

this:  it is "Bearden rubbish" as far as I am concerned) and that Quantum Mechanics ala EPR-like effects give clues to 

the extra-dimensions. 
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Thus, Hoagland's hyper-dimensional physics is not at all based on physical principles.  Just one wild hunch after 

another masqueraded as a theory as far as I am concerned. 

 

He then tries to equate his hyper-dimensional physics with the exploding planet theory for the placement of Mars 

elongated orbit and suggests that angular momentum of planet under the right conditions could lead a planet to go 

Boom! 

 

There is, however, no underlying physical principles or real mathematics to describe Hoagland's hyper-

dimensional physics.  So I feel that there is no "there" there. 

 

 

 

June 27, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1755.html ) 

Math Analysis of Bob Lazar's UFO Claims 
 

Physics researcher Ed Halerewicz, Jr. did another masterful job of mathematically analyzing Bob Lazar's UFO 

reverse-engineering claims.  (Recall that he did a similar rigorous analysis of UNITEL's Quantum Laser Propulsion 

and Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling proposals at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm .) 

 

His .pdf version is at http://www.geocities.com/halgravity/research.html (backup copy at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.pdf ). 

 

I converted it (as best I could) to a MS-Word .doc file at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.doc . 

 

While noting that many of Lazar's explanations violate the known laws of Physics, Ed graciously (and perhaps 

against his better judgment) allowed that Bob may have indeed observed something quite fantastic and perhaps 

guessed (or was influenced by his superiors) as to the actual physics. 

 

(The complete Bob Lazar story is archived at http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm . Some of Mr. 

Halerewicz's other articles have been saved at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz .) 

 

 

 

May 27, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1735.html ) 

StreetLamp Interference (SLIders) 
 

I have never seen a UFO. I've had a couple of "missing time" experiences long ago in my youth.  And a few years 

ago, while trying to go to sleep I heard what sounded like my downstaairs being trashed.  But other than those rare 

incidents, there is nothing that could characterize me as a "paranormal experiencer".  That is, except ... 

 

... for 15-or-so years, I have been causing streetlights to go out as soon as I drive near them.  It seems to have 

occured since I purchased this (now vintage, but not when I bought it) TransAm. 

 

Sometimes it happens regularly.  And other times I will go through periods where it doesn't occur.  It doesn't seem 

to be correlated to atmospheric conditions or season of the year.  Nor specific streetlights or those of a particular 

design.  

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1755.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.geocities.com/halgravity/research.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Lazar_24.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz 
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1735.html
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I thought perhaps the car's headlights weren't aimed properly and some stray beam was hitting a photocell on the 

streetlamp, thereby causing it to think daybreak had occurred.  I was more worried about having a policeman pull me 

over and force me to get my car checked.  I did that at my own to no avail.  The phenomenon still occurred.  (I 

jokingly referred to the car as the "Deathmobile".) 

 

Then I got to wondering if some electrical-related problem within the car could be causing some weird harmonic 

to radiate out and affect the streetlight.  I know I have a "short" in the car somewhere but have managed to "wire" 

around it. 

 

But that theory was shot when I had a rental car when mine was in the shop recently.  It still happened with me in 

a 2008 Malibu Classic (although not as much)!  So it would seem as if I am the source and not the car. Maybe the 

TransAm was amplifying whatever is within me. 

 

I'm at a loss to explain it.  But I did find some articles on this.  (I have not experienced any of the other things like 

stopping watches etc. that some of these people have, however.) 

 

http://paranormal.about.com/od/telekinesispsychokinesis/a/aa052508.htm  

http://paranormal.about.com/library/weekly/aa013100a.htm 

http://www.geocities.com/eel_411/index.html 

 

(note: I archived some of them as Word documents at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Streetlights ). 

 

 

 

May 23, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1733.html ) 

Researchers are again using mind-bending drugs as a means of treating 

mental disorders 
 

"Could an Acid Trip Cure Your OCD? 

 

Researchers are again using mind-bending drugs as a means of treating mental disorders. ... ... ..." (entire article at 

=> http://discovermagazine.com/2008/jun/16-could-an-acid-trip-cure-your-ocd ; also archived as a Word 

document at http://www.stealthskater/com/Documents/Medical_03.doc ) 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

The article noted that famed researchers Richard Feynman (physics) and Francis Crick (DNA) were among those 

who admitted using such drugs and even credited some of their breakthroughs to such use. 

 

I wonder if this ties in with a previous post (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html ) that I made 

regarding a possible psychic drug connection to the phenomenon known as "UFOs"? 

 

Also makes one think of what was in the pill that Dan Sherman allegedly used in his NSA-sponsored "Project 

Preserve Destiny" PC-based intuitive comms (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ).  Was this legit or 

just counter-intel on an unsuspecting soldier? 

 

http://paranormal.about.com/od/telekinesispsychokinesis/a/aa052508.htm
http://paranormal.about.com/od/telekinesispsychokinesis/a/aa052508.htm
http://paranormal.about.com/od/telekinesispsychokinesis/a/aa052508.htm
http://www.geocities.com/eel_411/index.html
http://www.geocities.com/eel_411/index.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Streetlights 
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1733.html
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/jun/16-could-an-acid-trip-cure-your-ocd
http://www.stealthskater/com/Documents/Medical_03.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
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Finally -- going way out on the proverbial limb -- if there is any truth to the long-standing rumors of governments 

participating in world drug trade (e.g., see the "Pegasus" document at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#NEXUS ), I wonder if they are trying to encourage only certain drugs 

(such as above) which would fulfill their agenda.  (The Discover magazine article above notes that the drug 

ayahuasca turned former violent, unsavory people into upstanding citizens.)  Uncontrolled different drugs (such as 

those that we read about in daily newspapers) would be declared illegal as they would counteract what the 

"controllers" were trying to achieve (e.g., govern a growing populace with minimal law enforcement?). 

 

I admit I could be way off base here.  Just searching for common denominators among stories which would seem 

to be otherwise unrelated.  Maybe this is what JFK was going to reveal about "UFOs"???  Maybe "UFOs" are a by-

product of the drug experience although I still believe in the rumored link between nuke "events" (e.g., a detonation 

or a weapon "priming") and a "UFO" sighting. 

 

Also perhaps somewhat related is "The Mind-Altering Role of Incense in Religion" => 

http://www.livescience.com/history/080523-hn-incense.html . 

 

 

 

May 2, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1726.html ) 

a Tesla("scalar waves") - Reich("orgone energy)" link ? 
 

I was searching to describe the rotating magnetic fields allegedly set up on the Philadelphia Experiment naval 

ship using 3-phase motors.  I'm wondering if such apparatus should be the equipment of choice (instead of ordinary 

single-phase 120V or 240V) to investigate such effects.  If true, then perhaps the best experimenter would be an 

industrial plant motor maintenance engineer and not a physicist. 

 

I came across the following by accident: 

 

http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Eric_Dollard  

 

I confess that I haven't read it thoroughly as yet.  But I was excited when I found a link between Tesla ("scalar 

waves") and Reich ("orgone energy").  The former was said to have been involved with the P-X while the latter's 

conjectures with the Montauk Project (the P-X's successor).  [For a background on the alleged use of rotating 

magnetic fields in the P-X and Delta-T and of a weather-modifying "Radiosonde" based on Reich's "orgone", see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm .] 

 

--------- excerpted ------------------------------------ 

 

"Tesla Magnifying Transmitter" 

 

The Tesla Magnifying Transmitter is a converter which converts electromagnetic energy into what is called magneto-

dielectric energy.  

 

"Magneto-dielectric Energy link to Orgone Energy" 

 

Eric: If you take a low pressure gas (in a bulb) and place it in two superimposed dielectric fields then you get spiral 

formations such as Reich wrote about in his book COSMIC SUPERIMPOSITION.  These formations appear as 

spheres, galaxies, and other cosmic forms."  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#NEXUS
http://www.livescience.com/history/080523-hn-incense.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1726.html
http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Eric_Dollard
http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Eric_Dollard
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
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my note: The Montauk Project's Preston Nichols (admittedly somewhat discredited) claims to have used the Project's 

massive RF-generating equipment to produce spinors and other formerly abstract strictly mathematical concepts in 

the Delta-T's vortex. 

 

The more I read about Tesla, the more I realize how unappreciative of the man I am as well as naive about the 

complexity of modern AC motors (which we all take for granted nowadays). 

 

A good introduction into the "War of Currents" (i.e., Edison's DC vs. Tesla's AC) is given at  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_Currents . 

 

And a technical insight into modern motor design begins with Tesla at  

http://electojects.com/motors/tesla-induction-motors-1.htm . 

 

(Both are archived as Word .documents [Tesla_06.doc and Tesla_07.doc] at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla ). 

 

 

 

April 23, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1720.html ) 

the "real" Philadelphia Experiment 
 

Bob Beckwith is an electrical engineer who holds many patents (many of which are in the military naval arena).  

He wrote a book that claimed the real Philadelphia Experiment involved a minesweeper and not a destroyer.  Plus 

the locale was not around Philadelphia. 

 

All of this was based on something that Tesla accidentally discovered on his workbench in 1899.  The application 

of strong magnetic fields caused an object to move backwards along a pre-established history time path. 

 

Advanced German mines were causing problems for the Allied in WWII.  Their magnetic-homing mines would 

be anchored at the sea floor and released after counting so many ships in a convoy.  When they surfaced, the ships 

had no time for evasive action. 

 

It was the intent of this new technology -- according to Beckwith who said that he personally oversaw the 

Experiment -- to allow the minesweepers to retrace their path (so to speak) so they would have a better chance of 

detonating the mines safely. They only need 10 minutes-or-so. 

 

But what they got was 2 WEEKS! Plus all the side effects that happened to the crew that goes along with the 

regular P-X story. And it was never the intent to make a ship "radar invisible".  That was one of the accidental side 

effects to a physical object undergoing this pseudo-teleportation/timetravel. 

 

I first heard of his book from an interview he did with Alexandra "Chica" Bruce for her excellent book (The 

Philadelphia Experiment Murder).  Her interview -- along with Tim Ventura's ("American AntiGravity") review and 

Beckwith's ebook -- is archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica . 

 

(Tim Ventura [of "American AntiGravity"] reviewed the book at  

http://www.americanantigravity.com/articles/338/1/The-Other-Philadelphia-Experiment/Page1.html . 

In case my #Chica link doesn't work, Beckwith's .pdf ebook is at  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_Currents
http://electojects.com/motors/tesla-induction-motors-1.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Tesla
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1720.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica 
http://www.americanantigravity.com/articles/338/1/The-Other-Philadelphia-Experiment/Page1.html
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http://www.beckwithelectric.com/ber/Ltt.pdf .  He was 

selling it for $20 hardcopy but has made it available as free online ebook. Dan Sherman originally did the same thing 

with his Above Black: Project Preserve Destiny but has apparently since retracted the offer.  You might also want to 

scroll a couple of lines up from this position on the webpage to read WWII vet Bob King's account which seems to 

validate Beckwith's story in spots.) 

 

Beckwith's tale reminds me of Corso's book.  (Indeed, Beckwith mentions Corso in his book and said that Corso 

told him personally of the "Experiment".)  Some incredible stories mixed in with a lot of personal job duties. The 

skeptics would say a good recipe for disinformation. 

 

(To me, it was so much what Beckwith said but what he didn't comment on. He hinted that it would surprise him if 

research into eliminating the disastrous effects on the crew was not pursued.  This was allegedly the purpose of 

Project Phoenix which later became the Montauk Project.  This is not front-page news anymore.  Surely he has heard 

of these guys. But he didn't comment on it.  Did everything else but, however!) 

 

It is rare to find one of these people with so much government service to come forward in their "prime" (i.e., 

working years and not after they have long retired).  Like Bob Lazar did.  It makes you wonder if they are 

supplementing their pensions with doing some service -- and not "whistleblowing" to ease their consciences before 

they die -- for their former employers.  Plus you always see them at UFO conferences but in the role of an aloof 

observer rather than an active participant.  (Read Mike D'Agostino's account of meeting Beckwith at such a 

conference at the #Chica link.) 

 

The well-known British author Timothy Good has written a ton of books on the UFO subject.  But he professes 

not to personally believe in them.  As time goes on and I listen to both sides of these stories, I find myself becoming 

more like Mr. Good and feeling sort of hypocritical.  To shed that feeling, I force myself to keep an open mind and 

present the results of my research to others who I hope are a lot smarter than me.  (Indeed, some things have just 

appeared to me out of the blue -- almost as if intentional.  It was those accidental viewings of tv documentaries and 

magazine articles that caused me to start my archiving efforts.  I really don't know what's going on!) 

 

I will offer one personal experience.  I have never seen a UFO.  But I have experienced some "missing time".  

And the strange sounds (like bookcases being overturned) that I previously mentioned in another post.  I did have a 

couple of what I considered to be "miracles" (though not of the disease-curing or "earth-shaking" type). 

 

Although I was majoring in chemical and nuclear engineering, I would often visit my college physics professor in 

his office.  He seemed to enjoy my company and was patient with my questions despite the fact that any physics 

major would already know the answers.  I always thought that I was one of his "favorites". 

 

20 years later, I phoned the University to schedule a visit with him. I wanted to discuss all this stuff that I had 

been reading about superstrings, Montauk and the P-X, UFOs, etc.  But I was careful NOT to mention any of this.  I 

was afraid that he would think I was a nut and wouldn't agree to meet me. 

 

He was now semi-retired and the "Professor Emeritus" of the department.  He still taught a class and was involved 

in some research.  I called the Department's secretary several times to confirm the appointment before I made the 4-

hour trip. 

 

Some funny things happened.  First, he was not in his office at the appointed time.  He was 90 minutes late!  I 

didn't think he was going to show up at all.  (Later, I honestly felt that he was trying to avoid meeting me -- that he 

was hoping that I would give up and go home.)  And then he acted like he didn't remember me at all. That kind of 

hurt my feelings. 

 

http://www.beckwithelectric.com/ber/Ltt.pdf
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Now for the strange part.  Before I even had a chance to slowly leak out why I was there, he started talking about 

John von Neumann (allegedly a key participant in both the Philadelphia Experiment and the Montauk Project).  I did 

NOT bring this up -- it was HE who started it.  (Almost like he could read my mind!) 

 

He said that he was not interested in the new superstring theories, so I didn't need to leave him any of that 

material which I had meticulously copied.  Somewhere along the line, he added regarding UFOs: "if it lands, let me 

examine it" (implying that he wasn't interested in "UFOs" at all). 

 

He acted nervous all the time. Very strange for someone who I remembered as soft-spoken, very confident, and 

had all the time in the world for an inquiring student.  Finally, he acted relieved when I left although he had what 

appeared to be a "sad" expression on his face. 

 

It was Jack Sarfatti (of all people! he rakes me over the coals all-the-time for my physics naivety) who told me 

that he knew my professor well by reputation.  He had written a textbook on the Yang-Mills model of the strong and 

weak nuclear forces that Sarfatti had used in his physics graduate studies at Cornell.  Jack thought that if my 

professor was involved in any "secret" research, national security laws would force him to report anyone who was 

even asking innocent questions in these areas.  He might have been trying to "protect" me by making feel 

uncomfortable in order to leave quickly. 

 

To this day, I do not know how he knew that I had von Neumann, Tesla, the P-X and Montauk on my mind. But 

he didn't seem interested in UFOs at all.  Nor the modern string/brane theories.  Note that there supposedly exists a 

"scalarized" [i.e., Tesla] version of Maxwell's EM equations.  Beckwith also hints about this somewhat in his book.  

(I've seen more "formal" essays in other places.)  And he goes on to talk about the "realities" that the human eye 

captures vs. those that are caught on film.  Something to do with his conjectures of "time" and "neutrino wave 

packets".  These may help to explain "UFOs", "rods", and "shadow people". 

 

If I had to guess at this point, I would say that my ex-professor knows much of the "truth" about the subjects that 

we are discussing here at Wyz World.  And they appear to be centered more on the consciousness/timeline aspects 

than Macro-sized physical objects.  Perhaps like "Project Preserve Destiny" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ); or "Project Looking Glass" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass ); or the "Bosoks Project" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks ); or Consciousness "engineering"  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ). 

 

If any of the P-X tales of Beckwith and others is true, it's not too hard to imagine all the possible offshoots and 

other projects that this base technology could offer (e.g., weather-control, stealth ECM/ECCM, 3D holographic 

projections, remote-influencing, earthquake generators, Macroscopic quantum tunneling, ...).  Just imagine the 

security classification nightmare that this would present to some overseer.  I mean, does anybody really keep track of 

each unique "on a need to know" security item/project?  If so, who specifically?  I personally think the system has 

some loopholes in it that allows some things to escape oversight and control. 

 

To add one tidbit to this, Chica emailed me once to say that research for her book "almost got her killed".  But she 

never elaborated. 

 

Remember that 60s' "Strange Things Happen in this World" teen song?  (A boy gave his sweater to a girl he had 

just met. A few hours later, he went to her house.  An irate father told him that she had been deceased for many years.  

Confused, he went to the local graveyard on his way home and found his sweater on her tombstone.) 

 

Enough said ... 

 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
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April 18, 2008   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1718.html ) 

Wilhelm Reich's book-burning 
 

taken from a couple of private emails: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

>>Hello. I just encountered your very interesting website and the informative and fair-minded article on 

Wilhelm Reich. Some minor corrections … 

>> 

>>In Europe, Reich was expelled from the Psychoanalytical Association -- not the Psychiatric 

Association. 

>> 

>>In the bion experiments, I think it's incorrect to say he worked on "radioactive bion cultures." The 

unexpected and unknown radiation from the bion cultures was not radioactivity and led Reich to the 

discovery of orgone energy. 

>> 

>>The name of his estate in Maine is Orgonon -- not Organon. 

 

> Hi Jonathan -- 

> 

> Thanks for your input on Reich. I will make those corrections once I find what archived documents they 

were in. 

> 

> "Where there's smoke, there is usually fire." I find it most interesting that (1) the U.S. Government ordered 

all of Reich's books burned; (2) the same authorities confiscated much of Tesla's private works after his death; 

and (3) when the worldwide moratorium on above- and below-ground nuclear testing was declared in the late 

80s, there were no more mass UFO sightings. 

> 

> On my own, I found rumors of a small-but-secret part of the standard DOE "Q" clearance that relates to 

"UFOs". And some effects of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki blasts remain top-secret to this day despite having 

nothing to do with the physics, engineering, thermodynamics blast effects, or biological effects of nuclear 

detonations. 

> 

> Tom Bearden has postulated that radioactivity can be "neutralized" in 13 minutes (thereby eliminating the 

need for long-term nuclear waste storage). I don't know if Reich's work touched upon these top-secret 

"conventional" nuclear effects or if some unknown energy can interact with the them. Whatever it is, it was 

declared "taboo" by the authorities along with Tesla's "scalar" stuff. 

 

The corrections are due to a long biographical article by a Dr. Cantwell (or something close to that). 

 

On the book burning, Reich had the unenviable distinction of having his books burned by the governments of the 

USSR, Germany, and U.S. Each time ostensibly for different reasons. "Counter-revolutionary propaganda" in USSR; 

"Jewish filth" in Nazi Germany; "Labeling for an unapproved medical device" in the U.S. 

 

In this country, the rationale developed as follows. Sellers of "snake oil" used to label their merchandise with 

spurious or unsubstantiated medical claims and were prosecuted on the basis of "false labeling". They learned to omit 

the claims on the bottle's label and print them on a brochure supplied separately. So the FDA had the laws changed so 

that any printed material (e.g., ad, brochure, journal article, book) issued by the seller which alludes to an unapproved 

drug or medical device can be considered labeling for that drug or device. 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1718.html
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When the FDA won an injunction against Reich and Silvert defining the orgone accumulator as an unapproved 

medical device, then all of Reich's work that contained a reference to "orgone accumulators" (or even orgone energy) 

could be considered 'labeling' and could be destroyed. If Reich had chosen to edit out all such references (i.e., censor 

himself), the books could have remained in print. Reich understandably refused to do that and even declined to 

identify the several books written before the discovery of orgone energy and containing no references to it. The FDA 

had no interest in doing so. Thus everything was burned. 

 

What needs to be emphasized is that the injunction was against Reich, Silvert, and an organization (I forget the 

name). And only against them. It is concerned with their labeling of an unapproved medical device that they 

introduced into interstate commerce. It does not enjoin you or me or anyone else from any behavior regarding orgone 

accumulators or writing about them. Current manufacturers of orgone accumulators are safe as long as they don't 

make medical claims about them. All of Reich's books are currently in print without any omissions because the 

publisher is not manufacturing a medical device. 

 

Reich's Oranur experiment deals with the interaction of orgone and nuclear material. Very big and scary results 

reported but never replicated. [StealthSkater note: is this the link between "UFOs" and nuke events that I've been 

writing about for so long?] 

 

Somewhere around here, I have an article on neutron bombardment of radioactive wastes. The process is 

postulated to be self sustaining and transmutes the material into a non-radioactive isotope or element. It appeared in 

"Infinite Energy" a few years ago. 

 

I don't have the math or physics background to follow Bearden. But I am convinced by John Bedini's work that 

Bearden knows much that's important. I do remember, however, that in the 1980s he was quite insistent on the 

existence of menacing Tesla scalar weapons in the USSR. With the upheavals of perestroika and the break up of the 

USSR which resulted in a large number of unemployed physicists, we would have heard more about it if it were true. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Reich is archived at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich .  

 

Some have alleged that a weather-modifying "radiosonde" (based on Reich's 'OR' and 'DOR' theories) combined 

with the Philadelphia Experiment's "Project Rainbow" eventually led to "Project Phoenix" I, II, and III which became 

collectively known as the Montauk Project. 

 

I suspect that there is a link between Reich's "orgone" and what Matti Pitkanen calls "[UFO] plasmoids" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_01.doc ) as postulated by his TopologicalGeometroDynamics 

(TGD) theory (http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm ). 

 

 

 

April 15, 2008   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html ) 

a psychic drug -"UFO" connection? 
 

In researching links between nuclear "events" and UFO sightings, I came across another excellent essay by Philip 

Coppens (whose other articles I archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Coppens ). And it added yet 

another twist. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_01.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1716.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Coppens 
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He makes a good case that psychic powers (natural and enhanced by drugs or RF-shielding copper "Faraday 

cages") results in paranormal events including UFO sightings.  And if I'm interpreting his argument correctly, these 

visions may be in another realm/dimension outside of our own space-time (which would explain why some people 

see UFOs and others don't). 

 

He bases his thesis on the evolving story of remote-viewing programs in the U.S.  Although this has been related 

before at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#RV , his essay seems to do a better job at bringing all of the facts 

and different players together.  Coppens' take seems to reflect those of Martin Cannon who wrote on MK-ULTRA 

and other such CIA/DIA programs (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon ). 

 

It was presented as a 3-part essay on 3 different webpages.  As usual in my archiving efforts, I made it easier to 

read (shorter sentences, etc.) and added comments to other areas ("Project Preserve Destiny", the Montauk Project, 

"Project Looking Glass") where appropriate.  I finished by adding another article which detailed the Carl Jung - 

Wolfgang Pauli collaboration that Mr. Coppens touched upon in his essay. 

 

My 60-page Word .document is archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Coppens_13.doc . 

 

(The original essay appeared at http://www.philipcoppens.com/starconundrum_1.html and "the Psycho-

Physical Relationship Between Radioactivity and UFOs" article at  

http://www.psychovision.ch/synw/radioactive_decay_and_ufos.htm .) 

 

Maybe General Relativity does rule and the only way we can interact with other world civilizations is through 

things like remote-viewing.  If true, it appears that major governments have been using "UFOs" to cover-up 

paranormal research activity. 

 

Still, the mass public sightings started after the first atomic bomb explosions in 1945 and seemed to end with the 

worldwide nuclear test moratorium in the later 1980s.  (There was even a TV documentary narrated by Leonard 

Nimoy ["Mr. Spock" himself!] titled "Where Are All The UFOs?"  I saw it in 1995.)  That seems to imply there is 

some sort of connection between nuke "events" (detonations or weapons' "priming") and UFO sightings. 

 

Perhaps "UFOs" are either created (Reich's "orgone" or Pitkanen's "plasmoids") by something resulting from 

converting mass into energy (via E=mc
2
) or allowed entrance via a temporary interdimensional portal.  Maybe the 

remote-viewing psychic drugs allow better detection of them; maybe they exist after all. Dr. Fred Alan Wolf admitted 

a possible dimensional "bleedthrough" in the "Bosoks Project" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm ) which 

was allegedly shared with Hollywood. 

 

And this all could be related to the alleged worldwide drug trade by the U.S., Britain, France and others as 

alleged in the NEXUS "Pegasus" article  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Pegasus_1.doc ). 

 

Maybe Kennedy was assassinated because he was going to reveal that "UFOs" were just a cover for the secret 

funds obtained through this drug trade (if true) that allowed the industrial-military complex to sidestep congressional 

oversight. 

 

Or maybe the UFOs (assuming they were real and came into existence because of the nuke events) were "held in 

check" by massive Tesla type machinery which was expensive to operate. No more nuke tests, no more UFOs, and no 

more monies needed (just keep the covert projects going and divert the revenues somewhere else). 

 

Not only does the rabbit hole go deep … but it also has many side tunnels ... 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#RV 
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Coppens_13.doc
http://www.philipcoppens.com/starconundrum_1.html
http://www.psychovision.ch/synw/radioactive_decay_and_ufos.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Pegasus_1.doc
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April 11, 2008   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1715.html ) 

"Shadow People" 
 

After seeing another photo of an alleged "shadow man" posted on C2CAM, I decided to research this subject a 

little since it conceivably could tie into other mind/conscious phenomena such as Out-of-Body Experiences, Near-

Death Experiences, Lucid Dreaming, remote-viewing, etc.  (I commented on these before at 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1707.html ).  Every now&then, I myself see something which could be 

a "shadow person" out of the corner of my eye.  But it happens so infrequently and my eye has accumulated "floaters" 

with age that I normally just dismiss it.  It does give me a temporary creepy feeling which I just attribute to being 

momentarily scared. 

 

1. sample photo from C2CAM (http://www.coasttocoastam.com/gen/page2516.html?theme=light ) 

2. (as defined by Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_people ) 

3. (from About.com: Paranormal - http://paranormal.about.com/library/weekly/aa022502a.htm ) 

4. Science discovers "Shadow People" (http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/node/686 ) 

5. (from AssociatedContent.com - 

http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/362588/hauntings_what_are_shadow_people.html ) 

 

[Note that the all of the above articles have been archived as MS-Word documents at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Shadow ] 

 

Article #4 (above) is particularly interesting as it gives a medical explanation for many occurrences of these (and 

potentially other NDE/OBE/RV/Lucid etc.) experiences.  Indeed, I have heard that the famed 1980 UK Rendlesham 

Forest UFO incident  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Woodbridge ) was in fact a 

pyschological warfare test.  If true, it begs the question how did the UFO images get implanted in all of the soldiers' 

consciousnesses. 

 

Rumors persist that the Betty&Barney Hill UFO abduction case was yet another test of the same psychological 

"mind-control" technique (http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#ZetaReticula ).  Which makes you wonder 

what was in those pills that former NSA ELINT Sgt. Dan Sherman took in his alleged Project Preserve Destiny 

"intuitive comms" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ). 

 

Some researchers like Martin Cannon (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon ) have always felt that 

mind-control manipulations were more likely the cause of UFO sightings etc. I know that the military recently 

announced that it has the capability of projecting voices/sounds into the consciousness. Perhaps they can do images 

as well into people who either have a "natural" expanded consciousness ability or those who have been artificially 

induced with one (e.g., drugs). 

 

 

 

March 20, 2008   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1710.html ) 

Caduceus Coils and the Montauk "Delta-T" Antenna 

also the 'Hutchison Effect' 
 

I don't know what I accidentally found.  If some of you are already of this group, I apologize in advance in for this 

post. 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1715.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1707.html
http://www.coasttocoastam.com/gen/page2516.html?theme=light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_people
http://paranormal.about.com/library/weekly/aa022502a.htm
http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/node/686
http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/362588/hauntings_what_are_shadow_people.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Shadow 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Woodbridge
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#ZetaReticula
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1710.html
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I was searching for more insight into "caduceus coils" and the legendary "Delta-T" antenna of Montauk fame.  I 

came across http://magnetism.otc.co.nz/1_Theory_of_the_Universe.htm#1 .  [I just archived it as a MS-Word file 

at http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/AltEnergy_01.doc .]  In this long document are also references to 

Bearden's scalar waves, anti-gravity, consciousness-awareness, time-bending, and other stuff. 

 

When I checked out the home page (http://magnetism.otc.co.nz/index.htm ), it has a ton of essays which I can 

never hope to archive all of them. 

 

Two things make it interesting.  (1) They have a recent date (e.g., 2007, 2008).  (2) They include actual (and 

rather sophisticated) pictures of experimental devices that were actually constructed.  These seem to be based on 

Wilbert Smith's caduceus coils (indeed, the home page is dedicated to his memory!) as well as complex geometrical 

designs.  (Smith's 1954's "Project Magnet" explored UFO propulsion under an unofficial grant from the Canadian 

government.)  Actual working devices are better than theory anytime to me! 

 

Note that the "science" behind all of this is not "mainstream" but on what would be branded as "taboo" or 

"alternative".  But what one calls "dark energy", another calls it something else.  Who's to say and what does it 

matter?  It wasn't that long ago that chiropracty and acupuncture were branded short of witchcraft. 

 

I will archive some of this site's material in the near future. It appears to be a New Zealand or Australian site. For 

now, I have some of Wilbert Smith at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Smith and Caduceus 

Coils at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Caduceus .  "Scalar waves" have been popularized by Tom 

Bearden at http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm . 

 

Has anyone heard of these guys -- the Crystal Scalar Support Project [c_s_s_p] group? 

 

[Someone emailed me to say that the above guys had 2 Yahoo groups: 

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/Kosol_Core_Tech/  

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/kosoldevice/ ] 

 

I responded to my physicist friend regarding an article that I read long ago which claimed that John Hutchison 

was not actually the founder of the "effect" which was named after him.  Apparently this new physics seems to have 

something to do with scalar longitudinal waves of Tesla/Bearden. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

>>>So John Hutchison got his ideas elsewhere?  

>>>interesting, but my comments were more along the lines that I don't think he fakes his lab results.  If he copies 

them, so be it.  Just wish I new the original source. 

 

Ed, check out: 

http://www.unexplained-mysteries.com/forum/lofiversion/index.php/t79272.html  

http://www.drjudywood.com/articles/JJ/JJ8.html  

 

Mel Winfield - discoverer of "Hutchison Effect" based on his "nucleonics GUT" =>  

http://www.spacetelescopes.com/john-hutchison.html  

http://www.nucleonicenergy.com/  

 

http://magnetism.otc.co.nz/1_Theory_of_the_Universe.htm#1
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/AltEnergy_01.doc
http://magnetism.otc.co.nz/index.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Smith
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Caduceus
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/Kosol_Core_Tech/
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/kosoldevice/
http://www.unexplained-mysteries.com/forum/lofiversion/index.php/t79272.html
http://www.drjudywood.com/articles/JJ/JJ8.html
http://www.spacetelescopes.com/john-hutchison.html
http://www.nucleonicenergy.com/
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Blaze Labs on scalar waves: "The Hutchison Effect is a collection of phenomena which were discovered 

accidentally by John Hutchison during attempts to study the longitudinal waves of Tesla back in 1979. ... " => 

http://www.spacetelescopes.com/john-hutchison.html  
 

(I "edited" the above essays (i.e., made them a whole lot easier to read -- especially Mr. Winfield's) and archived 

them at http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Hutchison ) 

 

I know that I had come across an article by someone who said that John "stole" (not the exact word he used - 

guessing that he meant that John saw the phenomenon in this guy's lab and then tried to "take the ball and run with it" 

himself) the concept for the "Hutchison effect" from this guy who was more secretive about it (as opposed to the 

publicity that John seems to like).  But darn if I can find it now. 

 

As Tom Mahood (who was the first to expose flaws in Bob Lazar's UFO story - 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm ) is fond of quoting: "extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof".  

And therein lies the rub.  None of this stuff seems to have been duplicated so that it can be filmed by a major news 

source (e.g., CBS, ABC, NBC).  Why? 

 

The obvious answer, of course, is that it is a scam.  Bogus. Etc. etc.  It reminds me a lot of religious "miracles" 

that seemed to have happened in older days but can't be replicated today.  Lack of faith?  Or does "faith" mean 

something more that has gotten lost in translation from the original language. 

 

There is something else which nobody wants to address.  Something that is poison to any scientist ("expert" or 

layman).  For Science produces results that you can "take to the bank" anytime anyplace. 

 

What if -- and I'm just saying this for argument's sake (actually I got the idea from Bearden who said that 

"negative thoughts" seemed to affect his scalar experiments) -- these scalar-type phenomena were not solely a 

function of Nature.  What if they were a result of interaction with an intelligent entity (higher form of consciousness, 

a Star Trek "Q" type of collective consciousness or whatever)?  Perhaps along the lines of Matti Pitkanen's TGD 

"living Universe"  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm ). 

 

That would explain why they couldn't be duplicated all the time in the lab.  At least not by just our will alone.  

That would open up a whole new can of worms.  As well as prove that Tesla, Hutchison, Bearden, and others may not 

have been so flaky-sounding after all.  And it was in front of us all the time.  Just something that nobody wanted to 

consider because it couldn't be "mathematized". 

 

Just throwing that out for what it's worth ... 

 

 

 

March 14, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1708.html ) 

Near-Field Magnetic Induction communications 
 

I have no clue as to where to post this, so I just chose this board as a starting point. Feel free to move it elsewhere. 

 

And it may -- or may not -- be applicable to UFOs, mind-control, Montauk etc. phenomena.  Or to quantum 

entanglement (Einstein's "spooky action at a distance") that allows for nonlocality (instantaneous faster-than-light 

teleportation).  I'm still digesting it. 

 

http://www.spacetelescopes.com/john-hutchison.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Hutchison
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1708.html
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I received an email from a fellow researcher who has literally been around the World in helping to establish 

contemporary computer communications networks.  Part of his email appears below: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

"I -- like most people -- am aware that SETI is based upon detecting RF (radio frequency) -- the electrical 

component in the microwave and millimeter wave part of the RF spectrum.  Unfortunately, RF is limited by its 

characteristics to propagate near the speed of light. 

 

"RF is linear, planar type of waves which travel, propagate through free space, and as such must sure come to 

multi-path characteristics, wave reflection, etc.  The RF signal will also degrade with an inverse of the distance 

squared (aka degradation), making it an unlikely candidate for long or extremely long range communications.  

 

"Although unlike RF (radio frequency), there is a some what new arrival for consumers called Near Field 

Magnetic Induction communications.  This form of wireless communications is presently being used as an 

alternative to blue-tooth for PAN (Personal Area Network communications) and close range headset usage, in 

addition to underground wireless communications. 

 

"Since the NerF Magi (near-field Magnetic Induction field) literally permeates the space within its field, its use in 

underground facilities; caves, etc. is very efficient and effective for its intended purpose. 

 

"What makes Magnetic Induction Near-Field communications different than the typical RF wireless is its unique 

field characteristics.  See websites below for more info.  One thing you may notice upon reviewing the two websites 

below is the field characteristics is described as a "bubble". 

 

http://www.auracomm.com/site/content/roll_off.asp 

http://www.defensereview.com/modules.php?name=News&file=print&sid=960 

 

"Based on the websites above, most people would normally be under the impression this form of wireless 

communications is limited in range in all respects although the website below (Vital Alert) is also based on the same 

basic technology. 

 

"Through Earth Communications:  http://www.vitalalert.com/ 

 

"It is interesting to note that the operating field bubble of the Magnetic Induction Near-Field effect is proportional 

to the frequency, or frequencies used by the transmitter.  Because the field is proportional to its operating frequency 

which equates to the size of the field bubble companies such as Vital Alert take advantage by simple lowering the 

operating frequency used.  Using VLF (very low frequencies) or lower magnetic frequencies does not come without 

its own challenges. 

 

"There is an inverse relationship between frequency and available bandwidth.  The general rule states as the 

frequency increases so to does the available bandwidth.  The problem quickly becomes as the operating frequency 

decreases so to does the bandwidth available making it near impossible to have sufficient bandwidth to become 

meaningful.  But due to some very creative digital compression algorithms, modulations it is possible to transmit 

voice on VLF as the company Vital Alert has demonstrated. 

 

"Magnetic Induction Near-Field communications occupy the space of its operational bubble instead of traveling 

in free space as the linear, planar radio waves do.  RF radio waves are dependent upon the electrical component of its 

waves traveling through free space while Magnetic Induction Near-Field occupies the free space within its bubble of 

influence and in the process no stay magnetic radiation is radiated outward beyond its bubble. 

 

http://www.auracomm.com/site/content/roll_off.asp
http://www.defensereview.com/modules.php?name=News&file=print&sid=960
http://www.vitalalert.com/
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"It is interesting to note that from our frame of reference it is possible to exceed the speed of light based on a 

bodies rotational qualities.  If a virtual field can be considered a body this would bring in the various phase oriented 

modulations used by our present state of technology such as PSK, QPSK, 8PSK, OFDM etc., PSK; Phase Shift 

Keying, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, etc. 

 

"About 15 years ago, myself and a few associates experimented with using RF HF, High Frequency, pilot-wave 

and embedding, enfolding a UHF (Ultra High Frequency) signal within that pilot HF signal with some amount of 

success.  This implies it is possible to embed extremely or tetra-hertz signals within VLF, ULF, etc. signals.  

 

"Below are some other web sites of interest: 

http://home.gwi.net/~erichard/fastlit.htm 

http://xxx.lanl.gov/find/physics/1/au:+Walker_W/0/1/0/all/0/1 

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0009023 

http://www.wbabin.net/erdmann/erdmann.htm 

http://www.gaiacomminternational.com/ 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

My physicist guru (at http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz ) expanded on my friend's email 

(above in the first post): 

 

> "... looks like what he was saying is that sending out a traditional EM signal on radio transmitter is not the only 

means of effective communication at a distance.  The weak 1/r
6
 of a magnetic field was a bad example.  But a 

practical one, anyway. 

 

>"All in all, I think he was saying that an advanced ET civilization wouldn't be stupid enough to use EM fields like 

we do to communicate.  I think he's right on that point (SETI at best postulates that ET technology is just as bad as 

ours or worse, when in reality I feel it would be quite the opposite)." 

 

 

 

March 9, 2008    (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1707.html ) 

OBE, NDE, ESP, RV/ERV, ESP 
 

I was initially going to post this over in the "UFO..." forum.  One of this author's essays touched on the "alien 

abduction" phenomena.  That is why my first impulse was to post it over there.  But his papers on Out-of-Body 

Experiences (OBEs) deal with what could be generally classified as "Mind-Control" and would perhaps be better 

posted on this board. 

 

William Buhlman has apparently been doing OBE research for over 30 years and has conducted training 

workshops over the world.  He seems to be selling OBE aids including DVDs, tapes, the usual.  I archived some of 

his stuff at http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Buhlman . 

 

All of these phenomena -- OBE, lucid dreaming, Near-Death Experriences (NDE), Remote-Viewing (RV), ESP, 

clairvoyance etc. -- almost beg to be under a greater, all-encompassing umbrella of perhaps the very reality of 

Consciousness itself.  It's seems a safe bet to assume that some people -- for whatever reason -- have certain "gifts" 

that let them experience some of these during their mortal lives.  It also seems that the World's intelligence agencies 

have exploited these for their own purposes.  (Indeed, a twist on the famous Betty&Barney Hill abduction was that it 

was a test of a technology inducing false memories.  The "twist" came when some thought it was a joint ET-military 

experiment although the aliens may not have been physically present.) 

http://home.gwi.net/~erichard/fastlit.htm
http://xxx.lanl.gov/find/physics/1/au:+Walker_W/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0009023
http://www.wbabin.net/erdmann/erdmann.htm
http://www.gaiacomminternational.com/
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1707.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Buhlman
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I would be interested to know how Dan Sherman 's (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ) "intuitive 

comms" with off-world aliens -- assuming the story is true -- used any of these.  It seems that a nuts&bolts 

mechanism was built to use these realms.  (Much as the proponents of the Montauk Project who said that psychics' 

thoughts were read by special algorithms in a Cray supercomputer who fed IBM computers that directed massive RF 

transmissions, accidentally opening up timelines =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm .) 

 

Also the mysterious "Project Looking Glass"  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass ) would seem 

have more to do with "influencing" than actually peering backwards in time.  That the Chinese were supposed to have 

started "time travel" in 1988 might be interpreted along these lines than what we normally think of as "time travel". 

 

Lastly, to muddy the waters a bit is Marshall Barnes' mention of a "Bosoks Project" that was shared among 

Hollywood principals.  It reportedly involved what some researchers thought were "bleedthroughs" from alternate 

dimensions.  There are also some movies using these "artificial reality" themes that have been made and listed in the 

"Media Room" on the http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm page.  And remember,. it was Einstein himself who 

said that "Reality is an illusion".  

 

(More on remote-viewing at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#RV . Lucid Dreaming (the ability to 

experience your own fantasies in your dreams) -- on the surface similar to OBE -- is at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Lucid .  And some essays on consciousness-engineering are archived 

at http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ) 

 

 

 

March 4, 2008   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1706.html ) 

"UFO-gate" 
 

Although most "mainstreamers" believe that life does exist elsewhere in the Universe, they have serious doubts 

whether that life has actually visited us in UFOs.  General Relativity (and its speed-of-light limit) imposes cruel 

realities on such transportation unless "far-out" mechanisms (e.g., wormholes, MQT, timelines, interdimensional, 

teleportation) are used.  Needless to say, these researchers are not betting on the latter. 

 

Some of these honestly believe that the "UFO" phenomena is largely ongoing psychological warfare tests that 

has its roots in the nuclear weapons Cold War.  Martin Cannon (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon ) 

proposed intelligence agencies using sophisticated screen memory implants that would cause illusions of missing 

time, alien abduction, etc. 

 

Another researcher who endorses that is Phillip Coppens.  Even if you are a believer in the common notions of 

UFOs and grey aliens, his essays are good reading => http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Coppens .  Note 

that he is not saying that aliens/UFOs do not exist.  Just that it is more probable that ingenious psychological 

manipulations may be responsible for a good part of them. 

 

Coppens and Cannon belong to that segment of the UFO riddle who thinks that "UFOs" were deliberately planted 

misinformation.  Unlike Cannon who leaned toward the radical "mind-control" screen memory implants (which -- 

who's to say -- may indeed have occurred in selected individuals), Coppens seems to be the classical counter-

intelligence as practiced by your typical spy agency. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#RV
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Lucid
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1706.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Cannon
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Coppens
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Indeed, he thinks that the "Roswell incident" was staged to flush out Soviet spies who almost certainly were in-or-

around the Roswell Army Air Corps Base -- at that time (1947) the only base in the World that housed nuclear 

weapons.  But the Russians were not dumb enough to fall for such an obvious "sophmoric" stunt (only the American 

public!).  That is, anyway, Coppens' opinion.  (Coppens also authored some reviews on popular sci-fi movies (e.g., 

Star Wars, the Matrix (yes, Neo dies in III), Dune, the 12 Monkeys) as well as biographies of Carl Jung, Carl Sagan, 

Terence McKenna, John Mack and more at => http://www.philipcoppens.com/index1.html .) 

 

Tom Skeggs (the "Star Chamber") once told me that UFOs was a very complex subject.  And I thought he may 

be right because if it were as easy as alien machines visiting us, revelations would evolve along different lines.  

[http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber ]  And certainly is intelligence agencies are "muddying the 

waters" with psychological warfare mis/disinformation, any "real" paranormal/alien phenomena would be quite 

hidden. 

 

But if "UFOs" and "aliens" are consciousness-dependent -- something that Matti Pitkanen implies in his TGD 

living universe (http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm )-- then maybe that's why Reich's so-called "orgone" 

was quickly banished by the authorities under the guise of "cancer snake oil" treatment.  Such consciousness 

manipulations-interactions would indeed be the "magic" or "200-300 years ahead of our present-day science" that 

some eyewitnesses have stated.  And recall that the so-called "Montauk Project" was partly based on Reich's DOR 

weather-modifying radiosonde. 

 

(I'm not sure that all has been revealed about what Reich called "orgone".  It goes back to the obvious link 

between mass UFO sightings and nuclear weapons tests.  Maybe what he calls "orgone" energy is more decribed by 

Pitkanen's TGD or Tesla's "scalars".  And it maybe that UFOs, ghost, angels etc. are more related than would 

otherwise seem.  Perhaps the secret denominator is a more fited view of Reality that is endowed to only select 

consciousnesses.) 

 

It always struck me strange that conservative Tom Mahood (a professional civil engineer who went back to 

school to get his masters in physics and who also exposed flaws in the Bob Lazar story) would leap into such 

seemingly mainstream-taboo areas as remote-viewing.  

 

And I always thought that it was through such things as remote-viewing (possibly by Skeggs' Star Chamber 

holographic real-time projections) and not actual space travel that would make contact with other civilizations 

possible without worrying about the cruel realities of General Relativity or being infected with alien viruses/bacteria. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A physicist friend (http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz ) corrected me on what I had said 

above regarding "the cruel realities of General Relativity" with its universal speed-of-light limit. 

 

According to him, it is the local Special Relativity (i.e., the "local" neighborhood) where nothing can exceed the 

SOL.  General Relativity itself (i.e., "non-local") does not have any such speed limits. 

 

I must be dumb as I'm still trying to figure that out.  But I did come across the following which may or may not 

help: 

 

http://homepage.sunrise.ch/homepage/schatzer/space-time.html 

http://www.ws5.com/spacetime/ 

http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/kenny/papers/gr2.html 

http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/kenny/papers/gr1.html 

 

Perhaps I'm too much of a "nuts&bolts" guy to understand the (apparently) profound implications in all of this. 

http://www.philipcoppens.com/index1.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Halerewicz 
http://homepage.sunrise.ch/homepage/schatzer/space-time.html
http://www.ws5.com/spacetime/
http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/kenny/papers/gr2.html
http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/kenny/papers/gr1.html
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

My friend "Ed" wrote me back concerning the above references. 

 

re: homepage.sunrise.ch/ho...-time.html : 

 

"It's OK, not great. Yes, FTL travel is possible in Gallian Spacetime and not in Minkowski.  But as far as I know, 

no one takes Gallian Spacetime seriously, so I would recommend a better source.  This might pass for a quick read to 

gain some material on the subject.  But the science is far from hard." 

 

re: www.ws5.com/spacetime/ and www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lo...s/gr2.html  

 

"The first one, I would chuck. 

 

"The second source by Gary Felder sounds good.  It's always a good sign when someone uses math rather than a 

dictionary to describe spacetime.  His explanations are also the textbook accepted ones.  However, they also seem to 

always bypass the fact that galaxies can expand away at FTL because the space between them is expanding. 

 

"But the material in the galaxies still obeys SR (a lot of lawyer double-talk as far as I'm concerned) and hence was 

the reason for my earlier comments.  Even though Felder says SOL is always obeyed, what he's really saying is that ii 

is only obeyed locally (SR) and not globally (for all GR conditions). 

 

"In all, it's like saying no beam of light will go, say, 2c.  Things like wormholes can exist where space-like travel 

appears possible.  But SR holds locally within the wormhole.  All-in-all, I would put it this way.  In SR, the SOL is 

the law.  In GR, it's a darn good idea." 

 

... ... ..."There really aren't any lay readings as it is advanced physics meant for physicists to read.  At best, the 

theory of Relativity and other essays by Einstein does a fairly decent job of summing up SR.  One of the subsections 

of one of my physics textbooks goes way more into depth than does that book.  GR for the layman?  I would go with 

one of Hawking's books.  But even then, you are still missing out on a lot of the science. 

 

"1960s to present, the idea is that the space between galaxies is expanding at that's it.  Not the space between, say, 

nucleons, electrons, planets etc.  But just the voids between the galaxies.  The whole of the Universe works by 

example like placing dots on a balloon and inflating it with air.  As you do so, the dots appear to expand away from 

one another. And that's all there is to it." 

 

 

 

October 30, 2007   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1650.html ) 

UFOs as "Biological Plasmoids" 
 

The "holy grail" of Physics has been equated with uniting General Relativity (GR: the Macroscopic) with 

Quantum Mechanics (QM: the microscopic) into one all-encompassing "Theory of Everything (TOE)". 

 

What seems to be missing from this endeavor is the inclusion of Consciousness.  Unless one assumes that it 

resides in the QM world and would be already covered by that theory/model. 

 

There has been a great deal of recent interest among physicists (both "mainstream" and "alternative") in remote-

viewing/influencing/healing, Out-of-Body Experiences (OBEs), Near-Death Experiences (NDEs), ESP, 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1650.html
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psychokinesis (PK), and other such things.  Some of this has been "undercover" so as to preserve careers and 

livelihoods.  (I find it interesting that none other than Robert Bigelow --founder of the National Institute for 

Discovery Science "NIDS" which investigated paranormal reports -- funded a Chair of Consciousness Studies at a 

Nevada university.) 

 

There are many theories of Consciousness.  I found the more noted at 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories (archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Consciousness_38.doc ).  Among 

those is controversial Finnish physicist Matti Pitkanen's TopologicalGeometro Dynamics (TGD). 

 

It is an attempt to a unified description of fundamental interactions based on the assumption that physically 

allowed space-times are representable as submanifolds of the space, which is a Cartesian product of Minkowski space 

(or possibly of its lightcone) and of some compact spaces. 

 

It proposes a construction of the Universe based on an 8-dimensional space geometry.  In this complex theory 

(i.e., many physicists reportedly cannot follow all of his math), magnetic wormholes play a very significant biological 

role. 

 

In fact, the innovative thrust of his theory is to establish a scientific link between Physics and Biology (the true 

"final frontier"!).  It leads to a cosmology of sentient beings (and gives a new meaning to "dark matter", "dark 

photons").  Contained in DNA is much more than simply the instructions for synthesizing proteins for the 

construction of living cells.  These powerful genetic biomolecules also contain the data for the operation of magnetic 

wormholes as biological communication channels. 

 

Pitkänen has come up with a genuinely new approach of incorporating the mental concepts of Consciousness and 

perception into the New Physics.  Wormhole-Magnetic Fields (which are present as space-time layers) are 

contained in the normal biological material and are excellent candidates for a physical explanation of perception.  

Magnetized wormholes can really be seen as the quintessential living system. 

 

Pitkänen’s TGD theory demonstrates the long suspected connection between Gravitation and Consciousness.  

Namely, that Gravitation and Consciousness represent antipoles.  It even suggests that Gravitation is a fiction, 

evidenced by the fact that gravitational force can be converted into electricity (i.e., electromagnetic vibrations 

synonymous with brain waves) in vacuum domains. 

 

Pitkänen earned his PhD while defending his TGD theory.  Since then, he and others have been working on into 

its third decade.  He has been employed at major European high-energy labs (check his "Bio"). 

 

I archived (and hopefully made a little easier-to-read) some of his articles from his website 

(http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka ) on a special page =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm . I would 

suggest starting with his "PowerPoint" presentations first ("a picture is worth a thousand words"). 

 

He points out the successes and failures of string/M-brane theories and explains all of the latest "dualities" (e.g., 

Ed Witten) in TGD terms.  Many of his .pdf files (which I did not archive) are "standard" physics stuff relating to 

complex geometries of space-time.  "Geometric-Future" and "-Past" are explained in geometrical terms while 

"Geometric-" and "Experienced-Time" are distinguished. 

 

But most fascinating -- and totally unexpected for me -- were other topics that he applied his TGD model to. One 

normally doesn't see this with "standard" physics' TOE models.  Outside of Tom Bearden (and I do not know if Tom 

and Matti have ever corresponded), I have never seen these in any other "major" site.  (Indeed, a well-known UFO 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Consciousness_Studies/Table_of_theories
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Consciousness_38.doc
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
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researcher [who I now suspect to be a counter-intel agent] complained that I had "too much" [of these topics] at my 

site.)  These included such "taboo" subjects as: 

 

(a) the mythical ORMEs/ORMUS substances (Type III semiconductor "magic" metals - 

http://www.stealthskater.com/ORMEs.htm ) 

(b) Tesla's "scalar waves" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm ); 

(c) the "arrow of Time" which could allow for "healing" by rebooting to an earlier biological benchmark 

(Antoine Priore) and an alternative explanation for the "Philadelphia Experiment" which was reversing along 

a prior-established history path rather than "teleportation" (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica ); 

(d) a TGD-based guess as to what the alleged "orgone" energy of Wilhelm Reich was 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich ); 

(e) conscious-Life after biological-death; 

(f) postulates of why psychokinesis, remote-viewing, etc. function;  and 

(g) a TGD-based hypothesis that many "UFOs" are of a "plasmoid" type that interact via certain conscious minds 

(something that Carl Jung and others had long proposed but without any math-based theory) -- also archived 

as a separate article at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_01.doc . 

 

There were other articles of his that I previously archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Emergent . And some of the topics 

of "Consciousness Engineering" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ) would appear to be prime 

candidates for his theory. 

 

A note of caution, however.  In this mortal life, I view all "theories/models" as a path in the right direction toward 

the "end of the tunnel" rather than 100% mathematically- and philosophically-correct.  Meaning not to dismiss one 

prematurely at finding the first "dividing-by-zero" mistake (something that Einstein himself did in one of his papers!). 

 

(And I still think that there is a small but highly secretive link between nuclear detonations and what we call 

"UFO" sightings.  I don't believe that it is "aliens" coming from another realm to protest.  But it is the reason behind 

the worldwide moratorium on all such atmospheric and underground tests in the late-80s and why mass "UFO" 

sightings have all but ceased since then.  And it wouldn't surprise me if it were a large part of the reason why the U.S. 

government objects to other nations developing their own nuclear arsenals.  It has more to do with just weapons of 

mass destruction!  A new meaning to Dan Sherman's "Project Preserve Destiny" 

[http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ] ???) 

 

I came across some metaphysical stuff on "plasma lifeforms" by a 'Jay Alfred'.  Some of it sounds similar to what 

Dr. Matti Pitkanen hypothesized as well as some of Tom Bearden's musings.  A lot of it was kind of "far out" in 

Qigong, acupuncture, meridians, "healing energies", etc.  As with Quantum Physics, I'm out of my league with these 

things. 

 

It seems to be striving toward a link between "dark matter/energy" and higher lifeforms (and possibly 

Consciousness).  Maybe these are what Bearden often refers to as "unobservables".  Or maybe it's just a coincidence 

and have nothing to do with what Matti is proposing. 

 

I archived his set of 8 short essays at http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Alfred. 

 

Regarding Wilhelm Reich, I received the following email from someone: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

... ... 

>Hello.  I just encountered your very interesting website and the informative and fair-minded article on 

Wilhelm Reich.  Some minor corrections … 

http://www.stealthskater.com/ORMEs.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica 
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_01.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Emergent 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Alfred
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> 

>In Europe, Reich was expelled from the Psychoanalytical Association -- not the Psychiatric Association. 

> 

>In the bion experiments, I think it's incorrect to say he worked on "radioactive bion cultures."  The 

unexpected and unknown radiation from the bion cultures was not radioactivity and led Reich to the discovery 

of orgone energy. 

> 

>The name of his estate in Maine is Orgonon -- not Organon. 

... ... ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

If there is a relationship with radioactivity with Reich's "orgone" (perhaps his way of describing dark 

matter/energy??), then it might give evidence for a link between nuke "events" and what we perceive as "UFOs".  

Maybe Reich and Jung were on to something. [http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich ] 

 

 

 

October 12, 2007   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1646.html ) 

Are we missing another dimension of Time? 
 

This is from a mainstream physicist (Stanford and USC) -- not an "alt" person.  Don't know why it made me think 

of those Montauk guys and people like Tom Bearden.  Perhaps wishful thinking, but I couldn't help myself. 

 

(1) Itzhak Bars' "layman's" article =>  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/10/10/scitime110.xml  

[also archived at http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Time_03.doc ] 

 

(2) more "technical" article at http://physics1.usc.edu/~bars/research.html#2T [also archived at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Time_04.doc ] 

 

There was a book entitled The Holographic Universe.  Whether this was a forerunner to any of Prof. Bars' theses, 

I am not sure.  Nor am I sure of any of the following which came to my mind as I read the above. 

 

Former electrical engineering professor Ray Kramer (father of famed missing person Philip Taylor Kramer) had 

proposed his own "Theory of Everything" in something he called "the Equation".  Reportedly his son (an expert in 

fractal geometry) accidentally solved it when he "plugged" it into another problem that he was working on.  It 

claimed to permit instantaneous communication anywhere within the Universe as well as -- more mysteriously -- 

possible biological teleportation =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer . 

 

Famed German rocket pioneer Hermann Oberth allegedly said that UFOs (or perhaps more precisely, the one he 

allegedly examined [Roswell?] ) appeared to function more as "time machines" of some sort than advanced flying 

craft.  And proponents of the "Montauk Project" have claimed that it inadvertently accessed "timelines" already 

existing => http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm . 

 

Some theories of the "Philadelphia Experiment" said that it was based on a discovery made by Nikola Tesla 

where he saw that by applying certain magnetic and electrical fields, an object could be made to reverse along its 

previously-established path on his workbench.  Supposedly this found its way into WWII minesweepers (not a 

destroyer)which could regress along a history path when it was too late to avoid a mine => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica . 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich 
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1646.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/10/10/scitime110.xml
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Time_03.doc
http://physics1.usc.edu/~bars/research.html#2T
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Time_04.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica
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And there are the "intuitive communication" claims of former ELINT Sgt. Dan Sherman with off-world aliens 

("Project Preserve Destiny") in which they allegedly said that they did not travel "through" time (that was 

impossible) but "evaded" time (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ). Perhaps this "evasion" was what 

Prof. Bars was referring to as the other time dimension? 

 

Finally, this additional time dimension makes me remember what Tom Bearden has been saying all along 

involving "unobservables" in a "scalar time domain" =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm ] 

 

 

 

September 29, 2007   http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1642.html 

"When you dance with the Devil …" 
 

There are those who maintain that ingenious "mind-control" (for lack of a better term) technologies are 

responsible for most -- if not all -- of the folklore such as UFOs, the Philadelphia Experiment, missing-time, etc. 

 

I have seen such hypotheses tied in with popular recreational drugs.  Almost as if such use "pre-conditioned" 

one's consciousness to being more easily manipulated (although others would maintain that such use is in effect 

"opening up" the mind to true reality). 

 

And this also seems to somehow coincide with either nuclear "events" or a substantial amount of atomic energy 

"threshold" experimentation.  I've mentioned before that there has been a drastic (if not total) decline of UFO 

sightings following the late 1980's worldwide moratorium on nuclear weapons testing. 

 

All of this (and MORE!) is contained in a "Timeline of Secret Government Projects" that I originally saw on the 

Cassiopaea website  (Laura and Ark were not its authors, however.)  Unfortunately, I can't find it there using the 

same <url> that I had when I archived it at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Cassiopaea_1.doc .  (Maybe a 

"Wayback machine" search would find it or where it is today.) 

 

In addition, it added the author's spin that many of the UFO, Montauk, etc. legends are the result of clever mind-

control manipulations on those who (for whatever reason) turned out to be particularly susceptible to such things. 

 

Following are some sample extracts.  The whole article is accessible from the above <link>.  Makes one wonder 

about the limitations of what we call "reality" as viewed by our consciousness. 

 

And I will admit that while trying to contact many of the significant persons mentioned in this document (both 

"believers" and "skeptics" alike), I have yet to receive a response during all these years.  One could build a case for 

thinking that all of them know what "IT" is about and are just playing their roles out (knowingly or unknowingly) in a 

very complicated "game". 

 

==================================================================== 

 

(1952) Project Moonstruck/ CIA 

Electronic implants in brain and teeth 

Targeting: Long range 

Implanted during surgery or surreptitiously during abduction 

Frequency range: HF - ELF transceiver implants 

Purpose: Tracking, mind & behavior control, conditioning, programming, covert operations 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1642.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Cassiopaea_1.doc
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Functional Basis: Electronic Stimulation of the Brain ( E.S.B.) 

 

(1953) Project MK-ULTRA/ CIA 

Drugs, electronics and electroshock 

Targeting: Short range 

Frequencies: VHF HF UHF modulated at ELF 

Transmission and Reception: Local production 

Purpose: Programming behavior, creation of "cyborg" mentalities 

Effects: narcoleptic trance, programming by suggestion 

Subprojects: Many. 

Pseudonym: Project Artichoke 

Functional Basis: Electronic Dissolution of Memory, E.D.O.M. (Disinfo???) 

 

When the CIA's mind-control program was transferred from the Office of Security to the Technical Services Staff 

(TSS) in 1953, the name changed again to MK-ULTRA.  Later still, in 1962 mind-control research was transferred to 

the Office of Research and Development.  Project cryptonyms remain unrevealed.  What was studied?  Everything 

including hypnosis, conditioning, sensory deprivation, drugs, religious cults, microwaves, psychosurgery, brain 

implants, and even ESP.  When MK-ULTRA "leaked" to the public during the great CIA investigations of the 1970s, 

public attention focused most heavily on drug experimentation and the work with ESP.  Mystery still shrouds another 

area of study -- the area which seems to have most interested ORD: psycho-electronics 

 

(1958) Project Orion/ USAF 

Drugs, hypnosis, and ESB 

Targeting: Short range, in person 

Frequencies: ELF Modulation 

Transmission and Reception: Radar, microwaves, modulated at ELF frequencies 

Purpose: Top-security personnel debriefing, programming, insure security and loyalty 

Pseudonym: "Dreamland" 

 

[StealthSkater note: Bob Lazar said that he was ordered to take drugs that smelled like "pine" as part of his 

clearance to the S4 projects.  See http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar ] 

 

(1960) MK-DELTA. CIA 

Fine-tuned electromagnetic subliminal programming 

Targeting: Long Range 

Frequencies: VHF HF UHF Modulated at ELF 

Transmission and Reception: Television antennae, radio antennae, power lines, mattress spring coils, modulation 

on 60-Hz wiring. 

Purpose: programming behavior and attitudes in general population 

Effects: fatigue, mood swings, behavior dysfunction, and social criminality 

Pseudonym: "Deep Sleep", R.H.I.C. 

 

(1962) Project Starfish 

On July 9, 1962, the US began a further series of experiments with the ionosphere. From their description: "one 

kiloton device at a height of 60 km, and one megaton and one multi-megaton at several hundred kilometers height" 

(K.H.A., 29 June 1962). These tests seriously disturbed the lower Van Allen Belt, substantially altering its shape and 

intensity. 

 

"In this experiment, the inner Van Allen Belt will be practically destroyed for a period of time.  Particles from the 

Belt will be transported to the atmosphere.  It is anticipated that the Earth's magnetic field will be disturbed over long 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar 
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distances for several hours, preventing radio communication.  The explosion in the inner radiation belt will create an 

artificial dome of polar light that will be visible from Los Angeles" (K.H.A. May 11, 1962). 

 

"A Fijian Sailor -- present at this nuclear explosion -- told me that "the whole sky was on fire" and he thought it 

would be the End of the World.  This was the experiment which called forth the strong protest of the Queen's 

Astronomer, Sir Martin Ryle in the UK. 

 

"The ionosphere [according to the under-standing at that time] -- that part of the atmosphere between 65 and 80 

km and 280-320 km height -- will be disrupted by mechanical forces caused by the pressure wave following the 

explosion.  At the same time, large quantities of ionizing radiation will be released, further ionizing the gaseous 

components of the atmosphere at this height.  This ionization effect is strengthened by the radiation from the fission 

products... 

 

"The lower Van Allen Belt, consisting of charged particles that move along the geomagnetic field lines... will 

similarly be disrupted.  As a result of the explosion, this field will be locally destroyed while countless new electrons 

will be introduced into the lower belt" (K.H.A. 11 May 1962). 

 

"On July 19... NASA announced that as a consequence of the high altitude nuclear test of July 9, a new radiation 

belt had been formed, stretching from a height of about 400 km to 1600 km.  It can be seen as a temporary extension 

of the lower Van Allen Belt" (K.H.A. August 5,1962). 

 

As explained in the Encyclopedia Britannica: 

 

"... Starfish made a much wider belt [than Project Argus] that extends from low altitude out past L=3 [i.e. three 

Earth radiuses or about 13,000 km above the surface of the Earth]." 

 

(B) Later in 1962, the USSR undertook similar planetary experiments, creating 3 new radiation belts between 

7,000 and 13,000 km above the Earth.  According to the Encyclopedia, the electron fluxes in the lower Van Allen 

Belt have changed markedly since the 1962 high-altitude nuclear explosions by the US and USSR -- never returning 

to their former state.  According to American scientists, it could take many hundreds of years for the Van Allen Belts 

to destabilize at their normal levels.  (Research done by: Nigel Harle, Borderland Archives, Cortenbachstraat 32, 

6136 C.H. Sittard, Netherlands.) 

 

(1965) (A) "A project in the U.S. called Project Pandora ... was undertaken in which chimpanzees were exposed to 

microwave radiation.  The man who was in charge of this project said "the potential for exerting a degree of 

control on human behavior by low level microwave radiation seems to exist" and he urged that the effects of 

microwaves be studied for "possible weapons applications".  (From "Electromagnetic Pollution: A Little Known 

Health Hazard. A new means of control?" by Kim Besley, Great Britain, p 14. Research from Woody Blue.) 

 

In 1965, Koslov -- then a physicist at the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) -- suggested to 

Charles Weiss (head of security at the State Department) that a "a sober and systematic program of research" look 

into the "Moscow Signal", which was caused by microwave radiation being beamed into the Moscow American 

Embassy.  This program eventually evolved into Project Pandora -- America's first research program into the 

possible offensive, anti-personnel use of non-ionizing microwave radiation.  (Steneck, Nicholas H., The 

Microwave Debate, The MIT Press, 1984, pg 94-5) 

 

(C) The CIA and Department of Defense begin Project MK-SEARCH -- a program to develop a capability to 

manipulate human behavior through the use of mind-altering drugs. 
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(1970) (A) Zbigniew Brzezinski -- President Jimmy Carter's National Security Director -- said in his book Between 

Two Ages that weather control was a new weapon that would be the key element of strategy.  "Technology will 

make available to leaders of major nations a variety of techniques for conducting secret warfare..." 

 

He also wrote that "Accurately-timed, artificially-excited electronic strokes could lead to a pattern of 

oscillations that produce relatively high power levels over certain regions of the Earth ...  One could develop a 

system that would seriously impair the brain performance of a very large population in selected regions over an 

extended period." [Cited in Baker's "ELF Psychotronic Tyranny" paper.] 

 

(1973) Sharp and Grove transmit audible words via microwaves [EW: That is, voice to SKULL] (See "Synthetic 

Telepathy" in Resonance ] 

 

(1975) Saturn V Rocket. Due to a malfunction, the Saturn V rocket burned unusually high in the atmosphere -- above 

300 km.  This burn produced "a large ionospheric hole" (Mendillo, M. et al., Science, p. 187, 343, 1975).  The 

disturbance reduced the total electron content more than 60% over an area 1,000 km in radius and lasted for 

several hours.  It prevented all telecommunications over a large area of the Atlantic Ocean.  The phenomenon was 

apparently caused by a reaction between the exhaust gases and ionospheric oxygen ions.  The reaction emitted a 

6300 Å airglow.  Between 1975 and 1981, NASA and the U.S. Military began to design ways to test this new 

phenomena through deliberate experimentation with the ionosphere. 

 

(D) The virus section of Fort Detrick's Center for Biological Warfare Research is renamed the Fredrick Cancer 

Research Facilities and placed under the supervision of the National Cancer Institute (NCI).  It is here that a 

special virus cancer program is initiated by the U.S. Navy, purportedly to develop cancer-causing viruses.  It is 

also here that retrovirologists isolate a virus to which no immunity exists. It is later named HTLV (Human T-cell 

Leukemia Virus). 

 

(1975-77) "Unpublished analyses of microwave bioeffects literature were disseminated to the U.S. Congress and to 

other officials arguing the case for remote control of human behavior by radar." (From the Journal of Microwave 

Power, 12(4), 1977, p 320. Research by Harlan Girard.) 

 

[StealthSkater note: reminds me of the SAGE radar used at Montauk (the "Montauk Project"). Funds for 

operating the radar part of Montauk AFB allowed it to run several years longer after the rest of the base had been 

decommissioned and mothballed.  If such radar systems were so obsolete and replaced by newer technologies, the 

question has always been as why?] 

 

(1983) Phoenix II / USAF, NSA 

Location: Montauk, Long Island 

Electronic multi-directional targeting of select population groups 

Targeting: Medium range 

Frequencies: Radar, microwaves. EHF UHF modulated 

Power: Gigawatt through Terawatt 

Purpose: Loading of Earth Grids; planetary sonombulescence to stave off geological activity; specific-point 

earthquake creation; population programming for "sensitized" individuals 

Pseudonym: "Rainbow", ZAP 

 

[StealthSkater note: folklore has it that "Phoenix I" was a combination of "Project Rainbow" (from the legendary 

"Philadelphia Experiment") and weather control by "radiosondes" which were reportedly based on discredited 

(by official government agencies, anyway) Wilhelm Reich's controversial "orgone" energy. Phoenix-I evolved 

into II and III at Montauk AFB and become collectively known as the "Montauk Project".  HAARP may be 

based on some of Montauk's goals.] 
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[1985] 

D) Innovative Shuttle Experiments 

 

An innovative use of the Space Shuttle to perform space physics experiments in Earth orbit was launched, 

using the OMS injections of gases to "cause a sudden depletion in the local plasma concentration -- the creation 

of a so-called ionospheric hole". This artificially-induced plasma depletion can then be used to investigate other 

space phenomena, such as the growth of the plasma instabilities or the modification of radio propagation paths. 

The 47 second OMS burn of July 29, 1985 produced the largest and most long-lived ionospheric hole to date, 

dumping some 830 kg of exhaust into the ionosphere at sunset. A 6-second, 68-km OMS release above 

Connecticut in August 1985 produced an airglow which covered over 400,000 square km. 

 

During the 1980s, rocket launches globally numbered about 500-to-600 a year, peaking at 1500 in 1989. 

There were many more during the Gulf War.  The Shuttle is the largest of the solid fuel rockets with twin 45-

meter boosters. All solid fuel rockets release large amounts of hydrochloric acid in their exhaust. Each Shuttle 

flight injects about 75 tons of ozone-destroying chlorine into the stratosphere. Those launched since 1992 inject 

even more ozone-destroying chlorine (about 187 tons) into the stratosphere (which contains the ozone layer). 

 

[1986] 

(D) Mighty Oaks 

 

In April 1986 just before the Chernobyl disaster, the U.S. had a failed hydrogen test at the Nevada Test Site 

called "Mighty Oaks".  This test -- conducted far underground -- consisted of a hydrogen bomb explosion in one 

chamber with a leaded steel door to the chamber (2 meters thick) closing within milliseconds of the blast.  The 

door was to allow only the first radioactive beam to escape into the "control room" in which expensive 

instrumentation was located.  The radiation was to be captured as a weapon beam. 

 

The door failed to close as quickly as planned, causing the radioactive gases and debris to fill the control room 

and destroying millions of dollars worth of equipment.  The experiment was part of a program to develop X-ray 

and particle beam weapons.  The radioactive releases from Mighty Oaks were vented under a "licensed venting" 

and were likely responsible for many of the North American nuclear fallout reports in May 1986 which were 

attributed to the Chernobyl disaster.  [StealthSkater note: this sounds suspiciously close to the timeframe that Bob 

Lazar said 3 scientists were killed in an underground blast facility at the Nevada test site when they tried to 

disassemble a running alien Element-115 reactor. Lazar said he was hired to take the place of one of those men.  

Which begs the question could the S4 tale be disinformation to cover up one of these nuclear tests gone bad?] 

 

(1989) TRIDENT/ ONR, NSA 

Electronic directed targeting of individuals or populations 

Targeting: Large population groups assembled 

Display: Black helicopters flying in triad formation of three 

Power: 100,000 watts 

Frequency: UHF 

Purpose: Large group management and behavior control, riot control Allied 

Agencies: FEMA 

Pseudonym: "Black Triad" A.E.M.C 

 

(1990) RF MEDIA/ 1990, CIA: 

Electronic, multi-directional subliminal suggestion and programming 

Location: Boulder, Colorado (Location of main cell telephone node, national television synchronization node) 

Targeting: national population of the United States 

Frequencies: ULF VHF HF Phase modulation 

Power: Gigawatts 
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Implementation: Television and radio communications, the "videodrome" signals  [StealthSkater note: Singer 

Deborah Harry of "Blondie" starred in the dark sci-fi movie "Videodrome"] 

Purpose: Programming and triggering behavioral desire, subversion of psychic abilities of population, preparatory 

processing for mass electromagnetic control 

Pseudonym: "Buzz Saw" E.E.M.C. 

 

(1990) TOWER/ CIA, NSA 

Electronic cross country subliminal programming and suggestion 

Targeting: Mass population, short-range intervals, long-range cumulative 

Frequencies: Microwave, EHF SHF 

Methodology: Cellular telephone system, ELF modulation 

Purpose: Programming through neural resonance and encoded information 

Effect: Neural degeneration, DNA resonance modification, psychic suppression 

Pseudonym: "Wedding Bells" 

 

(1993) 

"Acoustic psycho-correction involves the transmission of specific commands via static or white noise bands into 

the human subconscious ..."  The Russian experts -- among them former KGB General George Kotov -- 

present in a paper a list of software and hardware available for $80,000.  (From Opal article, "U.S. Explores 

Russian Mind Control Technology".) 

 

[StealthSkater note: In his "Project Preserve Destiny" training, Dan Sherman noticed that an unknown van was 

following him between his hotel and NSA training offices.  On it was labeled something about "noise 

cancellation".  Related to the "white noise" mentioned above?  Reminds me the movie "They Live!" starring pro 

wrestler "Rowdy" Roddy Piper in which visual existence of aliens was being masked by white noise types of RF 

being piggybacked onto commercial radio signals.  When the transmitting devices ere shattered in the end, 

humans finally saw (to their horror!] who they were really married to, etc.] 

 

[1994] 

By controlling the nature of the magnetic fields and causing them to simulate brain patterns, Persinger is able to 

stimulate strong emotions and hallucinations including the illusion of touch and movement.  (Blackmore, Susan, 

"Alien Abduction: The Inside Story", New Scientist, 11/19/94, pg 29-31.)  Persinger is shown demonstrating this 

device on the British TV show Horizon entitled "Close Encounters", written-and-narrated by Susan Blackmore.  For 

their efforts, both Persinger and Blackmore have been accused of being in the "Aviary".)  Persinger was on the board 

of advisors for the False Memory Syndrome Foundation.  Also an informal advisor to SRI's remote-viewing program. 

 

(note: All the above was extracted from the complete Cassiopaea_1.doc listed previously.) 

 

 

 

September 13, 2007   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1628.html ) 

the Reality of Consciousness and Perception 
 

The following was written in response to an email question on the mythical Montauk Project from my brother-in-

law. Some of it has been already been mentioned in other posts here. But there might be something new that will 

trigger an idea in some of you.  Who knows ... 

 

The general public was unaware of Area-51 until Bob Lazar came forth in late-1987 claiming that he was part of 

a back-engineering effort on retrieved alien craft at a site called "Papoose Site-4".  It was on the side of the Papoose 

mountain range that adjoined something called "Area-51".  The latter was built on the Groom dry lake bed initially to 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1628.html
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serve as a test strip for the U-2 spyplane.  It has since evolved, of course.  (Note that it adjoins Nellis AFB as well as 

the old AEC's Mercury atomic test site.  How convenient.) 

 

Soon stories came out about Lazar's background that led doubt to his whistleblowing.  We are led to believe that 

the Federal Government was behind this.  Most of it was about Lazar's lying about his educational credentials.  Some 

of it involved his helping a Nevada brothel madam computerize her record-keeping. 

 

They later found that Lazar was more of a nuclear lab technician working at the Meson Particle Facility at Los 

Alamos.  He was employed by one of the contracting agencies.  Supposedly he was fired because he was spending 

too much of his work time and the facilities resources on his personal projects (e.g., the jet engine he attached to a 

Honda Civic). 

 

But the attacks on his personal life overshadowed these engineering accomplishments. And led most 

"mainstreamers" to discredit anything Lazar ever said.  The jury is still out as to whether Lazar was a private 

whistleblower or a most clever disinfo counter-intel agent employed by the government.  Nobody can find much on 

his early life.  The records simply don't exist where they should.   

( http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm ) 

 

The point being (to give Lazar the benefit of the doubt) is that people tend to discredit incredible stories if they 

can find any flaw in the character of the proponent.  Perhaps it's human nature, I don't know. 

 

In the early 1980s, the Government announced plans to shut down the SAGE radar system at Montauk Point on 

Long Island, NY.  It was no longer needed for air defense purposes.  Especially with modern satellites. 

 

Also slated to be shut down were the batteries of Nike Zeus and Sprint missiles designed to intercept incoming 

ICBMs.  The SAGE radar scanned the incoming bogies and cued the missiles' tracking radar systems.  I think these 

were stationed at the large Plattsburgh AFB which also housed ICBMs in underground silos.  Defense strategies 

found that it was more advantageous to guard our nuclear weapons with the scarce anti-ICBM missiles than to guard 

civilian population centers.  In accordance with the "MAD" doctrine (which works only if the enemy is not suicidal). 

 

Lo and behold!  For some reason, unknown (but obviously powerful) parties petitioned that the Montauk SAGE 

radar be kept operational for a few more years. I remember reading about that in AW&ST when I still subscribed to it.  

Why?  Nobody knows. They didn't need it for detecting incoming ICBMS or bombers.  And the anti-ICBM missiles 

were shut down. 

 

Montauk was finally shut down. And then a few years later (ca. 1990), stories of the Montauk Project starting 

coming out. As with Lazar, these alleged whistleblowing tales originated with one individual -- Preston Nichols. A 

radar engineer with Eaton-AIL who supposedly led a double life.  ( http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm ) 

 

There was an Al Bielek that later was prominent in the MP legends.  And "Peter Moon" (Vince Burbarick) 

chronicled these stories and led to the founding of Sky Books Publishers.  Every now and then someone else claims 

to have been part of the Project (e.g., Stewart Swedlow, Bob Drake). 

 

As with Lazar, self-appointed investigators found all sorts of problems with the personal lives of Nichols and 

Bielek (in particular).  As well as other things concerning times and places.  Leading the "mainstreamers" to dismiss 

anything that the proponents ever said. 

 

In the late-1980s, NASA announced its "Breakthrough Propulsion Project" (BPP).  The public was led to 

believe that a radical quantum leap had been found that would eliminate conventional propulsion technologies. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
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Apparently it didn't pan out.  Now when one reads about the BPP, it seems so "watered down" that one wonders 

how it could have been labeled a "quantum leap" in the first place.  Or maybe this was done on purpose??? 

 

Lazar claimed that the secret to the alien crafts' performance was in a new element called "Element-115".  

Although modern particle accelerators have created Elements 114 and 118, there is debate over whether Lazar's 

incredible substance existed as Element-115 or was a "super atom" of some sort.  Not necessarily a Bose-Einstein 

Condensate (BEC).  Perhaps something along the lines of the equally-mythical ORMEs/ORMUS substances 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/ORMEs.htm ).  (Of course, this is assuming that Lazar's story was factual in the 

first place.) 

 

Keep track of the timelines in all of these.  I'm going to make a case later. 

 

In the mid-1990s, stories were circulating about Dean Kamen's invention (labeled "IT" and "Ginger", by 

default).  Alleged insider witnesses implied that it was fantastic transportation device bordering on the unbelievable. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_Kamen  and  

http://www.dekaresearch.com/ 
 

Then a few years later, all we see from Kamen is an "ordinary" Segway. 

 

Certainly far short of the "fantastic" and "unbelievable".  Yet I recall flipping through tv channels while half-

asleep and seeing a trip through some woods by what must have been a camcorder mounted on some craft. It was 

dense woods too.  It was a constant speed with lots of maneuvering.  Reminded me of "Return of the Jedi" except it 

was nothing of that breakneck speed.  I missed the first part of the program. I could be wrong ... but it seems to me 

that it looked something like a "cherry picker" or that type of craft that has been photographed in the Gulf Breeze 

sightings.  I recall the commentator saying that it was to be mobile observation post for combat operations. 

 

The mass sighting of UFOs started after the first atomic tests in the mid-1940s.  They lingered until the 

worldwide moratorium on all nuke tests in the late-1980s.  (Keep track of all these dates now!)  In 1995, I saw a tv 

documentary narrated by none other than Leonard Nimoy ("Mr. Spock").  It was titled "Where Are All the UFOs?"  

It came across as a slap in the faces of all those who believed in UFOs.  (I wondered how much they paid Nimoy to 

do that film!) 

 

There are no more UFOs today.  Or at least not like they were in the 1950s and 60s.  They decreased as the 

number of nuke events decreased.  Today you have modern holographic projection technologies 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography ). 

 

(Most scientists admit that there is likely ET civilizations somewhere out in the Universe.  But they regard the 

chances of them coming to planet Earth as very unlikely.  Even if they had craft that could go faster-than-light, or use 

wormholes for shortcuts, or use Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling [a la UNITEL - 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm ], they would still have to know the coordinates of a target destination 

[planet Earth].  How would they ever know we existed?  Certainly not by conventional astronomy. 

 

Joe McMoneagle (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#McMoneagle )and others have said that remote-

viewing produces more vivid images when viewing near powerful energy sources.  In grasping at straws, I wondered 

if ETs could not be using remote-viewing for navigational [i.e., targetting] purposes.  And our nuclear tests could be 

unwittingly serving as powerful beacons of a sort.) 

 

When I was researching the controversial claims of Priore, Reich, and others regarding the healing effects of RF 

and ELF waves on human cells (http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm ), I would sometimes come across 

references to the effects of atomic radiation.  Tom Bearden (granted, a former military counter-ops which in itself 

raises some questions -  

http://www.stealthskater.com/ORMEs.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_Kamen
http://www.dekaresearch.com/
http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#McMoneagle
http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm
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http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm ) said that it is 

possible to eliminate radioactivity in a matter of minutes as opposed to centuries of underground storage. 

 

And yet some of these article were impossible to find even though Google searches alerted me to them.  Even the 

Internet Archives ("Wayback Machine") produced no results.  I had often heard that parts of the Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki investigations were still labeled "Top-Secret" even after 50+ years.  And these had nothing to do with the 

physics or engineering of the weapons.  It pertained to some biological (consciousness/reality ???) effects that for 

some reason are to remain suppressed. 

 

The old AEC (Atomic Energy Commission) -- nowadays the Department of Energy -- is rumored to be "top dog" 

in UFO-related material. One would think it would be the NSA or CIA.  Or certainly one of the military branches.  

What does atomic energy have to do with UFO realities? 

 

Unlike the USA, Russia tends to believe eyewitness reports of UFOs.  "Believe" meaning that "we believe that 

you are sincerely telling what you think you saw or experienced".  Note that this doesn't necessarily mean that those 

authorities believe that it was an actual alien flying craft.  But they believe in the sincerity of the eyewitnesses.  They 

almost welcome the reports as if they are corroborating something.  But maybe that is just my personal "take" on it. 

 

It has long been rumored that most governments (1) know what "UFOs" are and (2) why&when "they" appear.  It 

also seems that "they" constitute no security threat or more would be allocated in defense budgets (even "black 

budgets" which can be estimated). 

 

Some people see them while others -- even looking at the same time sat the same spot -- do not. Explain that! 

 

Psychologists like Carl Jung thought "UFOs" were more of "mental" thing than "physical".  Was the eyewitness 

hallucinating (and creating false images)?  Or was it due to an enhanced mental condition that opened a "sixth" (or 

seventh) sense that let him/her perceive Reality as it really is? 

 

With superstring and Pitkanen's TGD theories, the U.S. Navy allocated a contract to study the effects of 

hyperdimensions on human consciousness  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_Geometry_1.doc ).  That could 

be written off as another government "fleece" award.  However, I tend to think it was something more. 

 

Our Universe is a sea of energy at its most fundamental level. What gives rise to "mass" is something 

hypothesized to be the Higgs boson.  Also called the "God particle" for without it -- enabling energy to "solidify" into 

matter -- matter (and our physical selves) would not exist.  The quest for confirmation of the Higgs particle has taken 

decades and may be resolved with the upgraded CERN accelerator. 

 

But what is Consciousness?  Although discredited (like Lazar and Nichols) -- and may be for good reasons -- 

microbiologist Dan Burisch claims that he was also working at Papoose Site-4 on a separate project involving alien 

biology (http://www.stealthskater.com/Burisch.htm ).  He purports to have discovered a "Ganesh particle" which 

is the "seed" that allows consciousness to take root in a physical body.  Sort of like a biological Higgs particle. 

 

Bursich went on to say that his studies seemed to indicate that "aliens" were not what we traditionally have 

thought.  "They" were what we become in the Future.  And "they" were travelling back in what we call "UFOs" (but 

what others -- including German rocket pioneer Hermann Oberth -- referred to as "time machines") to repair damage 

done to timelines in the "Multiverse". 

 

Nichols maintained that tinkering with "time" (not the space-time we are familiar with in our 4D Universe) in the 

Montauk Project caused what would appear to be irreparable damage to existing "timelines".  Efforts were continuing 

to "contain" the damage until a solution (if possible) could be found. 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Bearden.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/TGD_Geometry_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Burisch.htm
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As far as I know, Nichols and Burisch have not communicated with one another. Although detractors might say 

that the latter borrowed from the folk popular Montauk stories to add "credence" to his own tales.  Concidence or on 

purpose?  Who knows ... 

 

In the mid-1990s, former Air Force and NSA ELINT agent Dan Sherman reported to be part of a "Project 

Preserve Destiny" that was to allow human-"alien" communications to continue after an impending worldwide 

cataclysm (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ). 

 

Remote-viewers can reportedly "see" events up to a certain date (usually 2012) and then a few years afterwards.  

Their reports vary somewhat (as is the fundamental problem with remote-viewers).  But they are consistent on one 

thing:  None of them can see what happens at this "2012" time.  Whatever it is, it seems to be inevitable. 

 

Sherman's ETs said they can't "go through time (4D space-time)".  That is impossible.  Rather, they "evade it". 

I'm assuming that means they are accessing an already-established timeline in the Multiverse.  Something that 

inventor/remote-viewer Tom Skeggs proposes in his "Star Chamber" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber ). 

 

Instead of rocket propulsion or even "wormhole" travel, Tom suggests "choosing" a timeline (destination and 

time) that already exists in the Multiverse).  And then decohering the quantum wave (making it happen).  Reminds 

me of the Spice navigators of "Dune" folding space to affect travel.  Except in this case, time (including Past and 

Future) in included as a bonus. 

 

In 1988 (again, that date!), China was reported to have experimented with "time travel" technology.  I think this 

has more to do with "Project Looking Glass"  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass ) and the so-

called "Montauk Project" than the H.G. Wells type we normally think of. 

 

In emails to me, Skeggs said that he visited Montauk to see how much corroborated with his remote-viewings 

from England (http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs ).  I gather that he suspects Montauk's SAGE radar 

was used to send coded transmissions to CIA "moles".  Drugs were used on ordinary citizens and then orders were 

implanted in their subconscious.  If and when a certain day came, coded transmissions from the powerful Montauk 

radar could 'turn on' these implanted orders. 

 

(Dr. John Quinn said that Colombine High School shooter Eric Davis' father was stationed at Plattsburgh AFB 

when Davis was a child.) 

 

Tom further said that if any "time" research was done, it would be more likely at upstate Plattsburgh AFB 

(housing all the nuclear warheads) under the auspices of ROME Air Technology Center.  He suspected that an 

abandoned ICBM silo would be an ideal container for Montauk-type experiments. 

 

There were reports of "dimensional bleedthroughs"  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks ) by mainstream 

physicist Fred Alan Wolf.  These were reported to higher-ups in the entertainment industry.  Dr. Wolf ("Have 

Brains, Will Travel" @ $250/consulting-hour) is a good friend of UNITEL's Larry Maurer 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm ).  The latter said that he was witness to a UFO sighting that turned 

into what he claimed was a purposeful demonstration and insight. 

 

While our physical Macro world seems well-governed (the rules of General Relativity are supreme here), all sorts 

of crazy stuff happens in the micro Quantum world (governed by Quantum Mechanics).  Nobody understands QM.  

But its predictions are 100% accurate. 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
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For example, subatomic particles can overcome energy barriers by "quantum tunneling". George Gamow first 

proposed QT in the early 1900s.  (He later computed the cosmic microwave backgkround radiation that would have 

been left over by the "Big Bang" if the latter were true.  In the 1980s, the COBE satellite returned data that matched 

exactly what Gamow and his team predicted decades earlier.)  UNITEL proposes to "fake out" Mother Nature by 

making a Macro-sized object appear to be quantum in nature and therefore allow tunneling (MQT) in the Macro 

Universe. 

 

Some said this is what inadvertently happened in the fabled "Philadelphia Experiment".  All those static and 

rotating magnetic fields caused the ship to appear as a giant "fuzzy" electron and therefore governed by QM instead 

of GR.  How consciousness was affected is an altogether different matter.  That supposedly gave rise to the "Phoenix 

Project" which later (with Phoenix II and III) became collectively known as the "Montauk Project". 

 

Einstein was aware of the weird interactions between paired photons.  Communications were instantaneous and 

not limited by the speed-of-light.  He didn't like it, calling it "spooky action at a distance".  However, it has been 

proven true although no one understands "nonlocality" (i.e., traveling instantaneously and, therefore, faster-than-

light). 

 

Ray Kramer proposed his own grand unification theory (i.e., uniting GR with QM --  the "holy grail" of all 

physicists although it doesn't include theories of consciousness). It doesn't seem to require extra dimensions.  He was 

a former electrical engineering professor at a Ohio college (Youngstown?). 

 

His son -- famed missing person Philip Taylor Kramer -- brought Ray to public light.  The son solved the 

father's "Equation" accidentally after it had thwarted the latter for decades.  It purports to allow instantaneous 

communication anywhere within the Universe.  There have been rumors that actual biological teleportation would 

also be allowed. (http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer ) 

 

It seems remarkable to me that many mainstream physicists are so well versed in the "alt sciences" of remote-

viewing and quantum teleportation.  And I read where even Los Alamos has developed technologies to "tag" an 

individual electron in an attempt to understand its wave function and "decohering" it (i.e., the act of "observation", 

thereby fixing its position).  One is limited in the Macro world governed by GR.  But it seems you can do anything in 

the quantum microcosm! 

 

Now to conclude all of this. 

 

It would be nice to say that "UFOs" are from another dimension.  Perhaps those that exist in the superstring/M-

brane theories (if they turn out to be correct, which they might not be a la Kramer's "The Equation" or Loop-Quantum 

Gravity).  It would tie everything up in a nice near package.  Machines that quantum tunnel from other dimensions, 

thus evading SOL restrictions. 

 

I have a gut feeling that it is not that "simple".  It is more complex and centers on the very nature of "Reality".  I 

think the answer lies in exploring Consciousness  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ).  Unlike the 

physical world, anything is possible in the quantum realm (and indeed, it HAS to occur!). 

 

The existing timelines in the Multiverse would seem to validate parts of predestiny and deja vu.  If these can be 

accessed (or "decohered"), then all notions of Reality have to be re-examined. 

 

The important part that "UFOs" bring to me is to highlight what may be suppressed regarding nuclear tests.  Can 

these be damaging the timelines?  Are entities (actual "aliens" or ourselves in the Future) appearing at each test to 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
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"warn" us or show their displeasure?  For some reason, I don't think it's that simple (although it would be nice if it 

was!). 

 

I get the gut feeling that the answer lies within individual consciousness.  And what is experienced as "reality" to 

one may not be by another.  So in that regard, I don't dismiss folklore like Site-4 and Montauk so readily although I 

may concede that the actual events could have occurred elsewhere. 

 

I don't have a ready answer for why UFOs have been allegedly photographed and tracked on radar. Maybe they 

have been.  We only have the word of those who did it.  Something in all of us wants to believe in off-world aliens, I 

suspect. 

 

It just doesn't seem to be that simple, though. I imagine such beliefs would be of use to divert public attention 

from some screw-ups.  It might help in administering civil law&order. 

 

But if the secrets behind timelines, nuclear events, and consciousness were revealed, it might reveal too much about 

Reality (and religion) that would upset the status quo.  And therein lies the truth ... 

 

 

 

June 29, 2007   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1583.html ) 

Roswell 2007 - interviews with 9 experts 
 

I archived a 9-part series on UFOs in general with different "experts".  The series was prepared to coincide with 

the upcoming Roswell anniversary in 2007. 

 

As usual, you can't find any two "experts" who agree with one another.  Meaning that if UFOs do indeed exist, 

they must be really far removed from our science and senses or else they would have been "proven" by now.  The last 

(Part 9) expert is Dr. Mike Heiser who goes into the religious (both Christian and Jewish) aspects of UFOs as well as 

criticizes Sitchin. 

 

I did find the interview with the Ph.D. astronomer (Van Flandern) interesting in that he is focusing on graviton-

propulsion as he maintains that the speed-of-gravity is much greater than the speed-of-light and this was "proven" in 

some milestone Physics Review Letters article.  I wasn't aware that such a thing was proven.  But I yield to his Ph.D. 

in that area. 

 

Personally, I can't help but feel that if it were all a matter of conentional (albeit advanced) "nuts&bolts", then we 

would have plans on the drawing board just waiting for breakthroughs in material technologies or power generation.  

I still feel myself drawn back to Hermann Oberth's comments that the UFOs behaved more like "time machines".  

And by that, I think he meant something quite different from that of H.G. Wells. 

 

This goes back to the famous Einstein quote that "Reality is an illusion".  And it may tie in with the P-X and 

Montauk and the timelines/parallel universes of Hawking and Tegmark.  It may resurrect notions of the mythical 

Incunabula "Egg" with its purported "psycho-reactive" material (also inferred by David Adair in his examination of 

an alien craft at Wright-Pat while conceding that Adair is not generally considered a reliable source => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Adair ). 

 

This gets into "consciousness-engineering" as well and -- if true -- may require advanced mental capabilities that 

we will acquire in a few hundred years (meaning that the problem is not one of scientific reverse-engineering but 

more of evolution).  I don't see how "graviton propulsion" can explain the much reported morphing of UFOs into 

totally dissimilar craft.  [http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ] 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1583.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Adair
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
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Why you would want to build such a vehicle to go to other planets -- and risk exposure to alien viruses, bacteria, 

and what not -- is beyond me when you could explore via real-time holographic remote-viewing projection (e.g., 

Skeggs' "Star Chamber"  

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber ).  But given the 

fact, how are you going to generate the tremendous power undoubtedly required by such vehicles? 

 

Energy barriers can't be overcome.  Or can they?  Quantum tunneling permits a particle (e.g., electron) to "tunnel 

through" and bypass a large energy barrier.  The tunnel diode is a commercial application of this.  If Lazar's E-115 (a 

real element or a pseudo "element" made of a condensed "super atom") were true, then any power needed would be 

supplied by the E=mc
2
 conversion of mass to energy by an annihilation reaction. 

 

Bearden suggests that it is possible to "neutralize" radioactive waste (and hence eliminate the need for long-term 

storage).  If true, could not some reaction be made to take place which would convert ordinary materials into one 

which would decay emitting anti-protons in the process?  Like in nuclear laser fusion, the energy inputted would be 

more than offset by the output (mass-to-energy conversion). 

 

The individual interviews appear at: 

PART 1 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Stanton T. Friedman  

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story2.htm ) 

PART 2 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Col. Jesse Marcel Jr. 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story3.htm ) 

PART 3 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Dennis G. Balthaser 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story4.htm ) 

PART 4 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Donald R. Burleson 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story5.htm ) 

PART 5 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Nick Pope 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story1.htm ) 

PART 6-- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Adam Gorightly 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story6.htm ) 

PART 7 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Dr. Tom Van Flandern 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story7.htm ) 

PART 8 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Dr. Bruce Maccabee 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story8.htm ) 

PART 9 -- On The Road To Roswell 2007: A Discussion With Dr. Mike Heiser 

(http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story9.htm ) 

 

I combined the 9 different interviews above into one at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Roswell_01.doc . 

 

 

 

April 14, 2007   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1534.html ) 

"Back from the Future" 
 

One of the interesting items in the Dan Burisch saga is that the ETs are what we become in the Future and they 

are returning now (i.e., our Present) to fix something we did to "timelines". 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story2.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story3.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story4.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story5.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story1.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story6.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story7.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story8.htm
http://www.officialdisclosure.com/lead-story9.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Roswell_01.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1534.html
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This theme has been proposed before by the Montauk Project camp.  Supposedly results from the Philadelphia 

Experiment were combined with one of Wilhelm Reich's "orgone" devices that led to"Project Phoenix" which later 

evolved into the M-P. 

 

Its proponents maintain that certain people (like Preston Nichols) were able to live 2 lives simultaneously on 

different timelines.  An ongoing project (K.O.A.L.A) is supposed to try to minimize damage done to timelines by 

naive tinkering.  Furthermore, some equipment was sent back from 1983 Montauk to 1943(ca) Philadelphia.  One 

was the RCA FRR-24 radio which was central to both the M-P and P-X. 

 

This complex radio system actually existed.  Now whether it was modified for "time-travel" (or rather "timeline 

manipulation" as I like to think of time travel) is anyone's guess.  I archived some articles and photos at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs (actual document is .../Documents/PX_06.doc ). 

 

There was a semi-related article on Bob Lazar, Wilhelm Reich ("orgone"), Tesla, Area-S4, and timelines that I 

archived at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Baird (actual document is .../Documents/PX_05.doc ). 

 

I don't know if Bursich jumped on the Montauk wagon or if his "back from the future" was independent and 

separate.  The M-P has attracted a core group of almost religious fans and -- for a while -- was a proven money-

winner in book and video sales.  Philip Corso's son took advance orders for videos allegedly made by his father that 

talked about the P-X.  When customers never received the videos, the company that hosted the site 

(TheCorsoFiles.com, I believe) posted Jr's residential address and home number before taking the site down a month 

later. 

 

But that is the type of physics that IMO would be 300+ years ahead of our current science (as some have alleged).  

I can't see where back-engineering an alien craft would be that out of reach.  But the physics of consciousness and 

timelines ... That's something else indeed!  

 

And Bursich's "ganesh particle" takes a stab at how quantum consciousness can be embedded in a physical form. 

At least it is thought-provoking if otherwise questionable. 

 

If you have yet to read it, the first Montauk book (in the SkyBooks series) has been posted by somebody at 

http://www.umf.net/umf/library/montak.htm . 

 

I edited it -- the long paragraphs make it difficult to read at the above <link> -- and archived it at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Montauk_04.doc.  It is ~500-KB download without the photos/images 

(purchase the $14.95 book if you want them). 

 

2 things prompted me to start my massive archiving effort back in 2000.  One was an article by Michio Kaku in 

Astronomy magazine that asked the almost-taboo question of "What Happened Before the Big Bang?"  The other 

event -- which caused me to lose some interest in UFOs -- was this initial book on the alleged "Montauk Project". 

 

I have never read Astronomy magazine before or since.  I was actually looking at "Help Wanted" ads in out-of-

state newspapers as I was looking for work since undergoing a corporate downsizing.  I took a break in the public 

library and went looking for a copy of Aviation Week and Space Technology.  It was then that I came across this 

particular Astronomy issue.  If it wasn't for the cover title, I never would have paid any attention to it. 

 

I inadvertently came across the first Montauk book while looking over the shelves of a bookstore for UFO-related 

material.  I never had heard of it before (indeed, who has!).  The Montauk Project provokes one to take a new look at 

such "fundamental" concepts as "time" and "reality".  Certainly -- as with UFO lore -- the personal lives and/or 

agendas of proponents do much to discredit their testimonies.  But as I've grown older, I tend to "live and let live" and 

search for any truths hidden within. 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Baird
http://www.umf.net/umf/library/montak.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Montauk_04.doc
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In addition to this book 

The Montauk Project / Experiments in Time , 1992 / ISBN 0-9631889-0-9 , $15.95 , 

 

my other personal SkyBooks favorites were  

 

Encounter in the Pleiades: An Inside Look At UFOs , 1996 / ISBN 0-9631889-3-3 , $19.95 

(for a "teaser", read http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_1.doc ) 

 

and 

The Philadelphia Experiment Murder , 2001 / ISBN 9-8631889-5-X ,  

(for a "teaser", see http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica ) 

 

as these discussed various scientific theories.  These (and more books can be obtain from Sky Books, Box 769, 

Westbury, NY 11590.  Their website is http://www.world-famous.com/Montauk.html . I also saw reference to an 

email address skybooks@yahoo.com .] 

 

Looking back on these 2 events now, it still gives me "eerie" feelings as it seems that I was almost "led" to them.  

And I traditionally have resisted the concept of "predestiny". 

 

I have not seen much "timeline" experimentation in public sectors.  But I have come across lots of "quantum 

teleportation" research.  This has its roots in paired photons communicating instantaneously with each other 

regardless of distance (Einstein's "spooky action"). 

 

IBM has been seriously researching it (supposedly for secure transactional cryptic keys and quantum computers).  

I see where Eric Davis (formerly with Bigelow's NIDS and now with Puthoff's Institute for Advanced Research at 

Austin) is now active in it. 

 

I wonder if the interest is based on what Ray Kramer (and his famous Missing Person son Philip Taylor 

Kramer) said that he discovered (in his personal "Theory of Everything") that would permit instantaneous 

communication anywhere within the Universe and -- possibly -- biological teleportation as well (how to re-assemble 

the information problems notwithstanding).  The younger Kramer allegedly proved his father's theory (to date, not 

available publically and perhaps not until after his death) in a back-door approach => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer . 

 

Could "timelines" and "quantum teleportation" interlap at points so that the 2 terms might be used (perhaps 

incorrectly) interchangeably sometimes?  In other words, could the "light at the end of the tunnel" more 

precisely/exactly lie with the latter rather than the former? 

 

Choosing a "timeline" or "influencing" an event ...  Do these have their basis in quantum teleportation (I wrote 

about this in a previous post (above - January 27, 2007) at  

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1409.html ). 

 

The remote-viewer Lyn Bucanon achieved fame/notoriety for "influencing" a quantum event that caused a 

military laptop to crash.  The Russians load the fron rows of chess championships with their remote-viewers to 

"influence" the opponents.  "Project Looking Glass" (one of the 3 projects -- not including Burisch's -- that Lazar 

alleges to have occurred at S4) "chooses" timelines =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass . 

 

And now I see another mention of trying to systematically choose a quantum event: 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica
http://www.world-famous.com/Montauk.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1409.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass
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"... The other technology I’ll likely be involved with developing is a device that produces alterations in the 

probability that a given event will take place.  Think about that last line for a few seconds to let it sink in …  This is 

big idea stuff.  Basically, it’s a quantum control system that increases the probability of an event happening." ... 

(from  

http://www.americanantigravity.com/articles/680/1/Fallout/Page1.html ) 

 

Maybe these different phenomena are all the same actor wearing different hats??? 

 

 

 

January 27, 2007  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1409.html ) 

Quantum Decoherence -- a key to the Paranormal? 
 

"Extraordinary Claims Require Extraordinary Proof" 

 

... or to repeat what a noted civil engineer-turned-physicist emailed me, the more "wild" something sounds like -- 

as a general rule-of-thumb -- the less likely it is to be found that way in real life.  He was applying this to all of the 

folklore of the "Unexplained" that we have read about for so long.  I feel comfortable in accepting his analysis.  The 

challenge is to find out what truths are embedded in that sea of conjecture, disinformation, and downright lies. 

 

But I can't help but wonder if there is something so out of modern scientific reach that it will continue to baffle 

our greatest minds.  I have seen vague fragments of such every now-and-then.  I don't know if I'm trying to make a 

case for something that I shouldn't.  Or if I have really stumbled onto something. Maybe I'm just over-imaginative. 

 

I recently gave a mathematician friend a copy of "Vector Analysis" and "General Topology" from the excellent 

Schaum Outline Series.  They are short on lecture but long on solved problems which is why I personally like them.  

To wet her appetite so that she might apply these to investigating paranormal legends someday, I posted the 

following insert on the page that discussed "Hilbert space". 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

The first time that I came across the term "Hilbert Space" was in reading about the fabled "Montauk Project".  

As legend has it, the powers-that-be wanted to find out why sailors went crazy when the USS Eldridge accidentally 

teleported in a test of "Project Rainbow" (the mythical "Philadelphia Experiment").  According to folklore, Project 

Rainbow was merged with elements of Wilhelm Reich's "orgone" theories (specifically, his "cloud-busters" that he 

claimed could also drive off UFOs) and taken to an inactive Air Force SAGE radar site at the tip of Long Island.  It 

was initially called "Project Phoenix" (i.e., the resurrection of the Philadelphia Experiment). 

 

But over a decade-or-so, it had several phases (Phoenix-I, -II, and -III).  Collectively, these became known as the 

"Montauk Project".  (BTW, using the argument that Reich was trying to use his "orgone accumulator" to treat certain 

forms of cancer, the FDA obtained a court order that resulted in all of Dr. Reich's books to be burned.  Note that this 

was in the gold ol' USA -- not Nazi Germany!  Supporters have always argued that this was a most convenient way to 

keep Reich's groundbreaking work confined to an inner circle. 

 

A similar thing -- ridicule in this case -- happened to Dr. Royal Rife and his revolutionary microscope that was to 

be able to see viruses that conventional scopes could not.  And in the same vein, there are rumored to be parts of 

Nikola Tesla's scalar theories that are above top-secret.) [note: what Reich may have termed "orgone" may in fact 

be something quite different just as what Tesla calls "scalar waves" may be something only now being researched in 

the mainstream world] 

 

http://www.americanantigravity.com/articles/680/1/Fallout/Page1.html
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1409.html
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Supposedly the experimenters accidentally opened up time portals that let them see into the Past as well as the 

Future.  This required interfacing "psychics" (similar to today's "remote-viewers") with a Cray supercomputer that 

drove the massive RF equipment to form special spinor/tensor fields, rotating magnetic fields (a la the Philadelphia 

Experiment), etc. 

 

Einstein proved that time is not independent from physical space in his Special Relativity.  Indeed, "time" as we 

know it can be stopped if one can equal the speed-of-light.  But there may be more hidden underneath the surface, 

however.  This gets into the quantum mechanical world of "timelines", "alternate worlds", and the like. 

 

The Montauk researchers supposedly found a truer understanding of what "time" actually is.  And their tinkering 

was rumored to have resulted in a "time loop" which we are currently in and which appears to be irreversible.  (There 

was a Project K.O.A.L.A. that attempted to minimize the damage if you believe the SkyBooks authors.) 

 

The reason the military was interested is that this presented a novel way of not only winning a war but also 

selecting a destiny of their choosing.  And without firing a single shot!  The existence of "parallel universes" -- 

alternate Histories, if you will -- is no longer considered science-fiction.  The quantum-based "Many Worlds 

Interpretation" of Everett/Wheeler demands it.  Stephen Hawking has even derived a wave function that describes the 

Universe with all of its possible histories.  If the technology were available to choose one of these histories, then wars 

would be a thing of the past.  (Of course, the rest of us would be then living in someone else's idea of "paradise".)  

The trick is how do you choose (the physics term is "decohere") one wave function out of so many. 

 

It is within this concept that "time travel" is looked at.  It is certainly different from the notion of H.G. Wells' 

"Time Machine".  You just choose a possible history and then live it out.  One would think if you did it once, you 

could do it again.  Maybe this is why Einstein stated that "time is an illusion". (I've also heard that statement as 

"reality is an illusion.) 

 

I have read that in addition to the United States, England, and Russia, China has entered into this form of "time 

travel" circa 1988. (Search for "Project Looking Glass" at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass and on the 

web.)  Some researchers have said that UFOs behave more as "time machines" than sophisticated flying machines.  In 

this way, they could move not only in physical space but also in time (sort of like the "Dune" spice navigators folding 

space except with a bonus -- time!).  It's an improvement over Lazar's claim of "folding space" or even UNITEL's 

"Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling". 

 

Central to the Montauk discoveries were a secret, suppressed set of "time equations" by someone named 

Levinson (or Levensen or Levenson).  Attempts to get his alleged book have frustrated researchers since the late 

1980s.  It was supposedly in these equations that much use was made of "Hilbert space". 

 

Finally -- don't know if it's related here or not -- there is supposed to be a very small part of the standard "Q" 

clearance (from the old Atomic Energy Commission) that is the reason why some things about the Hiroshima blast 

are still top-secret even after 50 years (when Law provides for automatic declassification).  Rumor has it that this 

deals with what we call "UFOs" and why all tests -- above or below ground -- are now prohibited by a worldwide 

moratorium.  Can these be affecting "timelines"? 

 

More details of the P-X and Montauk are archived at http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm . 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

To add to the above which I gave her, I would mention some seemingly unrelated events. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
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(1) The strange case of Philip Taylor Kramer and instantaneous universal communication 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer ). 

 

(2) Physicist Eric Davis -- who worked for Bob Bigelow's NIDS but now is with Hal Puthoff -- earnestly 

researching quantum teleportation. 

 

(3) Rumors of a "Bosoks Project" which involved accidental "bleedthroughs" from parallel worlds 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks ). 

 

(4) Dr. Max Tegmark's Scientific American magazine remark that "alternate worlds are no longer science-

fiction" (http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Ekpyrotic ). 

 

(5) Richard Boylan's assertion that Wen Ho Lee was investigating "holographic portals" at Los Alamos that both 

excited and frightened scientists => http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc ). 

 

(6) And regarding LANL, a few years ago they developed an amazing technology that let them "tag" an 

individual electron.  What was the real purpose behind that? 

 

(7) Chica Bruce's interviews that suggest teleportation part of the Philadelphia Experiment may have been to 

move backwards along a pre-established timeline (that Tesla accidentally discovered on his workbench).  This 

supposedly was employed on minesweepers and not destroyers (such as the Eldridge) => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica . 

 

(8) Dan Sherman's report that the ETs in his "Project Preserve Destiny" comms reported that they don't go 

through time but instead "evade" it => http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm . 

 

 

All of this seems to revive interest in Montauk's claims of timeline manipulation as well as Burisch's later 

timeline remarks.  Perhaps the key to understanding such phenomena -- described by impossible-to-solve quantum 

"wave functions" -- is DECOHERENCE (i.e., collapsing the wave function by observation). 

 

The mental picture that I use for "decoherence" is to imagine one of those plasma balls at gift shops.  They are 

constantly generating lightning-like arcs in random directions.  That is, until you touch your finger on the ball. Then 

all the bolts are concentrated into one at that exact spot.  You have "decohered" (in a sense) the random "wave 

functions".  Now could this be done in the real world (assuming the alternate histories demanded by Quantum 

Mechanics do exist)?  I wonder if the LANL electron-tagging was a step in this direction.  I also wonder if nuke 

"events" can severely damage timelines. 

 

Of course, "decoherence" opens up sorts of possibilities.  If everything conceivable has a waveform probability no 

matter how small, then can selectively-applied decoherence make something real from "nothing".  That's sort of what 

the Montauk guys were saying.  It's the same theme used in the 1950's sci-fi classic "Forbidden Planet" when the 

Krell aliens created "monsters from the ID [subsconscious].  It is not so fantastic-sounding when compared to remote-

vewing.  Western nations tend to use RV for intelligence gather where the Soviets used it to influence people 

(typically at world chess championships).  Looking at remote-influencing is perhaps a start to understanding 

manipulation via decoherence. 

 

Many questions …… but few answers ... 

 

For what it's worth, I've written to Puthoff and even sent him a CD backup of my site.  I did the same to Burisch, 

Lazar, Knapp, Sherman, Kaku, Witten, Tegmark and more.  Both "believers" and "nonbelievers", if you will.  Never 

heard anything from them.  Not even an acknowledgement.  Read into that what you will. 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt.htm#Bosoks 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Ekpyrotic 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Chica
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
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Tom Mahood (the guy who first found flaws in Lazar's story) told me that he knew Puthoff.  And rumors that he 

was part of the "Aviary" (a splinter group from MJ-12) were mostly a joke to him.  Tom said that Hal did have some 

security clearances, but nothing like they are rumored to be.  Tom finished by saying something like "if Hal ever does 

discover something of a breakthrough nature, I'm sure he would be gone to devote 100% of his energy to that.  And if 

he goes, so will I."  (BTW, Tom was the author of the "extraordinary claims ..." paragraph in my beginning paragraph 

above.) 

 

"Ed" -- an independent researcher and friend of mine -- has self-taught himself Quantum Mechanics and 

Relativity.  He has been offered a NASA internship once he gets his physics degree.  (He current makes a living as a 

mechanical truss engineer.  That's how he learned the difficult tensor calculus that is the tool of choice for Relativity.) 

 

Ed has received correspondence from Puthoff.  And both of them have critiqued each others' papers.  Ed told me 

that he was sure that Hal was scientist-enough to publish anything of a "strange" nature should he make such a 

discovery.  But who knows ... paranoia is always present in most of us. 

 

With the exception of Lazar, I always found it odd that the people who are telling these fantastic stories are 

usually of retirement age.  One could make a case that to supplement their pensions, the powers-that-be are giving 

them additional income to spread disinformation. 

 

But I don't want to close my mind.  Hey! we're all rooting for something MAJOR!  It's part of the human psyche 

to constantly explore and push mainstream boundaries.  However, just believing (or hoping) in something doesn't 

mean it's true.  But -- thank goodness! -- that won't stop us from trying! 

 

I found some comments that my bona fide professional physics friend has said regarding UFOs, alt-science, 

Puthoff, etc.  I thought I'd share them with you (ca. mid-2000). 

 

Also am announcing that I archived PBS' interesting documentary on germ warfare.  Perhaps some UFO stories 

were generated to cover-up failed experiments. 

 

------------- his comments --------------------------------------------- 

 

"... I think remote-viewing is a quite valuable tool.  I’ve personally seen it work.  However, there are a number of 

flakes out there that give it a bad name.  Morehouse is one; Brown is another; and there’s also Ed Dames -- the head 

flake.  There are some excellent viewers like Joe McMoneagle and Lyn Bucanon.  I’d put a fair amount of weight on 

what they say." 

 

... > During my graduate years, I was married and my wife was best-of-friends with another secretary.  

In due course, I became good friends with her husband Jim who was a history major.  After 

graduation, he was accepted into Naval flight school and soon was flying A-4s & A-7s off carriers.  

We took a vacation once and visited Jim & Leslie down in Florida.  He was so enthusiastic about his 

career and wanted me to see where he worked.  He took all of us to his base (I think it was in 

Jacksonville) and made me sit in an A-7.  He was showing off its smart-bomb capability.  While we 

were there, I asked him about the Bermuda Triangle.  It took him all of 15 seconds to say that as far as 

he was concerned, there was nothing to it.  He had flown over it numerous times as well as other pilots 

that he know and nothing out-of-the-ordinary happened. 

 

"That’s a reasonable response. He’s probably quite right." 

 

> I also asked him about UFOs.  He answered in a tone that I perceived as genuine (if not 

disinterested) that "Yes, they exist and are up there all-the-time".  They never bother him and his other 
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pilots.  And they in turn don’t bother the UFOs.  Remember that we were friends for a long time, and I 

couldn’t read any signs that he bs-ing me.  His tone seemed genuine but in an uncaring manner. 

 

"I have heard this also.  I have heard there are standing “orders” (actual or understood, I don’t know) that these 

things aren’t to be messed with.  Just keep an eye on them." 

 

> How your physicist reviewer explained “gravity waves” (as opposed to Lazar’s theories) seemed to 

coincide with the engineering professor father of the missing Taylor Kramer.  I saw him on a Missing 

Person segment of "America’s Most Wanted".  His father said they were trying to get a mathematical 

handle around using “unstable gravity waves” to communicate with any point in the universe within a 

second as opposed to 20 billion years.  I still have that on video tape if you want a copy.  Does that 

have to do with quantum “duplication” where a replica of a photo appears somewhere else as its 

original disappears?  Kramer is from your neck of the woods.  Was he a quack or is still a mystery 

with possible implications to national security? 

 

"One surprising thing I found out when I went back for my Master’s in Physics was that someone could have a 

PhD in Physics and still be a complete nut!  I was absolutely amazed to discover that.  There’s also the saying that 

“theories are like assholes … everyone has one.”  That seems particularly appropriate as there are literally dozens and 

dozens of theories on how gravity works -- most being conveniently untestable.  But there are always red flags to 

look for.  One such flag is the “instant” transfer of information.  It is possible to at least theoretically create “actions” 

that will occur superluminally.  But no one’s been able to find a way to transfer information.  It’s a good (but not 

certain) bet they never will." 

 

"... Lazar, I now know for a fact, was lying about the whole thing.  I have talked at length with someone (who for 

fear of reprisal has to remain nameless) who was in Lazar's circle when this whole thing went down, and they filled 

me in on the details.  All lies, but just enough truth to make it sound plausible.  I just don't waste any more time with 

Lazar. 

 

"Uhouse is another story.  To this day I don't know just who or what he was.  Without going into details, he has a 

VERY spooky background.  What I accidentally found suggests he was involved with some sort of government 

entity, perhaps the CIA.  I doubt his story -- as told -- is legit as he started embracing elements of Lazar's which I 

know to be false.  It may be that he was feeding out misinformation to keep us Groom Lake types chasing wild geese.  

I doubt he's a nut.  When he dies, I may put all the stuff I have on him out.  It's much more thorough than Lazar's.  I'd 

do it now, but he was always friendly to me and I sort of like the guy." 

 

> Did you ever hear of a fellow named Stan Deyo?  He seems a little more down-to-earth and delves 

into the technology more.  But he is on some evangelical crusade and that caused me to back off a 

little.  I don't think the governments in the world are that smart to conceive some super-secret all-

controlling government.  I remember you telling me you were amazed at how someone can have a 

Ph.D. and still be an absolute nut.  Didn't people regard Tesla as a nut who despite his formal 

education just happened to be good at electronics? I think he claimed to have communications with 

Mars and was clairvoyant or something. 

 

"Yeah, I looked at Deyo's stuff.  And he's definitely a nut!  His science sucks.  Bases in the Antarctica!  You are 

right about Tesla.  Some folks thought he was nuts.  But he probably was!  Most truly creative folks are somewhat 

crazy.  The question is are they 'right'?  In Tesla's case, he was correct about a number of things.  But not all.  In some 

instances, he wasn't even in the same ballpark.  In other cases, he was dead-on.  But with Tesla, you have to proceed 

with caution." 

 

> Although I can't follow the math, Sarfatti (& others) seem to validate the claims made by Corso.  

Check the article at www.qedcorp.com/Q/Qship.html . Page 1 and 15 in particular.  Apparently 

file:///E:/www.qedcorp.com/Q/Qship.html
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recent advance in quantum theories (such as Hawkings quantum cosmology resurrecting Everett-

Wheeler's "Many Worlds") are bridging the gap between metaphysical consciousness and the physical 

universe -- perhaps explaining such things as "remote viewing".  Something called nano-engineering 

of high-temperature ceramics is a big technological player in this field.  

 

"Sarfatti is a bright guy.  But he wanders off into many tangents and is frequently wrong. It's sometimes hard to 

notice with all the appropriate buzzwords he spouts and names he likes to drop.  But I like him and find him 

entertaining.  I just look at what he says with some skepticism. I am quite aware of the Modanese work and while 

interesting, I wouldn't give it too much weight as there are some fundamental basic-physics sort of problems with it.  

I'm also aware of Schnurr's work and it's mostly a joke in my opinion.  The guy's an amateur experimenter at best." 

 

> Other contributors in this site include Hal Puthoff whom I'm sure you heard of, noted for his early 

involvement in establishing remote viewing training and lately for his efforts in trying to "mine" ZPE.  

(Some UFO proponents have claimed Puthoff has gone "over to the other side" -- the infamous 

"Aviary" -- with the likes of Friedman and Vallee. 

 

"I know Puthoff and this "Aviary" business is an amusing joke to him.  He's a sharp guy with some government 

intelligence connections.  But people read far more into it that it deserves.  Hal hasn't gone over to the "other side".  

But he is looking around for something that works.  When I hear he's stopped looking, then I'll start paying attention.  

 

"I think the bulk of what Corso has in his book is a lot of BS that conflicts with already fairly well known facts.  

True, he was who he said he was.  Everything obvious checks.  But there are other items that don't check.  I really 

don't know what to make of him.  But I certainly wouldn't give what he says any weight in figuring out how saucers 

fly. " 

 

---------- germ warfare documentary ------------------------------- 

 

3 things jumped out for me. 

 

(1) The British were way ahead of the Americans but didn't have the industrial machine to quickly produce.  

Churchill wanted the U.S. to make half-a-million anthrax bombs for England very quickly.  The U.S. eventually 

"officially" stopped mass-production of bioweapons because atomic weapons were more destructive and easier to 

build. 

 

(2) The U.S. offered the Japanese germ warfare doctor and his staff immunity from all war crimes (atrocities 

conducted on Chinese and American POWs) in exchange for their research on the effects of germ weapons on live 

human beings. 

 

(3) Live tests using "non-infectious" bacteriological agents were secretly used on employees in the Pentagon as 

well as major U.S. cities. 

 

This documentary starts on => http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/weapon/.  But it leads into MANY pages if you 

follow all the links. I combined all of them into a single 800K Word document at => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Germ_01.doc . 

 

 

 

October 18, 2006   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1230.html ) 

Reich, Rainbow, UFOs, MJ-12 -- not what we want to think they are 
 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/weapon/
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Germ_01.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1230.html
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My recent probings into the rotating electromagnetic field phenomena brought me in a circle to the mythical 

Montauk Project and its assertions that it evolved from the Philadelphia Experiment (accidental teleportation) and 

Reichian weather-control.  The latter led me to dig into Dr. Wilhelm Reich.  I got some results that will shed light on 

these folklore as well as give some true historical insight in the atomic bomb era. 

 

Background material concerning Reich can be found from References #1-#5 below.  As always, I have converted 

the web pages to Word .docs and archived them as noted for your convenience. 

 

Briefly, Reich was convinced he stumbled onto to some manifestation of energy that was responsible for creating 

Life out of inorganic matter as well as causing disease through its deterioration by manmade means.  (I don't know 

how this relates to Burisch's "ganesh particle" claims.)  But as always with these "alt" theories, what one proponent 

calls "superstrings" another calls "aether" etc. etc.  After demonstrating orgone to Einstein, a colleague suggested that 

it might be protons in some strange reaction that resulted in the bluish-glow seen in the bacteria. 

 

A similar glow was reported in the Philadelphia Experiment.  Reference #6 is 2 chapters from an unknown author 

that purports to separate fact from fiction/disinfo.  He says in his last years, Einstein was not satisfied at all with a 

purely topological description of mass-free energy, but acknowledged that his Unified Field concept was not making 

any progress.  He supposedly saw some truths in Reich's stuff.  But what the latter was calling "orgone", more 

fundamental scientists might call something else. 

 

Anyway, additional material was added to the end of this fascinating book excerpt (Ref. #6) that -- among other 

things -- chronicles the lives of Howard Otto Lorenzen (the "Father of American Electronic Warfare") and celebrated 

physicist Ross Gunn (who reveals that it was the Navy -- not the Army -- who was responsible for the success of the 

Manhattan Project). 

The emerging electronic warfare era was trying to make use of a segmented version of Einstein's Unified Field 

Theory.  Some success was achieved; some disastrous failures occurred; and some wild tales emerged.  (I found out 

that the mythical "Dr. Reno" of P-X fame was Lou Gebhardt in real life.)  He also delved into the politics etc. of 

WWII both domestically and internationally. 

 

This author ("Dr. W") doesn't seem to have a high opinion of Bob Lazar or other UFO tales, saying that most 

were created to cover-up secret military craft crashes.  He also says that the "Majestic-12" we are familiar with exists 

for a "secret government" but it has nothing to do with UFOs.  Disappointingly, he says that is a story for another 

time. 

 

Although this material (much of it related to Reich) does not clear up the anomaly mysteries (including UFOs, the 

P-X, Montauk, time-travel etc.), it certainly bolsters the tie-in with nuclear testing.  Not so much with radioactivity 

(the weak nuclear force) as with an actual "event" (the strong nuclear force / i.e., detonation).  It seems that the latter 

may be doing some really weird stuff that has been hidden from us since Hiroshima. 

 

1. "Reich's Contact With Space - I" (Borderlands magazine -  

http://www.borderlands.com/archives/arch/contspace.html ) 

(archived as http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_02.doc ) 

 

2. "Reich's Contact With Space - II"  

(SPACE.com - http://www.space.com/sciencefiction/phenomena/reich_816.html ) 

(archived as http://www.www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_03.doc ) 

 

3. "Wilhelm Reich, Orgone Energy, and UFOs" 

http://phenomena.cinescape.com/0/editorial.asp?aff_id=0&this_cat=Area+51&action=page&ju

mp=back&obj_id=4112&cat_id=132&sub_id=0 

(archived as http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_04.doc ) 

http://www.borderlands.com/archives/arch/contspace.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_02.doc
http://www.space.com/sciencefiction/phenomena/reich_816.html
http://www.www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_03.doc
http://phenomena.cinescape.com/0/editorial.asp?aff_id=0&this_cat=Area+51&action=page&jump=back&obj_id=4112&cat_id=132&sub_id=0
http://phenomena.cinescape.com/0/editorial.asp?aff_id=0&this_cat=Area+51&action=page&jump=back&obj_id=4112&cat_id=132&sub_id=0
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_04.doc
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4. "Dr. Wilhelm Reich: Scientific Genius or Medical Madman?"  

http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/Wilhelm%20Reich.htm  

(archived as http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_05.doc ) 

 

5. Wilhelm Reich Biography (Wikipedia) - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich  

(archived as http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_06.doc ) 

 

6. "Gone Dark: 50 Years After Einstein, the Failure of the Unified Field" begins at 

http://www.aetherometry.com/unified_field/uft_index.html (all the individual essays there are combined into one 

1-MB Word doc and archived at  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/PX_04.doc ) 

 

 

 

May 31, 2006   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1128.html ) 

nukes, UFOs, consciousness -- what's going on??? 
 

Everyone has heard of the "cammo dudes" who provide security at secret sites like Area-51.  Rumors are that 

these are retired ex-special forces types (e.g., Green Berets, Navy SEALS) who are now employed by Whackenhut.  

It is interesting to note that that they are supplementing their pensions with new jobs -- i.e., they don't really need to 

work to meet living expenses (unlike younger employees who have not yet "made their fortune"). 

 

Somewhat related, I have noticed that most of the government "whistleblowers" who are always in the headlines 

seem to be seasoned ex-employees who are no longer in their former jobs.  With the exception of a young Bob Lazar, 

I'm referring to Col. Philip Corso, Bob Dean, Clark McClelland, Dan Burisch, Jacques Vallee, Robert Collins, Dan 

Sherman, Tom Bearden, and others (http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm ). 

 

[For the time-being, I'm not going to include those investigators who always seem to be in the news (e.g., Bill 

Hamilton, Linda Howe, Richard Boylan, George Knapp, Bruce Maccabee, etc.) while others -- who personally 

experienced life-changing events -- never get their stories carried by the major paranormal outlets (like C2C, Rense).  

Indeed, one of the questions always asked regarding legendary informant Maj. Donald Keyhoe was why he always 

seemed to get privy UFO stories from the same sources that other correspondents had access to.] 

 

Granted, an argument could be made that people like these could forfeit their pensions by leaking classified 

material.  But similar to the cammo dudes, an equally valid point could be made that the Government could be using 

these former employees to propagate (either with-or-without their knowledge) disinformation for counter-intelligence 

purposes (among which would be to cover up germ warfare experiments, keep the public paranoid and more easily 

trusting the protective government, and send foreign enemy regimes on "wild goose chases"). 

 

The key question remains -- and has always been -- how to extract the facts from the fiction. 

 

With the advent of superstring theory (and its 10/11-dimensional Universe), Michio Kaku wrote in his 

Hyperspace book that any physicist "worth his salt" was visiting used bookstores for obscure texts on tensor 

geometry. 

 

With the recent remote-viewing revelations, I have noticed many conservative "mainstream" physicists 

thoroughly investigating this phenomena.  Even Robert Bigelow (NIDS) funded a Chair for Consciousness Studies at 

UNLV.  What's going on here? 

 

http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/Wilhelm%20Reich.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_05.doc
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_06.doc
http://www.aetherometry.com/unified_field/uft_index.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/PX_04.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=1128.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm
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Unless these guys (seemingly independent of each other) are being led along a clever disinfo ploy, I would think 

the "where there's smoke, there's usually fire" adage would apply here.  What is it that they know (or sense) that 

would make them drop their former "nuts&bolts" methodologies to pursue something that would have been classified 

as "metaphysical"-or-taboo 10 years ago? 

 

And could this goal be related to the suppressed research of Wilhelm Reich 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich ) or Royal Rife  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm )?  The 

psychoanalyst Carl Jung initially thought UFOs (and similar phenomena) were related more toward consciousness 

than to some physical entity as we would normally think. Jacques Vallee's essays 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Vallee ) seem to echo this point. 

 

Even if we had the technology to Star-Trek across the Universe, how would we know ahead-of-time where to go?  

A solution would be to "scout" for inhabited areas using remote-viewing tools rather than just go blindly exploring.  

(Note that Tom Skeggs proposed a "Star Chamber" which would allow for real-time interaction by projecting 

holographic images of remote-viewers => http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber .)  If it would 

work for us, then it would work for "them".  Maybe "their" remote-viewing is so advanced that "they" could project 

an actual craft (a la the "Star Chamber") which would quantum decohere at command (similar to UNITEL's MQT => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm ).  Note the recent interest in teleportation (both informational and 

biological) by IBM and others (also see famed missing person Philip Taylor Kramer => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer ). 

 

Some people see UFOs all-the-time while others -- even standing in the formers' presence -- see nothing at all. 

The same thing applies to experiencing paranormal events.  Although all of us supposedly have dormant capabilities, 

remote-viewers have these "unlocked" through some freak accident (e.g., a blow to the head) or some abnormality at 

birth.  Zen/Hindu/Buddhist practitioners report "flying around rooms" during their meditations.  Are these 

hallucinations similar to those brought on by drugs?  Or are they reporting back something that might be occurring in 

another dimension/reality? 

 

I wonder how many visionaries have had their minds "unlocked" to be able to discern different realities (assuming 

that these exist).  Carl Sagan was one who had a tremendous addiction to marijuana and wrote essays on it while in 

college under an alias.  I used to work with an electronics engineer who played in a band.  According to him, 

songwriters' most creative moments are during drunkenness or "smoking weed". 

 

I also worked with a single mother who was a very devout religious person.  If she took any "drugs" at all, it 

would be those to battle depression.  But only because we were close friends did she confide in me that at times she 

saw entities like "E.T".  I forget whether these were in daylight hours or during her dreams.   But it scared her 

because they seemed so real.  And she didn't want to see such things. 

 

I have often wondered if the secret to "UFOs" (and similar phenomena) might be some sort of consciousness 

Macro-quantum decohering (like "Forbidden Planet"s monsters from the ID).  That would explain the morphing of 

dissimilar shapes and instantaneous disappearances.  But what consciousness is tapped to make these things 

"solidify" to be real enough to return signals from a tracking radar?  I wouldn't like to think that "John Doe" down the 

street is causing a UFO to appear. 

 

I feel that the major clue lies in the fact that UFO sightings coincide with nuclear weapons explosions.  The 

modern-day mass sightings started after the first WWII-era detonations.  And they ceased with the worldwide 

moratorium on further tests (either atmospheric or underground) in the late-1980s. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Reich
http://www.stealthskater.com/Medical.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Vallee
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
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As I noted before, even a documentary was made with the "rub your nose in the dirt" title of "Where Are All The 

UFOs?"  And the moderator was none other than Leonard Nimoy ("Mr. Spock" himself!)  To me, that seemed almost 

"sacrilegious".  I wondered how much money the Government was paying him. 

 

I had heard that most major governments have known for quite some time what the "UFOs" are and why "they" 

appear where "they" do.  Apparently, it is connected with nuclear events.  And also apparently (as from the above 

documentary), the Powers-That-Be seem to be saying that the phenomena is a thing of the past. 

 

While archiving Carey Sublette's essays on nuclear weapons  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm ), I came across 

something about a small -- but critical -- part of the standard Department-of-Energy (former Atomic Energy 

Commission) 'Q'-clearance is something that is privy to only those "in the loop".  It has nothing to do with the 

physics, manufacture, or blast/radiation effects of nuclear weapons.  These are all well-known in the unclassified 

mainstream community.  Add to that that there are supposedly some effects/events of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

blasts that are still classified top-secret. 

 

Perhaps it's my imagination, but I started thinking that hypothetical Tesla scalar waves, timeline damage, and 

even dimensional tearing could be affected by nuke events.  If consciousness does exist within several magnitudes of 

the Planck length  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Emergent ), maybe these 

events are killing off "souls". 

 

The common belief is that these are causing off-planet aliens to arrive.  The nuke tests may be threatening "their" 

existences somehow.  Or maybe dimensional tears or portals result that allow "them" to enter our reality.  A twist to 

this postulation (from the Burisch camp) is that "they" are what we will evolve into and that "they" want to preserve 

their destiny. 

 

Those theories are easy to accept.  Occam's Razor should rule here.  But that in itself makes me suspicious.  It 

sounds too convenient.  Remote-viewers (like Joe McMoneagle and Tom Skeggs on the 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm page) report that images are stronger and take on more vivid colors when 

they are around a strong energy source (e.g., nuclear). 

 

Then there are reports of holographic portals being created in places like Los Alamos National Laboratories 

(Wen Ho Lee - http://www.stealthskater.com/Docouments/Boylan_1.doc ).  Couple that with Dr. Fred Alan Wolf's 

admission of accidental dimensional "bleedthroughs" (the Bosoks Project - 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt,htm#Bosoks ) and the fabled Sherman ranch & Black Forest portals 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Portals ).  Now you are unwittingly bringing in the Philadelphia 

Experiment and Montauk Project under the same "umbrella" as UFOs. 

 

I've even heard of theories where nuke events can generate obscure subatomic particles (like "strangelets") that 

can snake across the Universe and cause destructive effects.  For instance, causing the Sun to "switch gears" in its 

nuclear furnace and nova more quickly.  (Why has NASA been sending up satellites to measure the Earth's magnetic 

field and observe the Sun continually for decades?  Those things should be more-or-less static by now and not require 

sending up new satellites every year-or-two.) 

 

If the ET-human co-op reverse-engineering program rumors are valid, then the consciousness-engineering part 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm ) would surely represent the "new physics" (i.., magic) so often 

quoted by "whistleblowers".  It would be as much of a challenge for the ETs to retrofit their psycho-reactive 

components into our "nuts&bolts" technology as it would be for us.  And "they" probably could only do so much 

(ergo giving credence to Corso's claim that some of the "nut file" wreckage still can't be figured out). 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Nuke.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Emergent
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Docouments/Boylan_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Bolt,htm#Bosoks
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Portals
http://www.stealthskater.com/Consciousness.htm
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In summary, it appears that nuke tests directly relate to UFO-type events.  The key question is whether cessation of 

the former is: (1) because of physical damage to (a) Universal dimensions (inc. "timelines", Hawkings' "Multiverse", 

Tegmark's "parallel worlds"); (b) Earth's magnetic fields; or (c) our Sun -OR- (2) (i) threatening off-planet aliens' 

existence, (ii) opening up "portals" to allow aliens to come into our world, or (iii) somehow allowing mental energy 

(consciousness from some source) to assume physical reality. 

 

 

 

November 8, 2005  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=851.html ) 

projects 'Ghost' and 'Blue Beam' 
 

I was updating the famous Black Forest, Colorado portal story  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Portals ) and came across  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Portals_03.doc .  It first 

started out as a "Montauk" type anomaly with soldiers seen entering-and-exiting atmospheric portals.  That brought in 

Robert Bigelow, John Alexander, & co.  Then it got changed to more of a "haunting" phenomena.  Now it seems as 

that it could have been a test of military holographic-projection technology. 

 

I "Googled" for Projects "Ghost" and "Blue Beam" and put my results in 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Holograhy_02.doc ).  The former is apparently a legitimate top-secret 

"black" project that was used in the Persian Gulf War.  An anonymous e-mailer once prodded me for info as if he was 

testing to see if I had heard of it.  He told me about the Gulf War usage.  And then I never heard from him again. 

 

Apparently it doesn't work that well against technically-sophisticated enemies => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Holography_1.doc .  (Both of these documents can be accessed from 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography ) 

 

Regarding "Blue Beam", it seems like a lot of counter-intel disinfo "spin" was put on it with projecting holographic 

images of all the great religious figures to force doubt on all the World's religions as these figures merge into one (the 

anti-Christ?).  Can't figure why someone would go to such lengths to make something so obviously discreditable ... 

 

 

 

November 4, 2005   (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=867.html ) 

Quantum UFOs (for lack of a better description) 
 

I would guess that most of us think of "advanced machines" when we think of UFOs.  That is, actual "nuts-and-

bolts" craft of advanced materials and manufacturing technologies.  That is a most convenient portrayal for us since 

our society has evolved along those lines. 

 

However, in re-editing Tom Skeggs' remote-viewings of Montauk reports, I saw something that caused me to 

envision another scenario which I would like to post for the sake of discussion. 

 

Some people don't have any trouble seeing UFOs while others (like myself) have never seen one.  I haven't read 

any of the celebrated Carl Jung's works.  But I understand he thought UFOs were more-or-less a type of 

hallucination.  This bothered many witnesses who swore they were seeing something real. Based on what Mr. Skeggs 

wrote, I wonder now if both sides can be correct. 

 

http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=851.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Portals
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Portals_03.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Holograhy_02.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Holography_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=867.html
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For the record, Dan Sherman said his Project Preserve Destiny "intuitive comms" were always via a special 

computer (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm ).  One wonders why flesh-and-bone aliens just couldn't 

meet us face-to-face at some secluded landing site.  Oh, I know that there are some legitimate reasons.  But I'm taking 

on a "devil's advocate" role here to pursue a unique scenario which -- if true -- could explain some of the puzzle. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

(1) Mr. Sherman said the ETs don't travel through time as much as they "evade" time 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Sherman_1.doc ). 

 

(2) Wilhelm Reich thought his newly-discovered "orgone" energy was the basis for explaining flying saucers.  He 

further claimed that his DOR "cloudbusters" (the writers of the Montauk Project called these "radiosondes") could 

bring down the discs if need be. 

 

He was one of the first to propose a link between UFOs and nuclear energy (other than the campy "they are 

worried about our survival as a race and planet"): Chapter 2 in 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_01.doc :  "From this fact follows the logical conclusion that the 

highly-sensitive OR energy ocean in the Universe had been greatly irritated by the atomic energy explosions which 

took place at an accelerated rate during the past 3-to-4 years.  Since the CORE people apparently use Cosmic Energy 

in propelling their spaceships, they may have decided to investigate the source and the nature of this new menace to 

their existence. …" 

 

Reich was a protégé of Freud.  And Einstein himself computed a value for a parameter in one of Reich's 

equations. 

 

(3) Quantum teleportation is no longer a sci-fi topic.  Although many experiments have confirmed 

instantaneous communication (i.e., infinite speed), the jury is still out as to whether this can be achieved by Macro-

sized objects.  However, the physicist father of famous missing person Philip Taylor Kramer thought it would be 

possible (see http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer ).  Then his son turned up missing (and later 

presumed dead although no reports of DNA matching from his bones were announced to the public) after announcing 

a breakthrough in solving his fathers UFT equation. 

 

(4) Bob Lazar himself said that it was explained to him that the UFOs traveled by "warping space-time) and that 

in such a case, speed would have no meaning as "travel" would be instantaneous (as in quantum teleportation) => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar . 

 

(5) Larry Maurer said that the 1981 Eugene, Oregon sighting/demonstration that spawned UNITEL, NW Inc. 

involved a craft that <blinked> to new locations almost instantaneously. See "Flying Colors" at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm . 

 

 

I could go on with more examples to build up this case I'm trying to make. But what brought a lot of things 

together was something … 

 

(6) … from Tom Skegg's report (http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Skeggs_02.doc ): 

 

"The physical evidence of alien races visiting Earth is extremely rare.  The so-called 'aliens' appear to be 

'biophysical' [i.e., non-physical] entities.  And communication with these so-called alien races maybe akin to 

"channeling" like in Project Preserve Destiny.  If actual contact is taking place, I don't believe it's a face-to-face 

contact but more like psychic communication like in the stories of the 'Cult of the Nine'.  (The technique dates back 

centuries with Oracles and sages who could communicate with the gods when in an altered state). 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Sherman_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Reich_01.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Skeggs_02.doc
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"The UFO witnessed by UNITEL's Maurer and Miller may be been a high-definition hologram.  This could 

explain why it was transparent.  And they believe that it uses lasers as part of its propulsion system.  It may be a form 

of propulsion where it projects an image of itself ahead of itself to a distance location.  This may involve 

superposition where an image is projected to a distance location.  But how you get the physical mass to the distance 

location is another matter (pardon the pun). 

 

"The use of quantum tunneling is one method.  And for a few seconds, the object will be a superposition and 

occupy both locations at the same time.  To me, the projected image and the object generating the image exchange 

places.  To a person seeing it, it's difficult to tell if the object is actually physically real or a holographic copy of a 

physical object. 

 

"Also most alien abductions appear to occur when the witness enters into an altered state of consciousness.  Many 

may be unaware that they are doing it.  The physical injuries may be a manifestation of what they encounter when in 

an altered state." 

 

 

(7) Well, the military has achieved great success in projecting very real holographic images (see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography ).  What if UFOs and their occupants form some sort of 

creature-machine interface that exists in a quantum wave world?  Using something like Skeggs' "Star Chamber" 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber ) would enable them to be quire "real" and lifelike for 

interactive interactions. 

 

(And maybe if there is a "malfunction", the quantum wave hologram (which seems so real to our senses) becomes 

decohered (i.e., collapsed) along the lines of Tom Bearden's "Materialization of Thought Forms" 

(http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/092902.htm ) and the ET craft becomes "stuck" in the physical Macro 

world (e.g., a Roswell or Dalnegorsk crash). 

 

(9) That reminds me of the Philadelphia Experiment.  From a conversation with Dr. Manson Valentine 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Shelton_01.doc ), astronomer Morton K. Jessup said: ""The 

Experiment is very interesting but awfully dangerous. It is too hard on the people involved.  This use of magnet 

resonance is tantamount to temporary obliteration in our dimension but it tends to get out-of-control.  Actually, it is 

equivalent to transference of matter into another level or dimension and could represent a dimensional breakthrough 

if it were possible to control it. …" 

… … … … … … … 

As Valentine states: 

 

"In practice, it concerns electric and magnetic fields as follows:  An electric field created in a coil induces a 

magnetic field at right angles to the first.  Each of these fields represent one plane of space.  But since there are 3 

planes of space, there must be a third field -- perhaps a gravitational one.  By hooking up electromagnetic generators 

so as to produce a magnetic pulse, it might be possible to produce this third field through the principle of resonance.  

Jessup told me that the Navy had inadvertently stumbled on this." 

… … … … … … … 

Later in Moore's interview, Rinehart remembered that the name of the project was either 'Rainbow' or 'Mirage' -- 

both dealing with the bending of light.  As the studies increased, some of the side effects that may be created by the 

experiment were discussed.  Some of these included the ionization of the surrounding air, a 'boiling' of the water, and 

a "Zeemanizing" of the atoms.  "No one at this point," continues Rinehart, "ever considered the possibility of 

interdimensional effect or mass displacement." 

… … … … … … … 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography 
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber 
http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/092902.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Shelton_01.doc
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What would be needed is a way to project an electromagnetic field at the proper resonating frequency to vibrate a 

solid mass near the speed-of-light, yet induce a gravitational field to contain and prevent loss of mass within the field 

and from turning it into pure energy. 

 

In short, matter could be restrained from total conversion into energy by the controlled application of a 

radiation field of sufficient gravitational intensity to contain a body or bodies moving uniformly near the velocity 

of light, thereby rendering them invisible to outside observers. … 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

I could go on.  But looking at UFOs as a sort of pure energy quantum wave that has the ability to decohere (i.e., 

turn into mass) seems to provide a denominator that connects several up-to-now opposing views.  If the ETs were 

involved in a joint reverse-engineering program, I wonder if it was their "real" selves or a Tom Skeggs' "Star 

Chamber" holographic projection (didn't Star Trek/Deep Space 9 have a physician that did this?).  If this view of 

alien technology is correct, then I could see why our best scientists would think of it as almost "magic" and be who-

knows how many years ahead of us. 

 

As I mentioned before, a relationship between UFOs and nuclear weapons tests has historically existed ("Filer's 

Files" notwithstanding).  The number of sightings has drastically decreased since the worldwide moratorium on nuke 

tests.  So it is not surprising that the regulatory atomic energy agency of each nation (e.g., the U.S. Dept. of Energy) 

should be the repository of all UFO reports.  This leads to the obvious question: (1) do these tests send out an "alarm 

signal" to some advanced alien race who zoom in to warn us of our folly if not to actually disable some warheads, or 

(2) do the nuclear events cause some sort of anomaly that either (a) creates UFO illusions from the ZPE field or (b) 

opens up some sort of interdimensional portal that permits entry. 

 

(10) The thesis that I'm espousing here leans toward (2).  With regard to (2b), there has been a report that Los 

Alamos was investigating holographic portals that were both "amazing" and "frightening" to researchers.  If true, 

I'm suggesting this is directly related to the UFO phenomena (see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc ).  Maybe the military adapted this holographic 

phenomena to create deceptive images  

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Portals_03.doc and the 

aforementioned http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography ). 

 

A college buddy of mine who went on to naval flight school told me (in a matter-of-fact, uncaring tone) that 

UFOs "are up there all the time.  We don't bother them, and they don't bother us."  In an e-mail to me, Tom Mahood 

wrote that he had heard the same thing from military pilots that he interviewed: "Sort of like standing orders -- 'just 

keep an eye on them.'" 

 

(11) This suggests that the UFOs are not considered to be a serious threat.  And that would explain the relatively 

low budgets of the offices assigned to monitor the phenomena.  If they are actual entities entering our realm through 

some sort of M-brane dimensional rip (caused by a nuke explosion), then that is one thing.  If they are merely ZPE 

"materializations" caused by the same nuke events, then that would raise even less concern.  If they become 

decohered (i.e., by collapsing their quantum wave function), they will become real and static in our existence.  

Perhaps new psycho-reactive materials of construction are used to make such a physical craft act as a quantum 

particle => http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Adair_1.doc . 

 

(12) 1950's Canadian radio engineer Wilbert Smith had a collection of letters and presentations (archived at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Smith_02.doc ) in which he seems to have been privy to the ET 

technology (perhaps even as a first-hand observer) than other reports would have indicated.  There are revealing 

sentences that deal with the UFO-nuke relationship, scalar waves, and machine-consciousness link that are abruptly 

ended as if deliberately censored.  Some experimental results reminded me of the Montauk Delta-T antenna and Tom 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Boylan_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Portals_03.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Military.htm#Holography 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Adair_1.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Smith_02.doc
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Skeggs' use of the Everett-Wheeler "Many Worlds" theory to enact time-travel (see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber ). 

 

Smith's position seems to refute the way I was "leaning" above with regard to the nuke-UFO link (if I am "reading 

between the liens" correctly). I keep thinking if all of this were so easy -- even from a theoretical standpoint -- then it 

would not have been a mystery to the great minds on this Planet. There must be a lot more to it!  That's why I'm 

grasping at straws and trying to fit them together … 

 

I'm re-editing all the archived documents on my site.  Doing that has forced me to read them more intently.  If 

postulated theories hold true, there is more consciousness in the Universe than all the matter and energy combined.  

In fact, consciousness lives forever (i.e., life-after-death) and time has no meaning in the "Multiverse". 

 

The short story is that they seem to be developing an all-encompassing theory which will unite UFOs, Near-

Death Experiences, remote-viewing, Out-of-Body Experiences, physical Death, eternal Life, consciousness, 

clairvoyance, the Philadelphia Experiment, time-travel etc. etc. The problem is that each individual's biological 

makeup makes duplication of results difficult. (Like medical cures, what works for one person may not necessarily 

work for another.) 

 

For me, the trick to reading these technical (always over my head!) essays is to home-in on certain keywords and 

ignore the high-brow stuff. 

 

This could be seen as a significant first step to merge Science with Philosophy and Religion. At least, the fact 

that there are now scientific theories (well-grounded in irrefutable Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity) that 

can explain such metaphysical topics should offer reassurance to modern-day "Doubting Thomases". 

 

*** http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Consciousnessess_18.doc *** 

 

 

 

August 3, 2005  (http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=569.html ) 

Montauk Timelines 
 

I was going to add this as a response to Kate's post on different dimensions of time.  But I can't find where it is 

now. 

 

Bill Hamilton made a loose reference to physicists (Witten et al) adding another dimension to what we consider 

"time" at => http://www.ufoarea.com/technology_antigravity_secrets.html .  I passed this by a hard-core 

mainstream GR physics guru hoping that he would enlighten me on it.  I think he got sidetracked on something else 

in my e-mail and I'm still waiting to hear on this. 

 

In the meantime, I archived the Montauk Project's Preston Nichols' views on alternate timelines at => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_02.doc .  This was from the first book in the SkyBooks series 

on Montauk.  

 

You'll have to order the book from them to get the complete story.  I excerpted only the bare essentials concerning 

how we should view "manipulated timelines" and "alternate realities".  (Some of this was reflected in Nichols' view 

of UFOs at =>  

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_1.doc .)  There must 

be at least 4-or-5 more books in their Montauk series. 

 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#StarChamber 
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Consciousnessess_18.doc
http://wyzwyrlde.com/Forums/viewtopic/t=569.html
http://www.ufoarea.com/technology_antigravity_secrets.html
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_02.doc
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Nichols_1.doc
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Just came across this as I was editing another archived document from Dr. Velimir Abramovic of the "Institute 

for the Science of Time" in Serbia. 

 

Ramanujan always claimed that his powerful mathematical theorems came to him in his dreams by a Buddhist 

goddest (Nepal?).  In his autobiography on Nikola Tesla, Dr. Abramovic revealed that Tesla always had spells of 

multi-colored light flashes in his mind that preceded an important thought.  That fact is buried along with others in 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Abramovic_01.doc . Other docuements written by Velimir are at 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Abramovic . 

 

This gives some insight into what Tom Bearden has been preaching about the time scalar domain and -- I'm 

guessing -- problems with measuring the unseeable.  In my own imagination, I extrapolate the "consciousness as a 

quantum wave" theory to creating physical realities "from the ether" (something that Tom wrote about in the "Science 

behind the Materialization of Thought Forms".  That would explain why some UFOs can split apart and recombine 

into totally different shapes.  And why they only appear to certain witnesses and not others. Assuming physical 

reality is no illusion, the key to it all would be how do they transfigure into something "solid".  Maybe this is where 

Dan Burisch's "Ganesh Particle" stuff comes in ... 

 

I may soon be able to route others to a site with instructions on how to build a "Delta-T" antenna.  I've seen 

photos of this guy's model and a .mpg of it in operation.  Hang on for awhile ...  The important thing is that this was 

not some piece of creative imagination.  I'm sure he hasn't gotten the effects that they got at Montauk (if that story 

was true).  But his isn't hooked up to Cray and IBM computers and huge RF-generating equipment either. 

 

I re-edited (for easier reading) some of radio engineer Rick Andersen's essays on the Philadelphia Experiment, the 

Montauk Project, and scalar wave theory as popularized by Tom Bearden.  See 

http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Andersen .  It was interesting to note that they are many proponents of 

scalar wave theories beside Bearden.  And some of these have opinioned that Tom misinterpreted or misapplied some 

of Whittaker's 1903 pioneering studies to make a hybrid scalar theory that doesn't work and has attracted a lot of 

criticism from mainframe camps.  So it would appear that the jury is still out on scalaras and time-reversals and 

"plugging your toaster into the ground". 

 

 

if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to the 

previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this file's window-

session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 
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